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FOREWORD-

ortetare tat-VC *
_ingubodT- oscholarlyiaid-pedagogi;ak research,-_thene*_demands-of
a:complex2-society al-Elitightenecl-__pttifestiOnal,spiritiamong__=teichers:----

i e foliti on=iiia-_fa ctld-'t h efte ac h ing=of- English se: t60,
7seniitiow--Changts-ire -rarely= 41-ciiiatidfit =enthusi=enthusiastic -=proponents= ci- =

claim; - =or _as sweeping= as _opponents _tinsisC=Even--: an-ziovernight-r--cur-7--n_

=`=- riculum financed_ througfi_ -a crash= pfograinandinstitutedz-_byf:a
orce:has_loots=in,sdecades oLreseakch-,F of

E-_

6:-Na tiOnals_rounc_ i koLTeache rt=_ ofEngl isl_ is :gr ateftlfor=t he
--opperun- iy-=tobrng-to-publcat at-_three donpanionivolumet:=_The-T-_=

7-Teathingeif= Reading itt:Otir=Sehoolr=byRuth-=_Reeva;;'_Thereaching-
o _-_ztOriguage-_thf- Out Schools'_:by---_-114itiariti3ii-z-Goldsteill; zTheiTedehitig--
Of _OthESchOols_by-Rithard=CorbinAtis'z particularly grate, _

izful to Ihethree-= atithots--;:nteMbers,_oUthe-Councili and leaders 'of=
-ptofession,f_Whoi show_snot __only: agrasplioUrthei-chatiging present
anibadetsta ndint:commitmefit ztoTithelf traditioh- and -shistoryi=thaChave-f
led to it = =-

--1To=_Othet=SUbjeCt-_,iitlheSChtiol:cutridtildit-±COrriiiiaiids-TnU:Ire- -Men= '-
tion th a u -Englw Itit ec tnday_sch oolt=ho s

_
tis t-udeitsIt yt_- a minimum=

oUfiNe= years-to t;- In ielementay_:schoolL the_content ad,the-Skills
oLEngliSh-E retehte -up i=to=_60=-:per

--cent- of =the= instructional itiineziancl-
-_iefforL---_Thatthis=disctitsion---of_Englislrequired-Ihtee_sboOksiattestsAo_
-the tcopetbffiglish; butihot to any natural_ separations -in= the sub=1--

ject:Atsthe'authOrs _make cleat,_=reading--, -_-_cotoposition,-;7and -language= clear,

---_-studyires_inextridahly-'_bound z_-_tbgether;! and _t-he estu-c137A)f -:literature_ _

p6tvidtis The-,Natioriall_CoUndit'Of iTeachers-i_-_of-s_Tntlish- is ,--
pleated to-ozrimehd=alLthree-_=_books= to--patents---interestedlifEaglish
trogratfisfidesigned-,-fOr itheirIchildreknd -_ to othcri'-who =seekz-a
antl raccurat6Titture Of:the present,and sthel-foreseeablelutUre -in= the

_- -,teaclung-of=Englith:

fRobert E; Hogan -
z z_ ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE -SECRETARY=

NATIONAL COUNCIL: op TEACHERS OF-sENGLISH



=PREFACE

heCom-miSsion=on---EnglishleflheXolleteEntrance ation=
Oard_-_=has r_stated:,_'``CompOSition=_ShOuld7:_bezneittlei

ineidentalltishould:_be_patti of7eaCh-;_week's-woilefaholsh_duldbeiin_tit_
---_-tmately--connected'with7_other parts=Offthat7Avork7;'__-_==

=_:Even-if-iyou,:as==a :prent;:havcrio =strong__- personal jfeelings7=inE
matter, 1theSe=tecoMmeridationi= would- seent

parent- s-- &Snot _-have ------ -7-- .
-From uthemowntheir-sc- hool,7busm ess,-for

fessional life,=7-they know i__well=enoughz_, the-- idvantagef-Of' being
put_---down_theithoughts=iti7Clear=andlively7i:Engtish:Thus-,-fic±is--_

:-titely =understandable= -that =many- parents aSlci_theniselVeSlutieasily;77-
`- `- What=-can =I =do= to'lielpsiny_Child7aehieveItieSkilEha'7shOul&have=ini

__-w_rithigr -Or- that some --diittirbedat theexiinples
Selves. see= or_ at -_the _-_ school's' report writing, are
undecided-whether-to ask;_ "_What _is wrong_with or "-What
is -wrong7with the school?" -= _

This_-==boolc_does _not pretendl_to- give "`nice-answers--to-_these_-=-_-

7-_ cult _questions-.-- What- it =does -attempt is-to_ -you;aszan -inter--
estedi±parerit;-:--witk the= natifter With---the --methods
used_lienerallY.tin-sehools to doveloplyour-- child's writing-- --ability,--and
=finally to__suggest-_-some_r_practicaLwaysf _as:a =parent can_
helix both -youriehild and:the -schoolin-their common -endeavor.
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As_ _a[parenvyou
with/ont -child'i-_fifst-out=otAhe=clatsotootti_lkriting - assignment= called == - __

_technidaktheiii"composition" -_,Thit -event = may - occur =as late= -as -The=
time -he of -she = enters seventh = grade; though it jrom-=_one ;s-chotki
to_anotheil"Schbolsiand-oVen_teachers-withinea-school'eniplOyidifferenti

--Aime=tables_and!proceddres for --As- =
_

e-late-priniary -gradet;--you ---mayAAVO----sharethyour-;child's,-ex-
lierieicel*Eplatining4nd "autobiography" _with
-vital-=atatittits,- and itS=Viide4yed:__Atpirati-onsi-to7boOome

---stautirran ast-robaut': You-rniay-ihaVer_been,soinewhar diittirbed'= the=±--

oecasional: sinistpelled word,-_--theamorphous-sentence_r_structure,,and
-r:inadequate-3-paragraphing;,-_Ebut= you ; haver,Ezrealiiedlthatzlhe f

*thing:are= thanrandzztliaCin=:the--_-sthobr----yeatsld-_bomei,_youir-zOhild---
should learn what is still lacking Many children do, indeed, learn
to write a few consecutive paragraphs quite creditably before entering
the -zjiinicir-lhigli:Schooki0thers,-_fOr -One-_-reason -,tiviiiother-;:= Inis

incomplete _:Orzawlatirdly--=OonStructedf_setitentels
- =organe their ideaS-_-poorly-lwhen,-==writing-Jhat--- `coin sition":--asee

ho-me-= assignment in seventh -grade-ore even beyond
Writing is not t1W-simplest--ofshunianiattivitiez

travel_ia-iong,long;toad4tont-no at-_---allojia
ances--of using hii_teachet_ai-Sectetary-to:0--Amirnhis-ideas=aridElatef=_--

z of opying:twhit--1-habeen=potion5the-ichalkboard-or-i_aote41_ad=z-ftit
-him,-7before-__heiS-=_ableAndependently:to=zwrite_ meaningful sentences--
-and-well-organizedparagraphs-An -suth=independent-4ritingi must
meet-:multipleidemands=iif _

nizing rinformation-,e_Ethoosing=etuitable=-_-words, _employing = sentences =
= -that_ are Ole ar- = prospective readeriandjt-isehoped--,--at'ithe-sarne-_

-_time -being:iv-neon ablyicorrect_ in __spelling-,'cipitalitationpunctu ation-
-and =manuscript-fortn.
-=---To-fillustrateyot probably _recall Ahat_ first= notice-your =six- year-
old:brought:home frorti-school:` 4-Tirst_-_gradi:has 'open-ilouse

Please come. Jimmy." his-=_ittill



_uncertain- manuscript writing_ a -real :message that he and his =class-- _

_mates had discussed and whose wording theyhad_decided upon under_
the teacher'siguidance.slienmy Was_ learning Abe magic of- pencil -on -=

-paper in conveying-ideas-110 persons not-presenr at the-time-of writing.
He had written withf_pUrpose.-Oc-recall'your, pride When- first=grader-
ViVian-_---brought--_home-sher:colorful draWing of the many 7rayed-__stin-
shinin&on-_=a flower -hed-and=.ion=irthe---sentente-she.:h-adplannedand=_:

printed==by!herselfiE(Withiomeishelp_in-spellingyi=n'he----sUn-ntmeU
-= theffloWers;'-'-_This-_-_Wasi-ViViatesE-sWay-Of_-dkpreWii0er,_childiA:buL_

neVerthelessireal.Aelight=arthe--bOraingibUsp-ringtithe'Noitalgically
yet---arthetsame=time;-'_youf saw'aVidence"

Immattirityinsherlhiriking--as"-slietaStribed 1-itintan-traits to-theinani7==-__
_-_-,r-iiiteWti=:Dr_r-Othapsit_WAS=Miken_who-z,;Wheirili=thirdfgode,-:rejected---"-

Ahe==intaginatiVestOry----in=his,f-teader==and=_MVestigatedifol_find-_--thei,real_ii-
Eeason for the leaves' changing color in the fall Do-you recall

you ---to-;tha_=-_-etiay_clop-ediv_indEy-puilold'T science -= textbook IO"_

-__-_help him=fincLourth-efacts?--You---probablYstilr havehiiz*orking eopy-
-=_of---lhe-report-he-,--_wrote-41_ =the- bulletin-=board

rin-the "rfall-the =greenleaves--turrbright =red =i_and-
change _col -or- because =a kind =of= corlc=gro-vis-7;betwietAheirt--aild--- the
-stems-.fi_Then --the -_savcantiot-=go-z--into-_the_ileaves-;_7Sor_-'they--:ch-inge
Mon:After theyfalr off-the:tree,_

em=youAnewrthatA14ike=was=really-= learning _ihowfto,put,"hii== ideas_ _ _=

-yearahead;-_wheti-Ite:WoUld read =seventh_lrade,
assigned= out,b0he5-classrboithiboMpO6tion would hbld few
hirit=or- for yout

Writing _is, indeek "the
When -your entered:sehbo4 he_ wasalready-a-_bompetent
-timeserraticilistener,---,Well"-able-t-bztranslateimany;of the things told -

him into= action._=He cook already= see k_=well=enough=to "_make most
OUhiszneedanown'and;=onEbteISion,-=toxerta-considerableinfluence
_upOn yoti,: his= elassthates-, or =any- other people-= with = -whom-he---hapt.
pened-Abh'eassociat_
-___Furthertnore-,-by== listening and_-=speaking -_ is

-_kmitething -you-smay=never==havethought_aboiir before)-i 'Ite-Was-
idemonstrating_-_ in most convincing lashion-the--faet that he !_under-_-
stOod-ihe.ifItindamentals"_ bf=:Ertglish cirammar,---the =basic', sentence
patternt and_thost of Thegrarnmatical-WageS=that

_ people -use in:passing=their_AhoUghtS-i'bickriand"-forth---frorn-oneto-
another: For you _`as his -_parents= may-italce=A =bow-;= becaute he

=



WHY- -TEACH WRITING? 3

:learnec I__thee :essential -_matters mainly by imitating:you, t- hough -you
_May not -have fully realized at the time f_what _was -taking

If you provided your child with-:alphabet blocksi _pict-ure_ books, =-
and other simple_ language Materials =Suitable to his _age;- it:is_even

-possible that yottrehild-4::amee'Sehool With_ an elementary knoWledge-
-of reading. course-, the extent of: thisireading_;Waslprobably_ _

stricted `to -the-,sdcognition_rof_a= few-simple wOrds_'or,--

reading -act were- there=--he- had=learnedlibwAttreonvert-writtensym
s into,:idetwhether-,thrOugh4otir-hel

doesinot really- matte[.
``fie =- _one- communication=_skill your child=may= `know little :about

=when--heff_enteesschaOl 4=rititig--.-7_Listening;-_-speaktng,-=an
some_ extentreading--_4rertatural- actsIbecanSe-theynlepend--on_ttaturaf?-
=tools er-thei_ears,-_::voice-i-nand=eyeis-ButLwriting-,requires-=the---use__

tobl==a--- :or-typeWrtter=-A-ndi-_=att;active,Ii-ratheri-
ittird=symbOli Jnto-::--tneattin

-Young childreh,-4p-rtos,-the-4ge-1-__Ofisixf_dr

edffphysiCaFability-to_ -control-4f-, petfzil- and-ihave--=barely___ Started= to
-gain-;Skill--jti-inaniptilating:languageisYntbolsjor this =purpose:_In first
--,grade--they=do-=_learifjo-- use- manuscript .writing =what _you ay_= c all-

_pritning=becatiset the simple--f -= perpendicular:lines
Of= this=_typet of- writing make-_ no --great dentands-on-MOSetilar_E_coordin-a.f-= _

tit* _:anci_sthildren= eititr,hursetr =or -;-;
messagequitefeasilyzeopy_iiztheAtinnitscript*riting

someone such =as ntlidit---7gratidniother-S:-:;By--rthe--titne=yOur _child = is -in_
third or fourth grade, he probably will have learned todo the cursive

-form-_Of-±handwritingTthati:-manyz-zadnits----expOzPoL Itim-,==g-ven_=hefore =

_ he _ Mayi-have-accittire&the-fability_jo-_write sentences-let his -_
own-=44ite-treditablyinAhe-±Sitnplefmantistript =writing =he had-learned

shouldi-ckeeptikimind_==ithat jyOur-ehild-i-s-Writing7Wheir he
dictates Eto-the,teacher rthe_--sentenceshe-:_wants record. =-1(
haps , atzthe-isante_iime__fitAlis-ioftitedowntown-_his=father,
his -ideas to` a_ secretary!)-1-ler_may do_Eithisias_--anindividual= and-later-

_ _ _* _

copylhO:t6ach6esTtrans6.iption- ofe_hi sentences. =Or;-_'heniarbe
-of a =_ group±disci-Assi tituali-splansc-foria's Visit 7-6S-lhe -_zoO=Orzsoine

other -cOmmOn experience_anclithenlworki ng=onta--, series of sentences
on the_-_-subject the:leather:writes =on -the= chalkboa_rd:= .Usually=
the: children -_ read--throughf sucha `compoSition'-'_---under -the_rteacheesi-;

- guidanc- to- cheat on its -ciam-pleteness_-: and arrangement-. =_Iftit is an -=



The-Teaching-of _WritingTin Our:Schools_

important plan or:story-of- experiences, the-leacher-probably-copies-
-- it on chart__ paper-nfor--luture_ reference.- -She -is making_ a so-called- _

"reading- chart.7__Atany rate, your- child- is- experiencing=a_ necessary-
initial stagein- learning, to write down hit ideas; -at -the same_ time-- he
is_gainingin ability to-read.

The Infants Schbols-in--Efigland -2.nd _certain ichbolsiniithef United
States-_have_been etperimenting With, a rianguage-experiencer----cur----

iniwhiCh-Ahe:childreitlearwto=rwrite4fid-IOEreid_concurrently:
County -schoolts_ encouragc_ children= to Aviite--as_

_

--=--ziwelFand=ns-:-soOifatthey±Canis--described:iira--=niime_ograpbed=-report
Children iWrite;-_by= thePizblicAtiod§''Ccimthittet-Samples - writing

-byl:iiipiltillustrate=hoW-J*ritingancLreadint handinlhiS-z _

county's _language- experience approach to= reading The-report= states:_=

- =Creative E wrieng--taiii_bea=i-classWide--.'experience:Ovit -cam=b-e=the-
efforts of4=smallgroupTworkingf at =a Aablewithlhe -teachet.tEither-

-,experience=llollowt=-4-comMor-
`-`thinkito gether-=-2n(Vexpsets-themae lVeLf freely: JnAhe=small--groupf

:= Method- the menberswOrkfistetsand ftfe- &Herat -factors_andEfeelingt--
7; of -.success are-_ h immediately :Able-fa-supply- needed

words --ortorrectspelli-n& to:stimulate thinking:and-to-buil&-curiOsi
:Anothk groUp_moiks--with--_theleaChef _thiring--thefnext

-- _ - During the= classwide=writing _experience - children °are = urged= =to_get= _ _

thoughts -,on paper-and not 4econcerned neat=
-=ness-,--_orscoritenetS;1-=The-Aeacher-=has---_-plaCedi:WordS=sand=_-phraset

frOm- the,:pteceding diScustion on :the cbalkboard or art =paper-- and=
-_-now_z_suppliea rntedediwords(as7childrennreques help_Yon-smal t slips
OUpaper or add it ion-alf dhal kboatok arei,--or-suggests. that_lhe-_ ch ildren

-.0Se- published _diction Ides or_ones=they: haVer_nia-deras_wellta-other_
-refertncefres6urdes.- -J

= =Many preschool- children have infaginaty-iplaYm-ates and -inhaginary--
_

experiences:1*o make, up-stories' see-mseto natural-occurrericeas
well -as =in--infections: onizand'they-brinr _thissUbil ityrwi th ---theM---when

---theyzenterschool. -Sonte children: h ave -.-difficultY telling -land -_ writing:- _-

1-Stories -becauSe. -they_,_ notz-ih ad- :thesenr_=previousee-imatinItive =

_
=

ildren--learnimany-thingi-whin--theY-Wiite.-_Therbeconi-fa mil jar?:
--with----proofreading, and_rwitir-selecting,z 'eliminating-imd arranging: _-
words. However, the--:fiest =efforts -are_ -Utiially Aot-Avell- done= -and-=

=contain =Misspelled7Words,-inc-oinplete-sentences-,-;and= meagerHpunc_-,-
tuation and -capitulization;-- The- first stories----arc nnticorreeted,--bnt- as=

z_the-_child read his story_-tolkezteacher,=_his -- voite-iindiCates-beginnings =

-_ and =-endings; -Ft-then- periods;_ Matks,_ -and -_
capitals. . .1= =- _

1-Childien--Write, South 'Bay- Union: School: District,Einifietiar Beach; cidi#;
=_fornia.Alsed: by_-permilsibn =of--the--Sari-Diego-County--__D4altment=of-_EduCatiOn

and South-- Bay= UnioniSchoolsDistrict, Robert- BUrress,- superintendent, _



WHY TEACH WRITING? 5

A first-grader-wrote _the-following uncorrected story at -the left._
The corrected version at the right is_aftranscription of her oral reading
of the story she had jug written. -Note that the general= patterns of
the sentenceslin the tWo versions are almost identical, but -that Gail
lacked the technical skill to shOw the sentences as she said them. She

much yet _to learn, but Gail was already well on the 'road com-
petencyinwriting. _

=

Funny-Long Misstady
(as _originally =written -by- Gail

_ There was_a funny-long_ la
who = wanted= = =to be short she
ascked =all= over town wrere she. _
can get to =bee short, Then _one

_day she ascked a gril_name Lullul-
then Lullul had to think then
she said I no-go to the woods
and you will =fide= =some- _- wish =_
water.

She wet to the wish_water and
she got her wish. And she-shrunk.

e- FuhnyiLang,Miss_Lady_=

as-Eread -1JY--= Gail =and,- tra-nStri bed,
=by the= teacher)

ere--=-was= 4'10 ny --long
=who - wanted= -to =be__ short: _She
asker:17:_ all lover loWnIc_h

-n-

oitzday'she-ja'sked-a= gitl=
named rzhadlto_rthink,
then-She said,--q±knoW.-_06:-tOrthe
Woods -and- -you--Avill---find's some
wish water!-'-
': Sh-e-iwent=_,to the= -wish, -Water

anOhe got-her-WiShShCishrUnk._

WRITING BEGINS=-= WITY_=- -TALK

_-_A-Child=begins_talking=at:ani-earlTaga-,-generally with- the_sound_da-
_ = _ _

or _some- close_ apprOximation, :and-progresses by_ the time= he-z-enters
Schoollo=the-fpointizwhefezhefthaytiake,S-tich-a

_-- tion aS-nGranddaddy_ Molley;1-IaSn't7he?--Wby-_dOesnT
13-addThaVO--lotS_xCmotiayr-'-

Although-likr has no-dictionarylmeaning,--pareifts-r seem-z-:to=have-_no_s
-diffiCultylin-rec-ognizing=lits-zreferent-.:::For pride and
excitement, and especially with the first child or two they may go
ambitiouSly;:to-i_wOrktOz_ekpatidAheE_ehild's _vocabulary:- ``See-the_i:clog-

-m-ee?Nic-e_dokeie.,-Now- say-doggie itle-Momthy!'-=!-The--effee-titiOon-;the
adult= vocabulary -of -such= forced feeding _in- =infancy is questionable,

= Fortunately;z__ most-zpareaSSOMIdiscovr_-that-there-ateer enough-
hOurs-: in -the: day-ttrwash-the: diapers formul as, earti=_the--_tent--,- _-

land -also -se-rvel=as--full-timeleacher.,-Parents -do-not mean to_lose7in=
terest- in-theif-child'slinguistiosEprogressbUt-the :_earthier:dein-ands =of
life- interfere,-Iso:--that finally majority-:ot chiidreriarrive-- at their
_abilityAortalklntelligibly;pretty-MUch-Ontheir -=

_- -AsAhe--child-progresses irom---thci:monosyllable-da to__-the-inorei
sophisticated'utterance-,- such-as- the 4ane=about= granddad,Lit is usually
not because -he -has= -eft-taught-to-say- the _latter, buti-bedauselie-ia-
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-growing and gaining greater_-control of: his vocal apparatus and
becaust_he-has heard certain -words often_enough-that he tan-manage
to imitate theit-soundt deliberately- and meaningfully.-

So,- in the four or five years_that follow= the -initial- experience with"
da, the child== literally leaches-himself- to speak by listening :iand-by
associating-the soundshe_heart with theexperienees they-accompany;
By imitating _notionly_the: soundsbutithe peculiar :arrangement _of

-_Qthese-sounds---iirithe_gattin=that heihea-ts,,-and'theft---byIelatiogj_,
to_thes4Orld-_arciUnd-liMyoUr
tUage-z_withi-kconsiderable--=clegree=ofs-_-stecesS._:--

thef*titten-ziari
-_=- _cOineSaboUt,in=quite:a -different andilot S5-easy_ a-- way-;-Thoughz a-=few

-_children-manage onztheir owk:because--theyhaveiAn abnorinallystiong_-_
_ _ _

to-ipUrdoWit = meaningfully=some of = the graphic_
= -_isyMbols_that-we-E =writint-= itiSlentirely_norMal'fo-r-_)ficiW Children:

---to-arrivezat=tchtiOl---On-theiffirst day bletei-stall(flUefitly=7--butrentirelyl--
-- _ignorant of--Whatfit

School-,-_ though-it-never:s_negleetttOn:continue-_=developing_-thechild!s__

-writings-,Of_others-and-to-_put his thoughts-=andileelings:intO'-w-ritin-g---

A learns to speak= inipart----sas= naturallylas-ia---gibboh-llearris to
gibber or 4: crOW--toritaw,-zthough-iwith-ithiSiuniqWintelligence:=_-the__=_
child can earry_the process- far =beyond, anythinguthieVed- by, his:furred' --
and-j_featheredEfriends--Inf-_contrast,--:i_-_writing7is-=partiallyfan-_unnaturaLT-_

aCtivity.-_-_-The---_thaniptilation:oti- a_ pencil-or-pen- is = easy r--emiugh;_=bUt7_-=_,

the necessity:Of-dealing with vistatzsymbolsinnwritint =

thatis--learned--Withigreateffcitt;=forithepOWerofsabstraction
_sessecV-bnly-by-r-htman-tbeingt.=-0fily--,mankindtcatissc-ommunicatin--
viritingHand--*-an4latUto- invelit,the isystem,-pf-=symbols -that :hen uses = -_

to do it.- Witness i-ther_fact thaCtibbons-rdo not novels;:nor---dci -
-crows- write letters-,to othercrows!==-

DOING WHAT DOES NOT COME= NATURALLY

Your child must learn consciously to write. This implies, of= course,
that he must be= deliberately taught to =write: Imitation, = which had
such an important role in his learning to speak,_ plays only a minor-
part ir.. the process of learning to write. Its main contribution is= in
the preliminary stage of_learning to form the letters Of the alphabet,
which is handwriting_but_not Communication, though alert children
"pick up" a considerable vocabulary and ability to spell from careful
observation of their verbal environment.
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= _ =Like most-other acquired skills, learning to put their thoughts_ down
on-paper is =easier:for- some children= -than for others. -Sensitivity to

- words, acute. visual memory, unusual -powers-- of observation, strong
social: or esthetic driVes, higher:verbal intelligenceit iis_ not clear
what -_combinations'_ of these and other -traits in -the -- child- determine
whether "he will -grow up to become the next Robert Frost, an un-__
known_iilliterate,-_-_or like- Most of Us;_-somethiat in-between=people:
able _to 8rite_Ve _--en outh_ rth e -_-letters ,_ reports,-- and otherAna ctical-

-__Mattersffthar our_ business
_ _

neveren,
--AirelTeamfortable_faboit-whatwe=arte_doing.;--

Few_--:-childrei0eam outside E_ of=tehool:-to write -down their ideas,
for- -_the master==key =to_ successful _learning =is normally= =a= trained
teacher:_ parentsilcliow:how -:_to--Nirite --rands like. _ _

tOnSideti oarielves- =some -degreel-teachers,ifewzof=us --remembeer_Ve
istCps-weE-ourselves:went-thrOugh=iniearningria_write-.-_The___

f- trainecileacheizis_motionly-fawarel-;_oL thel-steps =up_7_whichsv-he_- must

,W-elLversedin
--tticadd;_=A-_=godd-loart- of fact-E=that he -las- =
.-_observed _closely_luiridreth,OUChildren--bi--the-=prodest arning to -_-_
Write a-s AvelLasiizto 1--

- More= imPorfr.vi.-_ thaw his=knowl dgef Ofr the-mechanics- Of4riting-_is =
the-traina-a =teacher's --iunderstan ==-of-__ the waysto ---motivate _

_ =to -write_.--True,=--mostirst=graders_i show rzspontane-oas enthusiasm as
they-lell_lheiristories-:and_=Set theillinagidally:take'shapelon'the-_'ohalk- r

hoed or_ow_papers-as-A-e_teacherriwriteslromAictation.'=Many=of
children -continue -16-jake=to-dre -t-Cxpretsingf-theivideas:_and= fet1=-_-77
ings_ When-- the_teacherfno-t:IOnger_-serAiek-as--,-imanuensis, especially

each --child=itperMitted- to,write:_ififormatiOn-or explanatiOns:of=_things: _=
=to--_which ==--he-clostly-relates,--or-is==stirred-rtoy_imaginAtive=storytelling_-=
= or_ verse:writing.-1Vhe childrewWritezi-With- purpotef and :at _I-tht same
-tithe afe-: writiq-r-TdOwn

- =their_increasingly== mature; =_ comiker-lideas;s:fility'r-Ard-likdy-_-ifo-: write
=evek eagerly Enthusiasm -for =writing _fades :with-Abe-lean

whenever writing assignmentsztecome-impersonal-, abstract,-
unrelated -to their_-real interests. =Only skillful -teachingiitaw -generate
molder ditenchanted-_--childrew; pride_ in-Jtheit-Lwriting7_ and:_-a=ifeeling :of--
personaLsatisfactiowin _writin&-vielV report---__on-_,stich remote 'topies-
as--``The ArticleS-_of-COnfederation"-foriThe::PrOtet-t-ofsOinioMs,"--

Children: unfortunate_ enOugh_norto-=_ have iwell4rainedi teachert-=of
= English,--_ with few exceptions, find writinu a- drudgery.- _,To_i-most = it
seems= artificial== hurdle =set = between- them-==and-_-the magic_-_ word
-`_`graduation." By __absorption they-learn-enough-about:the conventions _
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of -writing -"to get= by." _They seldOm- have their- eyes opened: to the
satisfaction _or-- the-even more substantial _Value:that -putting down
one's thoughts andifeelings- on Taper, -exactly and vividly, =offers the
educated mind._ _

= In our_;emphasis_upon-ihe iniportance of good teaching,_ however,
we must_ not= forget an easily discernible -fact=whatever:theit advaty
tages, -riot-- all people are,' or _can-- be; equally_lood writers:-If_ this-

_werenbt-fso,*e-4rotildialLt-e Shake-spear-es;r1Soine-iikns-=arenot4doil
_

--Writers--=becauselwenever=made-_the_,-necessaryffort,--_buvothers-of--US__
-are-snot_ go:Jodi-writers- simply because :We lack= the --ability ;(th-ottgkwe--

---Mayhave_r_mader-Mit-yerywelliindeed-us-i_technicians--:Oribnsinessmen);=__=
= ourc hildten1 are suCh la' hhigh zdegred=_- _

-aptitude-lor-wrtingi:thati-hO_TperCeptiVe,teacher can only- t
-e-0-outs off

n_To-make--clear-lovronr!Childien-Ahinks--andr__-Write_=-Atv_ariona-,ageal'
and'Avhy-theydo=their writing, classroocompositiong7-_
are- quoted=iterbitim. (The=putposes-_-

-The:first- :three-were -written, independently-:by=childrens,aged who
hadlmen_taughtftd_read---and:-Writethe----IprevidtissyOar-
_mentaL-basis=in-n-ri-EnglishInfaritS_Sehool.--Onezthild-ViotO-in----order
-to:make_ a record-rand-_used-the:-Vert -shott-sentenceS=s-O-Often_itited: by
-beginning _Writers.=-He--Wrote:-

= In,Octoberiwe wind-EfOr-thfee _-dayS.-:=There was hail;t6o_ The
Roads were flooded Some trees were blown down The sea was very

Another six-year-old tried to spread= the news as she wrote =in more
fluent style:_

On Saturday I went to Whipsnade Zoo and I saw a baby wolf, it
was crippled. Then I went to see the elephant

We went to aee the flamingoes. They Were pink. Then we went
to see "the = bears and =it was feeding time,_then we_went home.

Note her difficulty in punctuating her -sentences, which-would have
caused her no trouble in saying them orally. While she was thinking
sequentially,= she recounted one detail after another by using "and"
to connect somewhat unrelated sentences or by adding a descriptive
sentence, as after_"wolf" =and "flamingoes." (A- mature= child =would
likely_write: "wolf which was crippled" or-"we' went to see the pink
flamingoes.") ,

Late in the.school year still another pupil in the same class wrote
a report on information he had gained. He wrote with considerable
clarity, selected ideas well, had logical= sequence, but still had some
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trouble in :beginning sentences _differently and with punctuating the
list of animals' names. He wrote:

The-_herdsmen lived- inz this country after-the cavemen- thousands
(:.t_years:ago:_ They- came over the -sea-. :They caUght_Wild--aniMals-

- and made thein tame, cows goats pigs Wand-_sheep. They-lived -on=
the_ hills.-- The -grass:was good for ;the- animals. They -made funny
hotises-Witi a-tree-trunk in:the middle and=branches fora --roof. They

-found-otit make--_pots4rom-rclay- and =they-nmade_=-tools-_ from
1-flint -:which they dim-out of _the ground,--

vetf-goetry-,:generally-considerect the -most complexiform-of_hum an
beyond-t thez-reach f_of5young - writers, especially °if

th6y;haveliadtargreat-z-manr peeniszi,rea&toi- them -at---11-onte--:-. or--_-by-_-:=
---their--teaChers.-_-Tromzattemptiati-verse---writingla.-child7cani-leurn =a
great del about
of-= expression, and -t he,ap t =use o f: words :

The f011owirig_segienceof-po_ mswritten=by-first=r to sixth radert z
CaliforniaiCit3LSchools illustrates nicely z-z--

-_- gresSion:in lhinking; = in seriteriec fortris;-and iii_sioCabulary-zthat--may- _

berz__expected=inther elem-entarytatlesthoughz_iit
-z-kept mind-rlhat-these'-potms- Were--s-dlected =- best-':z_selected_ _ _ _

means= that MOW Stddents:Will=not -Write _4s-AVelli- (-The AdeaS;an& the
words _-are'-onginal with the---child;--_ inr,=some -iinstances,:_-the teacher

When there is fog
There is nothing but you.
Nothing but-icircle of land
And you.

Grade 3

2 Creative Writing, San Diego City Schools, San Diego, California. Used by
permission of the San Diego City Schools.
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The woods are dry, the hills are brown.
The thunder cracks, the rain comes down.
I don't mind that I can'tplay
Becatfse we need the rain today.

The rain will turn the brown hills green.
The desert flowers, so long-driseen,
Will blossom this spring; and in the wood_
Tall ferns Will _wave where-nothing-stood;

Giatiec5

The AddiVidUali -ofEtlie-40ungichild'i-ShoWs, clearly_i-in-- his
and =many= oflthe--desirable-quAlities_ of Ahestictessfiit- adult -writeri:Are_i-

_ t451-be_found-altoin-the-prOse--writingrof-lhe=young,==as=iillustrated-fin
excerpts__ these- -from--,-Ahe-writingfoUfirst-_ and seco-ndirAde_children.

--_Do=you-think-this-_-first=grader=mAyihAveleard some Kipling-stories?-

sOnceupon-a-timetiraffe'had-a shortinetICOneEdaY=he-happened71:_
to iwallOW'a-;jaek -frOthia-ccar: -He: beginfto-hiccuv Every_s_tiMeho =

did,= hit-neckigelt longer-- and hingeri_=ThatAs=why,the-giraffe---ha a-_

A seconkrader may haVe--enjoYedsThurber'S--Many Moons'= before
she wrote: -1_ _

I< looked up at the sky. There was no= moor/. I looked on the
ground and I= saw a fairy. He took a gold piece, =and with =hi_s_= magic
he turned it into a big gold moan.

Comparable to color blindness and tone deafness, a certain num-
ber of = children (though fortunately not = many)= have neither a feeling
for =nor success with =written language. Most-of these unfortunate
children are also handicapped = readers. Take, for example, this first
page of a nine-page report submitted =by a sixteen-year-old, non-
academic= high= school boy =on a subject that was == =dear to his= heart
The reader may find it difficult to believe, but not a word or a letter
of this sixteen-year-old boy's composition has been altered.
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Pigeons

My S.A._ is about-Pigeons and how They. -live

-Pigeons are a very good hibe they are not expenses -and- they are
very frenly-birds, they. are-all kinds of- pigeons but -I- -got only= ho-ming-
birds; I-- have lhem -becau§e there the_most interesting- birds of all,
there !ate- all name__ for homming_ birth- to such as grizzel, blue bar,
red-,= black, white, - bluecheck, splaSh; __and many zother'i_-Homming-
:pigong ife4oOd-bitds-lhey-use-=thein-inithe-,=1stwar-_ and-
_war ibut -nowtheyhave-better:_waysfef 7_

The way-a-_pigoenS=makes;upsWith,a-_diffenf bird be daces-± around
the tethaill tOck_aildi the -fte-Mail-i-s---talled

-han.-Afterlh-e-zcock--rand-,h-en_ ate-_-Mea-ted--4p-f_th-ey lay eggS-_2--of=theni
after they,' haVenbeenIsitting'on-them- forr two -weekS:-they-hacthithe
:babyare cock_andn han;-_,When = they are -Best Iboref-they-_h-ave-- little--

tvio=-Veeks:Ahey2=§tart--toigeC-frath-ersi- two=---
_Weekg-_M-ore- they=start-z-walkingf-around:;there-flYjnsidejthar7coops--_
by -the,-tim-e-_thete :month's-oldryouf_takeAhem:_butsifor_r-afly-= I _

_k__ almost-1--thileaway then,you;wate- a couple-otweeks_:tndlake-them-- _

75_-=miles-__thatv_take--_theth_ 15-,---20; 25, all the-Way _to =_=500-_f_MileS-=-Tbut
- chances-are rycitrWilliose--abodt_5- -Out --of r_-12-;afid_ if---not± _More.-=

homming---pigeons- ate-rdiffenr from-,ather---birdsn-soTiyou
get-to_lak e=better carerof--the i- youfhavet o=g iv e then-_fresh ;W
eachrday andrfeedfthem r_ tuies-a-day=there-food==tontauts= of_ pees_ i_ _

hold icarn;:willZI=donl know= all- Whatithey eat-but=you--have=to -feed
_ _them-- greate have it =in -a == feeder_==all=_the=tim_a -it -- help = thim= d_ejust=

there ==food_--_and =its-lood_-_tof_haVe =cool -in -the -cOpe=small=pieeeS-iof =it
-keeps-Mini-from getting:sick. ---_-_

--=who-!bothers--to-fmint-_ibelow the-=amazing_=(but not-en= --=

unreasonable) == _phonetic
sOleti-sms-ioUthis-COMposition-will_ iletect some nuggets-fOUinforMation=±__
about pig-_ e ont, -a n d- even- a- kifid=O l eloquence_t hat =could- =grow= onlonly
ou t ora-deep interest -in and,knowledgeoU the-Writees= Subject; Are
the school andlhe -teacher- to-blame-lor writing?If the ,

boy hadsliad, private littorS__-eVery-day--of =his-life, it is likely,-that he
woOld=have- Written- no=--better.--HisE-phonetic- spellings-z:paralleF Closely =

-his habitual-Mispronunciations =of ==the HiSi-grammatical_ errors
are -the -_-same :that -marked zihik-Speeth.rNet= --today- -the- writer of this
coMpositioniSlarespected titizen; a:father,-_ a substantial -wage -earner _

in- hiSicoMMunity;_ Should hi -have been lorced--but of school on-lhe
basis -of his hiabilities? -Where ht-_-_hisimmaturitywould he have-nturned
in our demanding-society? Today_ot courSt-,T1We =would recognize- him --

for-what helv=and=actdally was fifteen jears_ag&=a disadVantaged
Student. Whether or not :this _diagnosis-z at -an early ate
helped'ehim- attain- control of standard -writtenEnglish is =a- matter
of- conjecture.-
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For contrast, read this introduction to an unassigned essay (that is,
an "extra" noncredit composition) written by a fourteen-year-old
tenth-grade girl in a 'school for gifted students.

_

Gallows-Humor
--Last night the_-four'of us were seated- around the dining - table -with

the -dregs and-pieces: of our supper, and since the -food was -eaten We
_-_:-

:Mot hetliS Iheionly one _in;our_fainilT
Dad -insists :_upcinf_weighting:_hiS--_SyllableS, upovdrbr;ii_;1,g-=_liker-tockS--_-
intO-his---ifiidst-his-pearshipektones:_=Danny:_EWill remain-rdogg-ediy-r_-_
with_ one= subject, at-it,- picking up: and- bouncin0t, -f until-- -=
itLescapeEto-_-- _a --cornerAo--die._Add-Joh-it'sidaSY-16'_Ittake

-'but rm-Abid that --_What-_-"CcimesioUt_-_ U-melange;oErench words, iny:;
An-glo=Saxok_origittalsil-Whi-chtaste-;;---_-= _-

=Muth- is theionly:onewhb tan--_progress=fromEone_tvia-tor:aneithet,----
and -her-voice-1s _pleasant,;stightly mid.easterrEstill,-_-sor_ thatthe_ch an-
defier ;Might liossibiY-beiaiWarn

-Wind-in _Michigan,
-_, _.``I =Went ici--Loehniann'sl_today,7_-sheistarted;_toget -Epatio_dress.--

Tnirso_proudiofffitting;_into:assize_'_ten,nowlhat:Ithought=i-deserved_-
the;nioney1-_-saVed:from-noteatingand-:thereWere

ekqUisite;--ithings -thete.--I-ntried on some-Norman---Norell ,suits;--_--and- --
=-_-yOu-rihould _have seen-_ Iced sgbastly,_-_like

-Shicksckimy_E hair--hanging
suppose- not, -some_-peopleAurnedarotind -and looked _ atf_me

wis-trying--on _clothes!' -E

explains- thiCLoehitiann's_eis=-_On_:_ForOhim-±Roid.-_ It's===i
know what' -you= could -call_it,iextepr that the owners= bur

-_-_beautifuticlotheS -for__ verylittlei-__ and- can-laffordlb_ sell'-thenufeirca-p_7_
proximately half'of-what other- stores charge the Store- itself
isfili-splashiftg "fountains_ and utilitaian.= It
keeps; your-7 inind -on_what _you- came for. --_

There --c-an--,be no -_argnmentcOver theJact-- that diversc-cconomid,
social,: and__ Cultural- rbac14-rotinds -account --fOulthe_
contrasting 1-ability younpeopleriackpress---_theniselves
in writing--,(otin:spoken-Ettglish,_ forithat_i_mkter).- Yet no one =could zr =

_reasonably theorize, either; -_that by exchanging their--natural- writhig_---
with= -more= advantages, the less proficient boy__ might- have_

-becothe-_ atfleast-a literate :writer; arid'With-
haVe- learned-to _expreSs-her-Ahoughts_ and-feeling= effectively.

Thespnint of--this'coinpafison-is- not suggest_ that :tome _childreu
should an &othert should-mot-be-given-the:Opportunity -to:learn-Jo-the _

best :ot-__ heir :ability. It-does suggest that- the-teacher: is ficed_- with
the pratical=problem of apportioning--- his time and en erg y fairly
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among his students= according -to their needs and abilitiesnot -to
-mention- the needs of our society. The problem- in some cases goes
beyond even the readh of- a Soloinon's wisdom. At times, indeed, the
school cnriously resembles an- army in its ability to misgauge and
misdirect the human potential.

GETTING 'THEM TO WRITE

Most_-=children-_=_:-accept--:Writing:in-"the _early_ stages = zavaz_new":and:
exciting _adventure: They-__ find plea§ure in_ `-`telling7-_ about---their:_pets,_

--their:_fatnily_-_:lifef_their_f_day,to,day_ experiences --whether-:=At _ :homebri
= atzschool. they:_-_groW;zolder _and, advance:1in-

Mayisnrenr-Offtha:rent-purpose-ands_stroni=motivation--can_ and will -:-but
-continue -47Menevel-ideas-ationzbfideas 2ancifeelings: is

-involVed.:Ifin:thild_zhiszmanageet tO:locateinfOrmatiottors--anexplana,1=
--tiow that his -associates---hav6been -seeking,_ if he hasn-had--_-antitiusti al= z

"experience-to tell: about;if=he-_-_has-:-"dreatnedElip'-?*an- intriguing =plot=- -__
or deVised-sOm-6_clever_v-erseiheis=likelyto"welcomelhe_-_opPortimity- "

t6Write"-ind_ to-shartz=what he--haS written,: 06_the-6ther hand,z writing
may- beceme =a chore",if classziSn'handed -_a-:topic_on:which -sire
to routine if- the-Adaehetzris---nibre --concerned-with
technicatsacturacylhan_:-WithAhe-=-idea the writer jsr=tryinglsto:convey.-
-Instead= Of--_-teachees who lar6;syMpathetic-TaudienceSjorz whateVer

they-haVe" to'-s-ay_-- or -write _-wh6.-always=h aver n-_kindly---and-:

ing -Word--for: them, theseblder children--,find=theirteachers -no-reand
more concerned With-testrietift_ ad-'Iteoneepti!Stichlas "correctness'?
and ""pass- brzzfail:' In7subjeets--c, her---than =English,:-such -as -history-
or-- science;- theyare=_frectuentl yr_assigned---overlyilong,_re-ports-_-terWrite-

topicslhat have:not:been: made,meaningful_ to Ahem. They are -not

I
even sure ithablhese_papers-z_are-tread-Imany of Ahein-,---_-indeed, are
not), and in-many cases they-_come -to-Ahe-notalWaysirefutable _con,
OluSi-on -that_ the teachers rewards "bulk'', =rather-:_than="gbod- writing"
with highergrades;-This conclusion inAttrn_entourages-them to- resort
AO textbook parrotingsand-even -outright:-plagiatiSin.7 z _

Some colleges that- prepare teachers -Are-, already working to solve _

the problent- ott heir students' _deteribration _hr_writing;skill" after they
have completed -their college- course: in freshman- Englishi_Tor in=
stance, -Central Connecticut- State College in -New -Britain makes-
three checks on= its- students' proficiency-in= Ian& age:= _(1-) -at- college
entrance; (2) at time -of- adMission Aolthe:_teather edncation progratn;
and -(3) prior to registration= for student- teaching. At the University
of Kansas and-at- Duke- University,: seniors -take required'eXaminations
to:detertnineMeit competence in = using : :English;==those _failing= to use
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standard English -well must do remedial -work. At least one= state _has
legislation = that _requirer=that a prospective teacher be _coMpetent in
written composition; Title 5 of the -California -Administrative Cede
and Education Code specifies -that an-applicant for did standard-teach=
ing -credential with a :specialization- in == elementary= teaching =must-

_demonstrate -_-Cortipetency in: composition= in one of= two -ways: (1)
successfully passirig_a -co-urn-in composition, or -(2) passing_aispecial
examination jgiven-iitiy=the_--Aeacherr-educationfinstitution--zin---=lieUrof --a=

=course ----==-- -=---
= The zteather English --:ofterifindsrhimself=__efigaged---not in teaching=_

his =pupils composition;==buticirenieVingiitheWdee-0-_statecVprejUdicer_-
against =-will _hotiachieve -this bYff-lecturesior oy-zpainting-falsely-=
-rosy :picttire-s--±of :hoW:"e-asy!'-_-W_riting-is.- For writing-is_=-not easy;-it
is=werk,=_and-:for±=Mostipeopleit is -harchwerICI-lis----besr course
set Up _diScusSiefrzan d' projects ,ro exciting 116-his=Stl-dents ;thati=they

_--accept the_writing:inV- elvid=at _ -natural consequentt of Ftheir -hitereSt_ -
When- they =begin ==to _-recognize= that writing -can-_be -Med-tiingfuh-_arid= _

personally= satisfying, they= are ready-i_to-be_-taughL
--- StudentS!_c-attittidiSioward_-_-writing-takes-MoreTatienceYand-- e- ffort than: _-

this =brief- discuSsien= probably Suggests: It
_.trained=teachert- ----- -"

observation masu-ggesti-te perceptive±re- aderr=that-iiever=_
-- shadowing=alhotherJactors,=_hew---Welh_their__children leatn=-to-,--write

and= - training -=of f_teacherlor
_-whorn= they=write.-1-And-= this= iiideed will be =a=- recurring == theme =of this

ntwsithat teatheri;Elikparents-andsehildren,-=are human_ -_-i--

beingsWitly_differentnintertsts=-ind- Varyingrridegrees- ofif ability.--By the r

--nature:o0hings;:iit-tould-,riet_Well=b-e_otherwise.r,Some=teachert==have--=
atspetiallalentfor--making_--hiStory come7alive, `the -forte:Oft-some
the = abstract language=Of==m-athematics--;1andliome:make-stience_iseeth

most _vitahof- -all-- subjects.-=-MostioL our problems---_ini_motivating=-
writing wOuld---be -tedehers=Were_equally-interestedini_ and =

ecapable of_iteathinglood=compesitien--in--the --context offthir =subject
. = fields. _lifut=thir=is-t-Attam.-_Ay-thtf-Aithe collegez:Students- pre_ piring

fot-_- teaching: in the =Various content= areas have -'taken-, _

courses _required=of -themi few hive--an ±opportunity -_to 'squeeze into
-their :programi_-_even =elementary --courser in actual composition=-or
-even-=the= teathing=ol_compesition.=_Unfortunatelyi- this is at :Preseht-a=
fact of-life;=--

We do- have a -rig- ht_ to- expect,_-h-OWever,-_-that:-any --tea-cher
licensed to- teach EfigliSh; either as -a:thiffor or amajor- stibject_ should--
be -able to interestchildreain writing -and_ to show --them how_to- write=

hf
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better: Like everyone elSe, English n teachers -have their particular
interests=some -take most of their training_ in literature; _others :in
speech, still others in- composition. = Whatever his - special _= concern,-
-each _teacher_ of- English- -has a- responsibility not to _neglect the teach--
ing:of writing. To that end; this -book is:directed at__ teachers of -Eng-
lish (which- include teachers -at the_ elementary:- and at the seCondary -

level): as well -as- parents:-
But let's =keep =the_ problem in Perspective: _ P_ersonal

_r_

criticism =of-
-=yOur__=ehild% !Anther human-_

= being-=_that irlYetter:teacher.,--EVeri-l'ooditeachettofjcbnipositiod--face_-_
=_s_insup-drabk---:odds;:which- will be Jdiscussed-i- in later i_eliapters.-i Many:-

poorlyltained-steachers iwere_znot _:so,traided-iof _their"- own- thoiee;
t- he Naticinal-_-Council:_of Teachers = of=English- pointedou_t=in= the= -1961

in ter e st
recentlythe-inadequacies (*training- and--cerificatio- n-cored-i in-this
statethent_ have - been powerfully Underlined-- byla-me-s-__B.igonant
his'_ comprehensive = report, -T.he- Education - of = American= Teachers;_ _ _ __

published in 1961
Only

_z

alhorougligoing romanticist - can =- believe -that_ a "-_100 per cent
perfect " -- schcias of

iAnerCanipublic_sehools is'eertain--whatTa :1001)er-tent perfect_school
-= sySten,Should- be or _eVeri-4hAtAt

= other liand,-_onlyz- an= enbittred- mile =Caw-haiftain-that rout:schOols--
_____- 2---

-cannotiberimproved. hi_between-these.=extreme -positions: are thez-rest
-_-

of us;=ntainly, theparefits,7-faced=withitheirealities iof -zour -neighborhood-- -=-
schOokinterated-primarily---in-iour -Johntit=Mary but-nlge-:Concerned--=
about the largerFproblein§ threatening,Ahe and---the-_- world. In
the_ToVeralVpiettutiotteducation,--goodwriting=ig--basichut only a= part:=_
It it_iSbasic,-hoNeVer'ithe i-if=demafdsibut'attentiow.-Only-by,
-mon_ uhderstandingd-the- completlactorszinvolvaVan&hy- coopers=
tive-- thinking and- action on =the -= part of=parents ,-E-ischooliachninistratorS,-_

college-teacher-s,_- critics, and-- teacherS-iof =Englisk will our =schools_he
thildreii-JO-f-write--_With- the skill-_-_-"detnanded_hy- our--

incredibly-=complicated -i_ and constantb( changing-ink:de
-Shoul& your child_ heft-aught to -write:_to-zAhe extent that he =is able?:

On What-grounds-can a-parent or-a-teacher 7-
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A:_reeent--magaiine tartoon:--pietures-ii_Neatiderthal--eduple4azing--at
each _other_-_ with:_expressions---that--seent:toic_Suggesti:affeetioii

-With-Nextiiin:indiarinoyanee.:=The -caption ---under- the cartoon= reads :
_that-we've- learneditor cOm-munic ate;_--whatz are =we= going_ toIalk

atioUt?''

Though--Weldon't-_abd-:riever:_williknow-how-__Mari=_discovered= WI= ___-

guageiand -useS-thouSabdS-_upot-AhduSafidS=OLyearS=agO;
probably:not-he-, far wrong Etiuth_-beneath-i-the
irony in _this=oartoonist'sf theory _aboutour=_ancestors!---earliest-sexperi-___

language,Its_Seems_ieittirely=sensible_Io= assume =that,
-sortie toi-:say,:=a-nd a-tin

isitiesistible=u-rge-IO:say=it=and--rthati=-somehow= he= upon:- a =
-system_ that-__worked

=

_gestures and-signalS_=fot_nthousands-of -years before-_-lie_discOcared _the-
= _ :-greater=efficiency-of-It-;:It iseems-,_also_likely:that- Whatever= ideas _

(morelikely,feelings)-:=thiSii-early, Mah-Jelt_compelled- toc_express __-were-__-

completely-an&-utterly_=Simple-tompared_=_Jo--tVen=Themost=_basie-ek.
__preSsions Of -modern--fman,_eveif of _those who still= depend upon .their= --of those whostill depend upon their
blowguns in Amazonian jungles For f a parent linds it difficult
en-ipathize_=with_-,1- child _a-:=mere -=riventy-'Yeati-_:his jutior,_floW--seould

he-_posSibly-understand-the,mental=processes-of a ten7thousand-year--=
-_-old- antestor!Still;-_zafter__alrthis we have --riever found-a =better

way of :communicating withisour-lellow-beings=-than-_=by talking.
Tho- ugh -the exchange of ideas through ==the ustii-of,soundslis=_amit-n

ingly effective, _illas_-__som-e =drawbacks. -__It only
ifithc speaker__ and_the-listener are in sagreethent-t_as- o-mhatrthe-rsounds
stand for-, _If _the _-speaker---uses --only_ sounds -__thatare--_recOgnized in
Washington: and dielistencf-knows: only sounds- -that are--understood_

the: communication -line,--,evcif a '-`hot-_line"----Is
People__WhoiSpeak thesame_languageilloWeVer, are as-a-rule -in-- agree=-
ment- ahout---most of __the sounds _used_ and Ihe ideas they-: stand = =for.

Thus, -at- the lunch counter, when you turniito- you:r English-speaking
neighbor and make- the: sounds:- W you pass-_mt =the- saki please,
16:_
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you-are rather confident that-he:Will- notinstead=pour -catsup-on- your
head.-

Because most of us spend our iiveS among people -whni"speak Our-
language,"- we are -not -often-- contented-, about -_,Russian, french, -or
Chinese_ sounds.-ThatiS, ski& are- not seemingly :affected -in -our_i per,'
sOnal affairs. As the:world _grows tinaller,---thongh-;--and =its = interests
and,affairstbecOme more intricately interwoven,-we :are dutifUllY, if
sOmeWhatnlessrthan==wholdheartedly, asking our= children= sainaster= syi7====

_ _tems-:of =speech nsounds1-- other-than- our- own; _And-Ave-Inaker-this-:-con_=;__=-

-=cessiori-even-_when,-8V-eAre not at_ all 6atisfied=__wWthe_ prosgiess---they
--- are= making-s-with-=their=s4Wlaiiguage,

-r_Besides= ithe=p_roblenf of exchariginglileas=inwith=lelloW-beingsi Who-
--don't know= the-:language;_ men = =rather early,aWoke-AO±another=Serions

flaw:in-their-111*e Aiscovery_.::_Comnlunkatihriwith-meech_E_sounds
_Avorked-Well=enoughi=but_ohly-if=the--speaker and_listener-were:alivent_
the same -time and =within -earshot'nleach=other_This-Troblem has-been-
partly solved -in_--our course-,-_-byameans:_ of_such=deviees_n as = -_

telephonel tape_;reco-rder;:= radio=jelevition,-andfl-Telstar-,,Early_i=men-
!fad no -such- handy-FinitruMenN-,to-:amptify=4hci--power:of

Vhen--they=--began--16_--fed an urgent-J-nbedf-Aoiisten-ln:theAd-ad,==-_-to----
speak-t0= =the =unborn,----nr_ieverr more -practically-An--talk-'_ with --their =

.
_-= cousins _three_==mountain-_-_Nalleys= to the-_-north,huinan-1-ntelligente"=
grappledtwith -thelproblern After- a = number --- of =mild---blitTreparatory=_

_ successesiilw e = ar e ==theorizing) --with _smokezptfs; rotk-iscr atehin s,-
'and colored stOnesi_ nan-tame-up_with-whatis-=undebatablyitheMott= =

ingeniousr-ol-alLhumaninventions: since i.speech--=-ivritten-__
WritingEnot-_-onlyli-solved-i-ithe==probleM-_=oftalking":-at-n distance,

but it also-_-made= possible ffthe_itoring--_-of=ideas. -for=thefirSt
couftreceive,- direetly=and -- unedited;- suggestions -for= improving -their
dailysidt-fronancestots-=_deaki-lo;--those-iimany: years. -i:Oki-men:=who
felt -a sense_OUresponskility=for theluture=ol-their=kin-d=could-ndviSe
_their" childrefi'S---children -(Whotn=they7:wonld-=never---ste);how-_tialietter
_dOnduCtitheit_fiVesAn=lhe long_irun;_is it ttirnediont,=_thisinew-;ability-_-_
to _-accumulate and = store:information= and ="-wiSdOm"=_andithen to= pass_
it_ along Ao=future:generations=(us-,_:_that is)-_-_-has--certainly_44oved =the
greatest value of
---- We Itave,r__in = effect, =two languages=the spoken_c.ndr-the_:written_

But --Writing- itself=apPateritly_z_began andhas'isince-Ideveloped-in==two
different ways. In -the East;-IleCus Use-China= as-OurrexaMple, writing
took the form- of-- drawing the objeCtS-referted to---4--hurnan-=figure,-_-

a bitd,-- and so-_ on -.=At first ,these-_pictures were -probabV-en--_
tirely lite-1.41.13M= with experiencei=_Chinese--_--writers-learned=to-combine-
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their increaSingly conventionalized -pictures In Order to suggest- -more
complex-Ideas.:For example; by combining pictures of a hnmanibeing,
a skirt, and ahroom,_they-could "write__ housewife. One_eandot _read_
ancient Chinese literature and not _bezirnpressedliy--the ability of the
writers to _suggest profound:and -abstractideas_-within -_the liMitsjof
a purely= pietoriallanguage. The -fact that the Chinese have a repu7
Wien -for_-being -realists, at-least- in their- perceptien of -the=sensnal

can,- wetre told; b_ etrced-d ir eetlylo-to rlanguazge -B_ y forc-
Mg=theAvriterto-picture"things,"=ithelangtage fockSed:the _Wrter's-
cst_ the-,phySical;-;Seniu abstractly,f--bUt_-
ith-e-wanted--je put hi_-nbstrattlhenglitS-zinto writing,-7 ht 1_1 hactito-_find--

-a-waynto- suggest Ithent-throughipictures.--c

lit-_thelonglrun,-thii_method _has=_proved--to have--- = draWb ar
_world = increasingly =concerned=-With__Ahejabstractions_i-of--sciende,- the
use pittUrelanguagehis-proVe&inidequate.--But_tbis--zis_not all, _for-
in such-easystemAheWis-_norelatitni,at- alls=behveaf-the=spoken=:aitdi
thezwritteft langnage._=Two;edueated_iChideief from -different=provinces- _

-have- lib Aroubit == communicating -in_ writing.= _Btit'lface =toz-sfaCe;:--they=
Mighfind--it=_ almost _impossible to _-±_understand-each iother's-_-- speech:
IU they are uneducated-IthatiS,-_eafinotreadforwrite lngungey,
Communication--;byulanguage eitherriorm is-- almbSt Impossible.
WhatiSltrue-:of-ChineseiSArue-oUany other "piettire"--linguage.

far -more- effiCiedtTSystenti of --Writing 4and_--ffortimitely;--:_the -an=
--__teStor of-rouoWn)--iWas '-worked on =in turn _-_by =the=iEgyptians,__Ahe
----PhotnicianS;--ands;the -Greeks:Unlike the picture languages, it used=i

qsteinioVSyntbolsrot :marks,- standinglor Ake sounds: in the spoken
language:-This_rSet- ofsymbols -became-- thezalphabet
tiOns-,hyialrof--ithemodern- knguages, of -the-Western =World.

to take--a-speCifie example,=-_we --__have _-__hventy.lix-r- alphabetical-
symbols -that= stand -=for More _thanlorty_ speeth sounds (tbeldttii a,-
for instance,- -standS=for at least four- differenticommonfsOunds,_-as=-_ht-

-hate, hat,Ilar;i-andEfdther):. Puttingiithese TletterS-JogetherinteAvords
and theninto:sentences, -We-are-able- to-cOmmunicntein:writing- Most
of our_ideas- With-- considerable- efficiency.,_

_ __But nolanguage is'perfect; The_Chinese- Student =has to spend_-ftfani,.
years, we_ are -told; to learn enough- _pictographs to read-' with=Ain der--
standing even a -simple_ news story. Learning to write -Chinese is_ an
even lengthier-process.- Because the sounds --:he- makes in speech= are
entirely iu nrel ated -to the-pictures he draws, then_Chinese- student has=_

-_ no "phonetic" probleins to deal with In-- our sente,l_for=exainple,
there is no such -thiwas- a -bad Chinese speller. An English -student,
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on the other hand, masters a relatively extensive written vocabulary
a: an early age, but all of his life he is plagued by our "accidental"
system of spelling. (If your child is an incorrigibly poor speller, part
of the blame at least can be laid to the fact = that in English we do
not have letters enough to correspond to allrof the speech sounds that
we use. Ideally -we should have a separate letter- for each of the
sounds that we use whet. speaking Our language, but in 'act we__
AO not.) = z

A_t single_ speech sound =by itselfi of -course; is meaningless: Only
when we unite several sounds - -in combinations that we call words,

and then coMbine words in groups:or:patterns that we-call sentences,

do-we producereal-meaning.--In-sPeakingizthe -sounds represented by
o, d, andrg havt no me_ aning in =theMSelves._-Put -tOgether as dog or
god,, -= -they :immediately become _symbOIS for generally = recognizable
objects or rideaS, though: their-- =exact meaning= never- becomes clear
until -we sue-or hear themznsed-in a physical or verbal :ontext: "lust
look= at the wreck that dogi(mother _points-at the culprit)_ has made;
of myliving room!" or "That dog Universal Used Cats sold me broke
doWn the second= time I drove -it;"_ or "Would you like another hot
dog?"

In reading or writing English,= the letters d-o-g_ stand for certain
common speech sounds that, put together =in= this particular 'order,
stand for an object or idea-ithat-is in the-Writer's mind. In -Chinese,
on the othei hand, there is no relation=whatsoever- between- the sound

that means dog and the 'pictograph that represtfits it in writing. As
long 'a§ an educated Chinese reader or writer is = dealing with -con-
ventional matters, this absence of a relationShip-between the spoken-
and written languages is restricting but not an- insuperable obstacle
to understanding: When he moves into such fields as nuclear physics

or economics,_ he is seriously handicapped. His language is not capable
of the abStractness that= modern life demands. Not fot nothing have
ComMunist Chinese leaders worked for_ years to reform their written
language.

Your children and you, fortunately, are heirs to an alphabetic sys-
tem of- writing that, though not perfect, certainly is superior to any
other system of writing that has yet been devised; .A child from
Moosehead, Maine, and a child -from Window Rock, Arizona, may
experience some difficulty at first- understanding each other, but un-
like comparable Chinese- speakers, most of what one says will -soon
become clear to the other. They will have almost no difficulty at all

understanding each other's writing.
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PUTTING WORDS IN THEIR PLACES

In neither speech nor writing do words produce meaning simply
from being grouped together. The words that mad shoot, idiots dog
you have little if any recognizable meaning until- the words are re-
arranged in a pattern that the -English-speaking listener or reader
expects: "Shoot that mad dog, you idiots!" In our talk, these- patterns
tend to be simpler and less Varied- than =those we use = in writing.
ThOse_of_uS-who are native speakers of Efiglish_marmakeother kinds
of so-called_"illiterate " --_errors_(in =pronunciation and - usage,- for_ ex-

_ample), but we rarely -distort or EcOmpletely destroy the natural sen-
tence patterns of our language, no matter how -much or how little
educatidn _we have had.

In contrast to speaking,-Writing for mOstspeople is not an effortless
means-of expression, but a laborious One.- WritingAemands a more
precise choice of wOrds.:With--growing =maturity=of-thought and ac-
cumulated experience in writing, our children'S- Sentence patterns in
writing_tend-td be more varied` and complex _than those they normally
speak. However, through grades_4=andiS at least; writing is =done_ in
simple patterns closely resembling --those of speech. Punctuation,
whiCh we seldom have to consider consciously in speech, must -be
accurate, as must spellingwhich simply does not exist in the spoken
language. -Consequently,- your child' finds it much lesS difficult to
express his ideas in speech than in writing. -Almost compulsively, he
writes: -"At the age of ten, my father took= the family to see the
monkeys in zthe zoo." In speaking he would, we hope, use the more
accurate order: "My father took the whole family to see the monkeys
in the zoo when I was ten years old." In conversation,-the thought is
perfectly clear in either pattern--the graminatical inaccuracy- in the
-first would pass unnoticed by most people: In writing there is no argu-
ment as to which would be the- preferred -form.

Two other characteristics_ set writing_apart from speech and help
to explain why most of us often- go Out of our way to avoid it. First
of all, writing is more work in a purely physical sense. Whether one
forms words with a pen, pencil, cold chisel, or typewriter, he Uses
many more muscles than are involved in the act of speaking. If your
child is like most children, he may talk all day with no noticeable
signs of fatigue. But when he writes, normally little-used muscleaof
his fingers, arms, shoulders, eyes, and back (not td mention one other
set!) are called into action. Unless he is a professional writer-in-
training, actual physical fatigue inevitably results. In most of us,
physical fatigue interferes with our ability to- think clearly- and in all
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but the most strong-willed, it certainly offers a fine excuse for not
writing more than is absolutely necessary.

In addition 'to the physical factor, the care and accuracy demanded
of a conscientious writer produces a -nervous tension that he would
not ordinarily experience as a speaker. The subconscious thought
that what he writes may be held against him, in the classroom-

-or forevermore, creates a tension that the speaker, whose
words-dissipate into the surrounding air, usually never feels. This
neural fatigue, like the physical, takes its =toll of all writers, whether
inexperienced adolescents or adult Professionals. .

People, both the young and the older like us, -differ physically and
psychologically in their reactions to writing, so that it is not wise
to generalize about these factors. Yet neither is it wise for =a parent
or teacher= to overlook these possibilities when a particular child fails
to produce the quantity or quality =of writing expected.- (Malingering,
of course, is a different -- kind of problem, one that belongs more
appropriately to the guidance counselor, perhaps, than to the teacher.)

If they thought about- it at all, the original inventors of written
language vrobably had in mind no more than a simple and convenient
visual substitute for speech. Later men felt a need- for a written
language in their expanding business, social, and political affairs, but
their goal was still not very clearly understood. But in the hands of
the storytellers, sages, and poets, the written language has developed
into a communication medium -that far surpasses its- origin, the
spoken language. Among the arts= it surpasses- in in_ fluence sound,
motion, and representation. Among primitive people, the child knew
no more history, science, or poetry than was told him at his hairy
parent's knee. His "literature" consisted entirely of stories told him
by the "singers" of his tribe or nation. Thanks to the invention of
writing, your child has at his fingertips permanent records of the great
(and some not so great) achievements, feelings, and ideas of men for
thousands of years.

At this point, a few alarmed parents may suggest that the young,
in their insistence on learning via "popular" television, are slipping
back into a semiprimitive state. There is no real evidence to support
this pessimistic view. In spite of the cheap and often meretricious
offerings that spread daily over most of the nation's airwaves, the
national level of literacy continues to rise. And the increasing interest
of both children and adults in more worthwhile literary works is a
matter of record.

Just as the spoken language is effective only when there are alert
listeners, so the written language can realize its purpose only when
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there are competent readers. A writer writes -to be read just as a
speaker speaks to be heard. "Art for art's sake. is an academic illu-
sion, for howeyer private a writer tries to be, he is- always writing for
some kindzof reader even if- that reader-= is only himself.

Children, like their:elders; write_ in the hope of being read. They
may be passing alOng informationlaboutithe world as they see it or
they may merely be relieving =their -inner tensions.- In either case,
They require =an audience. -Most of o_us -Avriteito or zfor- otherS; -kW= OUns
often write to or`-for -ourselVess alone -Thisi fact= neither parent= nor
teacher shouldz_overlook Considering:the performance of 'Children
in theireffOrti to- master the skilLoUwriting.



WHEN AND HOW
CHILDREN- LEARN TO -WRITE

Mitch:has-been written and:even-more has =been- =about the Way
children supposedlylearn to Write. Actually; a great deal leis is:known
about_ the_ process than we like zto helieVe. :Most of-what=we -do know
that seems: important come-not so_ much:from "-research"- as from
the common experience and intuition of tens of thousands of teachers
and writers; datingback-to Chaucer_ arid-before.

Most teacheissare:agreed,ifor example, -that there is a-time that= is
best for a child=to-beginireceivingiformal instruction in- written:Com-.
position, justasnthere is a -time ot so=called-"readingireadiness." This
time may be, an&generallys'is, considerably different for each Child,
though :for some -it may occur aS_ lateTas the second or third grade.
It is determined partly by-the child's ability to retain the visual image
of words (vocabulary), -his ability to -control the =physical tools- of
writing-- (handwriting), his ability to perceive the world- around
and to relate it both to Spoken and written-language (thought). It is
determined by- these considerations, plus -the inner urge to report
what he observes (purpose), and the Strength of his desire to imitate
the writing that he sees about him (niotivation). Thus the child= -who
has been exposed to storytelling and children's books and to-parents
and friends who -write is likely to begin writing at an earlier age and
to do -'so more successfully than a child who has not had these
advantages.

Many schools are teaching concomitantly handwriting, writing of
sentences, spelling, and reading early in the first grade. In the very
beginning the teacher sets doWn in manuscript writing what the
child dictates. The child copies, then reads what he has written. At
he becomes independent in forming manuscript letters and learns the
spelling of comMonly used words, he Writes for himself. Before very
long the teacher may lead him into copying notices; notes, and letters,
and other communications (including stories and poems) -that interest
him. The more able students are soon writing independently.

23
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HAVING SOMETHING TO SAY

There is little point, of course, in encouraging a child to begin writ-
ing unless he has somethingto say= and the desire to say it in a visual
form. So strong is the power of imitation that some children at the
age of two or three scribble after the manner of adults they have
watched and then "read" *hat they have intended to say. =Many a
preschool child asks a parent to print sentences for a letter to Grand-
mother or Uncle-JiM, then copies it in wavering,- but legible, fashion.
These children are =going through an actual = writing = experience, be-
cause they are purposefully conveying a message_using_conventional
symbols. Jr school, too, we must consider that children are writing
whenever they dictate to the teacher what they wish to have written.
So writing really begins whenever a child's mind begins to "percolate"
and he feels =a =pressing or even a vague desire to set down = his ideas
or feelings in the permanent form we call writing.

In the beginning, the child's ideas retult largely from direct experi-
ence with his environment, though_television-programs, movies, and
juvenile books may make a contribution. The greatest impact results
most often from what happens to him and his immediate family, what
he and they do; and usually it is about such personal experiences that
the beginner at school expresses himself through talking, drawing, and
painting, and oftentimes writing. When he writes, he does so because
he has thoughts and feelings to- express; he has information .and
opinions he wants to share. His incentive and.reward lie in responsive
readers (or listener& if he reads his own product orally) and in the
satisfaction of having them understand what he has put on paper and
of responding to it.

The child's growing accumulation of experiences and his ability to
read more and more on his own produces an- increasing store of
knowledge about which he may write in the form of personal -memo-
randa, reports, essays, or stories. The need to share' his expanding
inner world can and should grow _ever more urgent; and it is likely
to if his teacher& year by year, provide the opportunities for him
to write and read his contribution_s to his classmates, post them on the
bulletin board, "publish" them in a school or class anthology, or
encourage him to send actual letters through the mail. Also necessary
is his teachers' sincere interest in his message, rather than in pre-
occupation with technical errors.

To be sure, children need to learn the mechanics of writing and
should have lessons that teach them how to use their language arts
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textbook= as a reference, which will give them occasional direct in-
struction on such matters as maigins, indentations, capitalization, .

punctuation, sentence structure, and paragraphing: Such matters are
usually learned easily- if- directly related to the child's own writing,
and if the teacher has and takes time to point to the specific 'spots in
his writing where his usage needs_ improvement.

Perhaps_ more_damage to the child's ultimate desire to express his
ideas in writing= results from =the formal, inflexible demands of an
insensitive teacher and of= worried = adults =to write "correctly" and to
"make sense" than from any other single cause. Always -the = teacher
must be sensitive to varying degrees =of writing aptitude in his-pupils,
and he must encourage each child to strive-for the highest level of
achievement possiblenumerous, well-organized details and percep-
tive interpretation- on, the :part= of= the most apt; much simpler and
briefer expression by_the slower learner or- the disadvantaged. Each
child should be helped and encouraged to do as well as he -can and
should be satisfied by only his-best when he sub_mits his finished
product. =

LISTENING AND READING: SPEAKING AND WRITING

Communidation is a two -way_ street. We get ideas and impressions
through the- acts of listening = and reading; we give = out ideas and
impressions of our feelings by means of speech and writing. But aside
from_ these two obvious parallels, and the fact that all of these aspects
of communication depend almost solely on language, the acts are
quite dissimilar in nature.

The child's earliest step in the direction of communication occurs
when he listens to, and tries to imitate, the speech sounds around him. .

But- though he may- form recognizable words= in this experimental
stage, he does not -really speak "our "= language until he has learned
also to associate the sound he is making to an understandable object
or idea. Children born deaf, of course, learn to use the spoken lan-
guage only with the greatest difficulty, if at all. Until- recently, such
unfortunates were mistakenly labeled deaf-mutes and were commonly
considered to be mentally defective. Today, thanks to such publicized
cases as that of Helen Keller, we know that muteness results in most
cases from never hearing language, not from mental deficiency.
Specialists are inventing and perfecting techniques to teach the deaf,
whose only hope used to be to learn to communicate by sign language,
an awkward substitute for speaking the language they are con-
demned never to hear. Only those with unusual drive and intelligence,
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and with patient families and teachers, were once likely to master the
skills of reading and writing. For people with- normal hearing, the
intrSduction to language takes -place through =the act of listening.
The subsequent development-Of their ability to speak, read, and write
see_ ms directly related to this initially developed sense.

As the young child grows in his ability to turn his observations and
experience first into ideas and then into spoken language, he becomes
gradually aware of= a relationship between speech and the written
(and printed) language. He discovers that certain combinations, of
marks on paper can represent speech sounds that he recognizes. It
is possible, in a limited way, =to learn= eventually to read visually,
without reference to the spoken language, _but= seemingly= the =more
normal and ultimately more successful method with an alphabetic
language such as ours is to begin by relating the spoken to the written
symbol. Most schbols today combine = the visual = and the auditory
factors =in their teaching of reading .

The teaching of writing follows= hard on the heels of the teaching
of reading, or it may even occur at the same time. For most children,
though, skill in the rudiments of= reading still precedes their inde-
pendent attempts at putting their ideas =into writing. Just as a child
first hears and then copies the sounds of language, so he must see the
written forms before he tries to imitate them.

From the time the child =has= learned to form letters and to order
them correctly as words, he is expressing ideas as he labels a picture
or copies a sentence he has dictated to the-teacher. The following
situations and samples from Dyer Street School in Los Angeles will
help to make clear how teachers work with children in order to
develop the ability to write independently.'

A first-grade group learned the physical= features of a cow by
studying pictures shown by overhead projector. The following de-
scription was dictated by- members of a group to the teacher, tran-
scribed in manuscript writing, -then copied by the more advanced
pupils. This was their first experience in writing on lined paper. The
less mature children practiced manuscript writing at the board,
because they still lacked coordination for writing on lined paper.

A cow has a muzzle.
This is her mouth.
She has no upper teeth.

1The samples of children's writing quoted here were contributed by Janice
Frost, demonstration and training teacher, formerly at Dyer Street School,
Los Angeles Unified School District, Los Angeles, California.

II
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in December the teacher taught her group the proper form for
writing a letter. After dictating this hatter to the teacher, the children
copied it (except that each child changed the first sentence to suit
his personal request). The teacher noted in her journal that the
group would probably be ready for individual, independent writing
of a letter after one more lesson like this first letter-writing experience.

December 10
Dear Santa,

Please
m.bring

me a ball for- Christmas. I have been good. We like
you very much.

Uwe,

About a month later, one boy did write his own story. He -found
most of his words in his =word box, a file of the words he had been
using in his dictated stories. The= occasion was an unusual snowfall
low on the mountainside in clear view of the school. This is his story
exactly as he wrote it. N_ otice how little difficulty he had, really, with
technicalities.

We like to play in the snow
We like to eat snow.
We have lots and lots of fun.
It is fun. yum yum
It is good. yum yum

Some second-grade children wrote independently their individual
stories after viewing and discussing a film about a dog and his master.
They used their word boxes to help with spelling and were given
supplementary help by the teacher. This is a typical story.

I have a dog at home.
Her name is Lucky.
She can run fast.
I like her.

In another and more advanced second grade, a film about the
robin stimulated discussion that resulted in written stories, each one
somewhat different from the others. This is one child's story. Note
the somewhat uncertain sequence of her ideas, but her excellent
sentence sense.
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Robin Redbreast
Robbins build nests. They work day and night. They lay little

eggs. The eggs hatch into baby Robins. The eggs are blue. The
Mother and Father take turns sitting on the nest, and getting food.

The following story written independently by a third-grader shows
the advance both in the difficulty of-ideas expressed and in the longer
and more complicated sentences used.

An Experiment
We had an- experiment with-a thermometer. ThernionieterS have

red alcohol in-them and when you:put the=thermometer in sunlight-
or:warm water =the red alcohol goes- up. When you put it-in the
shade, it goes down.

Though_these initial experiences with-language -appear to folloW-a
fairly fixed order-----from listening to speaking to reading and writing
subsequent linguistic deVelopthent in-the -nOrinal ehild:consiSts of
almost indistinguishable interweaving= of these-four basic tkills. We
absorb new words and -sentence patterns_from listening _and 'reading;
We turn About-and use them in speaking and- writing as our thoughts
require. A logical conclusion -from all:this seems to be that the better
listener and reader a child' is, the -better speaker and writer he is
likely to become. In fact, each of the fotir language arts reinfotres
the other three. It seems- fairly obvious- that a person who exposes
himself to a great deal of language in all of its -fornts -is -more likely
to handle it well than a person who does not.

THE MEDIA OF WRITING

Children today are ordinarily taught manuscript writing before
they are taught cursive writing, or handwriting, for sound reasons.
The more important, perhaps, is that it is easier for the child to see
the relationship between his own manuscript- writing and the printed
material he is learning to read. If he can also develop a clear, pleasing
handwriting later on, so much the better. But in this age of type-
writers, printing presses, and other similar machines, his future
activity as reader and writer will be mainly concerned with print, not
handwriting. Schools are beginning to take note of this fact. For
example, in an experiment, begun a few years ago, 0. K. Moore of
Yale University taught children in a private nursery school from the
very beginning to use the typewriter instead of the conventional pencil
or pen, reportedly with good results In some schools, children are
being taught to read without formal instruction by means of a
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computerized typewritera machine that speaks to the pupil as well
as registers the letters that lie presses manually:

Even if experiments such as these prove successful and thuS sug-
gest better methods for teaching reading and writing, it will be a good
many years before elementary schools-in general are equipped with
the:required machinery, to say nothing of the teachers -trained to use
it.- In the zmeantime,_it is safe to assume* that students reaching the
upper yeArs of_high sthool expected to_ turn out respectably
handWritten _compositions. If, in-addition, they have= learned to type

they will:have a cOnsiderable advantage= over their class7
mates who cannot

"CREATIVE" WRITING

The = term creative not as fashionable today, when- applied =to
writing, as it used to be, particularly at the secondary and college
levels. Perhaps because of its excessive use and somewhat fuzzy
meaning in the more permissive past, it has come to stand for writing
that= is too freely self-expressive and undisciplined. The emphasis
today, particularly in the colleges, tends toward carefully controlled
expositionwriting --that= explains or analyzes, writing that deals
almost exclusively_ with facts, processes, and ideas.

This emphasis is unfortunate, because the term creative should not
suggest la& of self - discipline " but rather the "application of imagi=
nation"-to whatever problem the writer faces. Creative thinking, in
this sense, should be-as much a part of the doctoral thesis as of the
best-selling novel. The person experienced in writing creatively
generally has a clearer- sense of structure, of word discrimination, of
audience, than the student who has known only formal outlining and
the literal cataloging of ideas. Certainly he is a more engaging writer.
Few of us will ever become poets, novelists, or playwrights, but we
will likely be better writers for having tried.

Most successful elementary school programs afford students con-
tinuing experience with imaginaiive writing. Sometimes the emphasis
is districtwidc, as in the San Diego City Schools, where an annual
volume of children's creative writing -is published. -(See samples in
Chapter I.) In most schools, it is the result of the efforts of individual
teachers to spark creativeness in their pupils. A teacher in Fredonia,
New York, for instance, encouraged- children- to write at home by
reading to them stories and- verse once submitted by their older
brothers and sisters, even their parents. One of her second-graders
brought in this bit of verse_ as his verbal response to seeing a light-
house turn on its beacons at nightfall.
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I saw a lighthouse
Out all night

Blinking, blinking,
Blinking out its light.

It looked out
Over all the sea,

But kept its eye
On me, on me?

Most-secondary schools-UMW-opportunities -foritnaginative writing
to -the more gifted; usually as a kind sz)f deSserti-foften- as an elective;
This seems a -miStake; for- theitnagination---should -be stimulate& at all--
levels_ of, ability, &my in- college :--Every -child, _WhateveriNs- ability,
should h ave=frequent- opportunities z to_ tell= stories, =to --versify_ to mate
his ideas with--.the-most- vividly exactlanguage- that= he can' command.
The child tints sensiti2e&:_to _the_-powers, of -r-langdage= cannot help
becoming =a= more effective expositof,--proVided-df: course= that_ he- has
'training in-the _formalzaSpects of =exposition

GETTING CHILDREN TO WRITE

Motivation is the art of inducing a perscin to do_willingly that which
he otherwise would not likely do of his own accord. It is one of the
most essential tools in the teacher's professional kit. The ultimate
goal of the teacher, however, is to develop self-Motivation in his
pupils, for this is the most lasting and desirable kind. Whether child
or adult, we are all likely to have our= interest stirred =by some unusual
experience. This happens commonly_ with.professional writers. Robert
McCloskey, the popular children's author, reportedlyafter watching
aVoliceman halt all traffic to let a mother mallard lead her procession
of ducklings across a busy streetwrote Make Way for Ducklings.
With a child, hearing or reading some verse or a story may trigger
similar writing of his own. Teachers repOrt, for instance, that initial
experiences in choral speaking often stimulate boys and girls to write
creatively on their own. A- seventh-grader in Walnut Grove, Califor-
nia, became an almost unquenchable= source of verse after her first
lessons in choral speaking, even though she had never tried writing
poetry before. Almost daily she brought in philosophic, but simple,
reflections of her feelings and thoughts, such as this poem, which was
one of her first:

2 Commission on the English Curriculum, Language Arts for Today's Chil-
dren, Volume II, NCTE Curriculum Series (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1954), p. 323. Used by permission of the National Council ofTeachers
of English.
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So very big is the sea,
And I am so very small

That the wonder is that he
Should notice me at all.

Yet when I take my_ swim
Or play upon the sands,

I shout my joy to him,
And I know he understands.

And when the sky is gray
And the wind is chill,

Something seems to say_
He is friendly still.

The sea is so very old
That the earth to him would be,

If all his years were told,
Only -a childlike me.3

The term motivation, however, is a blanket term that includes some
rather contradictory factors. At one extreme, for instance, the threat
of tests, grades; and = especially= academic failure = may be considered
powerful motivators of student effort At another extreme is the
lure of sugar coating, the use of irreleVant devices- and gimmicks to
trick the student into some show of activity. At certain times and
with some students, either or both of these, approaches may be
warranted. .

The most effective motivation is that Which, using neither threats_
nor cajolery, awakens in the child (1)= an interest in thinking about
a topic, and (2)- an = active= desire to= compose and write down his
thoughts. The most successful teacher -in this respect actually
motivates the whole course of study, rather than a series of individual
lessons. By a synthesis of attitudes, personality, knowledge, and
teaching methods, he induces frequently in his students the act of
purposeful thinking and subsequently the desire Ito set down their -
thoughts in writing.

Some of these qualities are born in the teacher, but others are
acquirable. Certainly the teacher who -is enthusiastic about his ma-
terial is more likely to elicit interest than is the bored teacher.
Similarly, the teacher who is'flexible and takes quick advantage of the
individual student's current focus of-interest is more likely to induce
in the child a desire to write well than is the rigid teacher bound to a

3 Quoted in Mildred Dawson et al., Guiding Language Learning (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1957), p. 472. Used by permission of Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc.
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textbook or syllabus. But basic to all else in successful motivation
is the teacher's assumption that his students will succeed, not fail, in
their efforts at writing. Though a few of the most able students who
feel completely secure about their ability may fmd an acid treatment
stimulating, for the majority of students there is no greater stimulus
than successand no greater discourager = than failure. With few
exceptions, the most effective teachers of writing (or of anything else)
are thOse who build into their students a sense of mounting achieve-
!tent rather than the frustration of repeated failure.

What =is true of the teacher in= this respect is true also of the
parent. The child at the family dinner table =or elsewhere in the home
who is included in animated discussion of people,, events, and ideas is
more= likely to write well than the child who experiences only dull
silence or, worse, domestic griping and bickering. To a child at the
elementary level, the confidence of his parents is especially valuable
and generally= is well received. Later as= the child grows into adoles-
cence, approaching adulthood, his attitude generally makes it increas-
ingly difficult for the parents to avoid nagging and excessive prodding.
Yet psychology assures us that at this age too, perhaps more than at
any other, it is important for the individual to have the security of a
sympathetic audience, the feeling that people are rooting for and not
against him.

In passing, we must remark that a positive attitude on the part of
either parent or teacher =does not imply an entirely uncritical- one.
Rather, the young person who senses -that the critic is with and not
against him-is much more likely to make good use of the advice and
correction offered. The context- of the remark, not the remark itself,
usually determines the spirit in which the normal young person will
receive it.

These observations apply to motivation in- general, but there are
some suggestions that can be applied to the motivation of writing in
particular. The closer a writing assignment lies to the child's personal
concerns, usually the more meaningful will be his response to it.
Where somewhat general topics are used, preliminary class discussion
may help to arouse individual interest that otherwise may be lacking.
But whatever method a teacher may employ to spark interest in writ-
ing, nothing is more important than the material itself. The writer who
is not- interested in and concerned with the topic about which he
is writing will never produce a good piece of writing. This is true
equally of the child or the savant.



WHAT CHILDREN ARE
TAUGHT ABOUT WRITING

4
From the early elementary years through high school into college
and beyond, children are presented hopefully with an impressive
array of- information about writing and composition. Teachers and
textbooks talk often- and earnestly on subjects as minute as the split
infinitive on the one hand and as broad as the great classical principles
of rhetoric on the other. And there are almost continuous drill on and
consistent attention to such central matters as paragraphing, punc-
tuation, and sentence structure.

The hope is, of course, that enough lore will rub off on your child
to make him at least a passable writer -by- the end of his formal
schooling. It is assumed that if he studies enough spelling lists, he will
become a better speller. If he is put through enough drill exercises on
faulty verb forms or run-on sentences, he will automatically avoid
these errors in his own writing. Or if he hears a lecture on coherence
in paragraphs, from that time on he will write logically related para-
graphs of his own.

Unfortunately, much of this information is presented in lessons
that are quite unrelated to the student's own writing. He is asked to
study words that he does not himself misspell, or to rewrite faulty
sentences that he himself would not have produced in the first place.
Or the lesson on paragraph coherence occurs three weeks before he
is asked to write a composition long enough to require such coherence.

Even 2,-ore discouraging, the actual act of writing does not in itself
automat.cally bring about improvers... it. When a student is asked to
write compositions frequently, there is no guarantee that each succes-
sive paper will be better than those that preceded it. A recent study
of student writing at Dartmouth College showed, in fact, that the
writing of seniors contained notably more errors than the writing of
sophomores, whose writing in turn contained more errors than that of
the freshmen. If this is true of a highly selected and supposedly
strongly motivated group of college seniors, what can our expecta-
tions be for, say, a group of ninth-graders who have widely varying
abilities, interests, and backgrounds?

33
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The prc, . -n the teacher of writing faces, at every_ level,- is two-
fold: not only must he strike a sensible balance between his presenta-
tion of information about- composition and the amount of actual
student writing that he requires, but he must also make certain that
whatever he says "about" composition has immediate application to-
the student's writing. For all kinds of reasons, this is not as simple as
it sounds. Perhaps the most complicating fact is that not all students
in a class make the same errors or need the same information at any
one time. In a given set of compositions, one student may need help
with sentence fragments, another with spelling, still another with
organization, and so on.

The question of how many student compositions a teacher can or
should require will be discussed in Chapter 6. This chapter will indi-
cate and discuss briefly- some of the more important aspects of com-
position that- are dealt with in the classroom and textbook in the
hope that parents may help a student to absorb them and apply them
in his own writing.

"GOOD" WRITING VERSUS "CORRECT" WRITING

A "good" composition is one in which the writer has presented his
ideas in logical and effective order, using clear, exact, and vivid
language. It may or may not include misspellings, minor grammatical
flaws, and questionable usages. Desirably it should not, but if the
writer makes his point interestingly and clearly, most readers will
consider it "good,'! regardless.

A "correct" composition, on the other hand, has no misspellings,
grammatical flaws, or errors in diction. The writer may or may not
present his ideas logically and effectively, in language that is clear,
exact, and vivid. If he does not, only a hopeless pedant would set a
higher value on a "correct" than on a "good" composition.

Ideally, a composition should present worthwhile content well
expressed in mechanically flawless English. But the two factors are
not equal. The discerning reader should always give more attention
to the content than to the form. We do not turn our backs on the
poetry of Chaucer, Shakespeare, the King James translation, simply
because they use spellings and grammatical forms that are not
considered "correct" today.

Though it seems almost too obvious to mention, it probably should
be noted at this point that children at the ninth-grade level should
not be held up to standards appropriate to Dartmouth freshmen (or
even Dartmouth seniors) either in the content or the mechanics of
their writing. Yet ninth-grade teachersin fact, secondary teachers

1

1
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at every levelare .often harsher in their treatment of mechanical
flaws than are college teachers.

THE MECHANICS OF WRITTEN ENGLISH

The "correct" writer is the student who has mastered the mechanics
of Englishspelling, punctuation, grammar, and usageas set forth
in his textbook. His competence in these matters, however, is no
guarantee that he can produce a well-organized, meaningful, and
interesting composition. For as we have already noted, it is quite
possible to say nothing beautifully, just as it is possible on occasions
to be effective, though illiterate. The sensible person, of course,
while giving his chief attention to what is said, does not discount
the importance of how it is said. He devotes a reasonable amount of
his time, therefore, to these matters, depending on his particular
needs.

Spelling

Realistically considged, English spelling is chiefly a social grace.
The language is not noted for its phonetic consistency. Some people
are better spellers than others, probably because of superior visual

'retention. It doesn't seem rational to rank a child spelling prodigy
above a nationally important scientistand we really don't. But for
the great bulk of people who fall between these extremes, accurate
spelling is important mainly because it is a social expectation.

There is no single avenue to acceptable competence in spelling. It
is best taught through a variety of approachesby study of "demon"
lists, by keeping personal lists of troublemakers for systematic review,
by developing an interest in words and language in general, wherever
they appear.

Least profitable is the study of general word lists, the memorization
of affixes, and the too commonly used dictated spelling test. The
latter seems especially wasteful because the language is unphonetic
in character and because accurate spelling is not an oral problem but
is almost entirely a matter of careful proofreading. A child never
misspells in speaking; he misspells only in writing. Therefore, instilling
in children the dictionary habit is probably the most lastingly helpful
single thing a teacher can do.

Punctuation
The use of some marks of punctuation is inescapable. We end a

statement with a period, an interrogative sentence with a question
mark. The use of other marks is mostly a matter of judgment. When
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do you use an exclamation mark? When does a comma set off an
introductory adverbial modifier? Examine the writing of professionals
and you will find the use depends pretty much on the writer's
intention.

Punctuation, with few exceptions, is a set of special symbols that
we use to show in writing what we would indicate quite naturally in
speaking by facial expression, body gesture, or volume and tone of
voice. Though a few of the= marks are stable (like the commas in
addresses and dates), the use of most punctuation is best taught by
reference to the spoken language. The punctuation syStem is not ade-
quate to all of our writing needs, but it is the only system we have
to indicate the tone of voice, its intensity, or the pause that separates
or emphasizes our ideas in speaking.

Grammar
Nothing is better calculated to stir up a rousing discussion at a

PTA meeting than to have a parent ask, "Why aren't our children
being taught grammar?" Paradoxically, no topic on the program of a
conference of English teachers is more certain to draw a large audi-
ence than one dealing in any way with the topic "How to Teach
Grammar."

In response to the parent's complaint, it seems safe to assert that
most schools-today devote a great deal of time to grammar (in some
schools, too much time in the opinion of most authorities), but
its presentation is more likely to be keyed to the speaking and writing
of a student rather than to be taught formally in the manner that older
generations of adults nostalgically recall. Some parents in demanding
"more grammar" are using the word in about the same way they
do the word vitamins. That is, they don't understand actually what
either a vitamin or grammar is or how it operates to human advan-
tage. But they do have a vague notion that there is value in itand
therefore, they reason, the- more the better! Any parent who doubts
this assertion need only examine the school's syllabus or its textbook
to be reassured about everybody's concern for grammar.

Yet the truth is that not all is stable in the area commonly referred
to as grammar. For the word does not have quite the same meaning
today that it had two or more decades ago. That explains, in part at
least, why English teachers themselves feel insecure about this par-
ticular aspect of their work and seek out any speaker or panel that
promises clarification and help.

This book is too short to do more than indicate briefly what has
happened to a subject considered so venerable that schools once upon
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a time were literally known as "grammar schools." At the beginning
of the twentieth century, education like all other human concerns
became increasingly subject to scientific study and aiticism. For half
a century, English teachers became increasingly uneasy about the
relation of the formal teaching of grammar to the speaking and writing
of their students. At the same time, scholars began increasingly to
challenge the validity of many of the statements of the traditional
grammar books about the English language. Pointing out that English
is historically a Germanic, not a Latinate language, they demonstrated
conclusively that much of the material traditionally taught is not an
accurate description of our language and the way it works. Uncertain
what to do, English teachers in the 1920's and 1930's began to
abandon the formal teaching of- grammar and to substitute so-called
functional grammar. This meant, in theory, teachinga child the gram-
matical form he needed at the time he needed to know it. In effect
these teachers were teaching usage, not grammar, though this distinc-
tion was not clear to them. The result was that the majority of teachers
continued to teach, but without strong conviction, the grammar they
themselves had been taught. A minority gave up the teaching of
grammar altogether, especially following the great influx of disad-
vantaged students during and following the great Depression of the
1930's.

The turning point was World War II. With its sophisticated com-
munications systems, World War II put an unprecedented emphasis
on language skills. Scientific research in language was stimulated,
and out of the war came not only scholars but mathematicians and
computer technicians as well who were interested in.discovering what
the English language really is and how it really operates. Shortly
after the war, new and seemingly 'radically different descriptions of
English grammar were advanced. Today, as a result, the teacher of
English is offered not one, but several grammars Of English from
which to choose. If he dares or is uninformed, he may continue to
offer his students the traditional grammar of English. If he dares and
is sufficiently informed, he may offer either structural, transforma-
tional, generative, or tagmemic grammar.' And the end of theorizing
and research is not yet in sight!

Whatever he chooses to do in the next few years, the English
teacher is bound to find himself caught in the middle of a great debate.
Added to this confusion are the studies that preponderantly claim to

I For a detailed description of the several grammars of English, see Miriam
Goldstein, The Teaching of Language in Our Schools (New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1966), a companion volume in this series.
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show that there is little or no relationship between a knowledge of
formal grammar (of whatever variety) and a child's ability to speak
and write English with facility. Is it any wonder that the teacher is
confused? And if the teacher is confused, what of the parent or lay-
man who, in general, is almost entirely ignorant of these advances
in our knowledge of our native language! It might be noted, inci-
dentally, that college teachers of English are not notably less confused
than teachers of English at the elementary and secondary levels.

By way of reassurance, however, several observations may be
offered on the subject of grammar:

1. For children who have some ability -to think abstractly, an
understanding of the structure and forms of the English lan-
guage is important, however they are presented. Some
schools, in fact, offer grammar not as a tool for reading and
writing, but primarily as a part of liberal education.

2. If we accept the validity of the -many studies, both American
and British, that question the effect of formal grammatical
knowledge upon a person's ability to speak and write well,
then we should be thankful for teachers independent enough
to devote more time to instruction in speaking, writing, and
the study of good literature than to endless grammatical drills.
Interestingly, in this connection, with the possible exception
of oral spelling drills, no aspect of the study of English re-
quires less effort of the teacher than the formal teaching of
"traditional" English grammar.

3. Psychology assures us that children at an early age know,
for all practical purposes, all of the elements of grammar
needed to express themselves effectively in adult life. This,
however, does not take into consideration their knowledge
of acceptable English usage, which is discussed next.

Usage

Many people who speak of grammar are in reality talking about
usage. Granimar deals with 'the predictable structures and word
forms that characterize our language, a)., 'ken or written. Usage deals
mainly with the exceptions to these matters, but it also deals with
the changing status of particular words in differing times, places, and
situations. As we have already noted, a child entering school has
learned by imitation meet of the essential grammar of the language.
What he has not yet learned is to distinguish among the different

.
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kinds of English and to- use the kind that is clearest and most
appropriate to his purpose.

There are three major kinds of English in more or less common
us r. informal English, formal English, and nonstandard English. The
first two, informal and formal, together form the standard level of
English, the level used by educated people. The nonstandard level is
used by people who have not had much education or whose education
has failed to influence their speech and writing.

In the three kinds of English, most= of the words and grammatical
forms are the same:The differences exist in the uses of certain words
and constructions, and in the formality of tone. For example, in
substandard English, which is almost solely a spoken English, one
hears expressions like ain't, busted (for broken). At the other end
of the scale, formal English, which is ordinarily found only in writing
intended for very special and important occasions, uses big and
unusual words, sentences that are carefully structured and often com-
plex, and language that has an unmistakably bookish tone.

For educated speakers and writers, the most generally useful of the
three kinds is informal English, which avoids the objectionable
characteristics of_ the substandard, but is less exacting than the formal.
It is the English that educated people ordinarily use in their personal
and public affairs, though it too varies in formality from the easy,
intimate conversations of the family circle to the writing found in
business letters and much literature.

When children understand that there is not one, but several kinds
of English, each suitable for its purpose, and that the choice of which
to use is entirely up to them, they respond much more readily to the
teacher's recommendations. Fot, looking about them, they cannot
fail to observe that the traditional notion of "one correct English"
simply does not describe the way even educated people use the
language.

The problem of teaching usage places the teacher in somewhat of a
dilemma. Clearly he is interested in encouraging all of his students
to choose standard over nonstandard usages in their speech and
writing. In doing so, he is often battling family, neighborhood, and
community standards. If teachers attack and counter the problem on
subjective, emotional grounds"Nice people don't say 'He don't"
versus "But my father says it, and what's wrong with my father?"
they will not make much progress in raising the student's language
sights. But if teachers remain calmly objective and present the facts
about the various levels of usage, leaving the decision. up to the
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individual (where indeed it belongs), most students are sensible
enough to make, or to want to make, the desired choices.

Because encouraging students to change from nonstandard to
standard usages is largely a matter of breaking and reforming habits,
habits of long standing, drills on specific items may sometimes, but not
necessarily, be useful in addition to the student's Strong personal
desire to change. Drills that are unrelated to the student's purpose,
however, are not likely to have much effect upon his habits of speech
and writing.

Informal English is the most generally useful of the three kinds of
English, and the teacher's main goal should be to help his students
learn to use it with comfort and accuracy. Whether in conversation
with family and friends or in writing business letters, school assign-
ments, or papers for more general audiences, the student needs to be
familiar with and to use good informal English. If his goal,, however,
is college and eventually a responsible business, political, or profes-
sional career, he will need also to be acquainted with the more precise
uses of formal English. Because formal English is mainly written
English and has a more exacting vocabulary and more complex sen-
tence structures, it is the most difficult level for most students to
master. On the other hand, formal English is a level that many
students may never have occasion to use, especially if they are not
college-bound.

It is probably important to note at this point that, in spite of what
many people believe, standards in language are not established by
an elect group of experts, either scholars or dictionary editors.
Standard English is the language of educated people, whether they
are lawyers, clergymen, teachers, or diplomats: It is the language that
educated people expect to find spoken or written in both their every-
day and special affairs. It is the language that is clear, appropriate to
the occasion. And when it is also lively, so much the better.

WRITING THE "GOOD" ENGLISH SENTENCE

There has never been much agreement among scholars about the
exact definition of the sentence, though on one point they are fairly
unanimousthe sentence is the basic structure of thought. When a
child puts two or more words together in a pattern that sounds
familiar and that makes sense to those around him, he has begun to
use sentences, even if it is something as simple as "Me want" or
"Bad doggie." By the same token, when he combines words this
simply or in more complex structures, we consider that he has really
begun to think.
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To many people (and unfortunately -this includes many inade-
quately trained English teachers), a good sentence is merely one
that contains no mechanical errors. They apparently assume that if
the form of a sentence is flawless, the thought will automatically take
care of itself. Thus a child who writes nonsense with grammatical
"correctness" not infrequently gets a higher grade than the child who
is bubbling with important ideas but has trouble with commas, spell-
ing, or sentence fragments. Some children, indeed, come out of their
English classes with no understanding at all that- the best sentences
grow out of the clearest, most imaginative thinking, that even the
best sentences can be improved, and, finally, that matters of structure,
proper subordination and emphasis, and coherence are far more
important than mechanical errorsunwanted as these are.

The preceding assertion is not intended to encourage faulty writing.
It does attempt to suggest that in judging student writing, the quality
of the ideas expressed should -be the primary concern and should
account for the bulk of the credit Students seriously interested in
self-improvement tend, as they progress in school, either to outgrow
most of their language faults or to become self-correctivewith the
exception of those who possess a natural streak of "carelessness" or
who simply do not have what it takes. Carelessness has to be dealt
with by the child's parents as well as by his teachers; it is only
incidentally the concern of his English teacher. Carelessness, after all,
is not English. Sheer lack of ability is not a subject that we need to
discuss here, except to note that unfortunately it does exist.'

The most important aspect of English grammar is that which deals
with the structure of the sentence, technically called syntax. English
is essentially a syntactical language. It expresses meaning mainly
through its sentence patterns, and only to a limited extent through
inflected word forms. That is-why the study of Latin is not the royal
road to competence in English that some people like to assume.

Roughly 90 per cent of English sentences follow the basic subject-
verb or subject-verb-object pattern. But the other 10 per cent are
important because they contribute variety and emphasis to our
writing. Learning to recognize and use these patterns effectively
should be one of the student writer's chief concerns. But again it must
be pointed out that the pattern of a sentence grows out of the thought
it expresses and from its relation to the other sentences around it.
Good sentences result from sound thinking.

Most of us were brought up on the definition "A sentence is a
group of words with a subject and predicate that expresses a complete
thought." There are weaknesses in this traditional definition, easily
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demonstrated by two easily checked observations: (1) The best
writers often write sentences that lack subject, verb, or both, and
educated speakers think nothing of using such sentences: "Stop!"
or "Quiet!" as in commands, or more frequently in answering ques-
tions, "What do you want for lunch?" "Tomato and lettuce sand-
wiches." "With mayonnaise?" "Yes." (2) On the other hand, a
great many sentences do not express complete thoughts-within them-
selves, even though they contain subject and verb. "They reported
what happened." This is grammatically a complete sentence, but it
does not tell us who they are, what happened, or when it happened.
That is, this single sentence -does not tell us these essential matters,
though it is likely the sentences before and after it make everything
quite clear.

It is in the matter of sentence study that the new scientific grammars
differ most conspicuously from traditional grammar. In the formal
study of traditional grammar, the chief emphasis was placed on
analysis, on breaking a sentence down and classifying its parts (and
often on model sentences in what many times turned out to be Rube
Goldberg-like concoctions!). By contrast, the newer grammars arc
concerned with synthesis. In generative grammar, for instance, the
child is acquainted with the basic pattern of English sentences and
then encouraged to produce (that is, "generate") good sentences of
his own.

The newer grammars are neither simpler nor easier to learn than
the traditional grammar that was set down by eighteenth-century
scholars and that has been our sole approach to the study of English
in the two centuries since. The new grammars, however, do have
the virtue of honestythey are the product of scholars who have
looked at English with scientific detachment and have set out to
describe how the language, as they see it, works. Unlike the eigh-
teenth-century grammarians, modern scholars are not handicapped
by sentimental attachment to the ancient and moribund languages of
Latin and Greek. Instead they are looking at the living English that
we speak and write today. Though English depends less upon gram-
mar than any other of the world's major languages, except Chinese, it
is still a highly complex language. Any description of its grammar
is bound to be complex.

Whatever the approach, the main focus of any grammar is the
sentence, however it is defined. People begin early and continue to
use sentences all of their lives. In their everyday affairs, they accom-
plish this quite independently of the "study" of grammar. But for
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cultural, if not for practical reasons, any person who aims at a
"higher" education has no rational excuse for not exploring thoroughly
the structure and operation of-his native language according to some
orderly system. If he- requires a practical reason, the demand for
precision in scholarly, professional, and important business writing
often calls for ability to recognize and rearrange the structure of all
parts of a sentence.

We remind you at this point of the PTA member who asks, "Why
doesn't the school teach more grammar?" And we call attention to
his generalization. There are some children who simply do not have
the mental equipment to make sense of even the simplest of the
abstractions of grammar, though for their purposes they may speak
English well enough. There is a larger group for whom high school
is the terminus of their education. They are students who for voca-
tional reasons are very much interested in learning standard informal
usage but are not much concerned, if at all, with theoretical matters.
They are capable intellectually of grasping the simpler principles of
grammar, but intensive exposure is more likely to result in antag-
onistic attitudes toward the language than to produce notable im-
provement in its use. There is no evidence to show that detailed study
of grammar helps these children. A smaller group at the top, however,
find the study of grammatical theory not only interesting, but to an
unknown extent they probably apply it to their own writing. Whatever
their assessed or real ability level, however, most children need habits
of good usage more than they need knowledge of grammar.

In other words, there is no easy answer to the often voiced plea for
the teaching of more grammar. For improved writing, most young
people probably need and will profit more from the better teaching
of good speech, composition, and literature than from an intensive
study of grammar. In this respect, teachers today are faced too often
with an unsolvable dilemma when they set up their courses of study
in English. What it boils down to is"to study grammar, or not to
study grammar"and if we do, how much, and which?

THE ROLE OF THE PARAGRAPH

Important as paragraphing is and much as is said about it in the
textbooks, most young writers have considerable trouble learning to
write good paragraphs, and not without reason!

For one thing, when books and teachers talk about paragraphs they
usually have in mind only one kindthe logically developed exposi-
tory paragraph. This type of paragraph occurs mainly in rather
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formal material that few children, and not a great many adults, find
very often in their general reading. In fiction, advertising, and news-
papers, which are for most people the main sources of reading
materials, the paragraph indentation serves an entirely different pur-
pose from that in expository writing. It is not really surprising,
therefore, or rare, -to find students whose 'dm of paragraphing is to
indent every third- or fourth sentence, "because it looks -better that
way." What this means, of course, is that it looks more familiar to
them; it is the only kind of paragraphing they have been exposed to
in most of- their reading.

More misleading, perhaps, is the way in which many English
teachers approach the writing process. Instead of stressing the
"wholeness" of a composition, their entire emphasis is on the "parts."
They see writing as a simple process of choosing words, putting words
into sentences, grouping sentences into paragraphs, and of stringing
enough paragraphs together, and at the end of the process, presto, a
composition! This sequence seems logical enough, but an experienced
writer who has carefully examined his modus operandi can testify
that this is not the way writing takes place.

The good writer does not start with individual words that he puts
together like building blocks. He starts with a subject, an idea of
some complexity and (to him, at least) of importance. His first step is
to break this large subject down into its main parts, which will help
him to determine many of his paragraph divisions. Not until he has
organized his thinking in this way (in more important compositions
even to the extent of writing down a formal outline) is he ready to
deal with sentences and words. Good expository paragraphing is,
then, largely a matter of organizing and structuring one's major ideas
on a given subject.

The ability to plan and write good expository paragraphs is espe-
cially important to the child who is headed for college, because he
will be asked to write a great many formal expository papers, not
just in English, but in all of his college courses. The upper elementary
years are not too early for such children to begin developing their
recognition of topical nntences and especially- of the importance of
supporting details. Conversely, an understanding of the structure of
a formal paragraph is as important to a reader. as it is to a writer.

This chapter has' presented, much too briefly, some of the major
matters that your child will be concerned with in learning to write his
native language. It has tried to place some of these items, grammar
and good sentences, for instance, in perspective. How much you can
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help your child with these rather technical aspects of writing depends,
of course, upon your own skill and experience as- a writer. If your
knowledge is limited to what you yourself learned from textbooks a
generation or more ago, you will be wise to let the teacher do the
teaching of these important matters. You can perhaps be most helpful
by- making sure that your child is provided with well-written books
and magazines and by encouraging him to read them. If by chance
he permits you to read what he writes, your role should be that of
the interested and sympathetically critical reader. But remember that
children are normally and notoriously allergic to parental criticism
so find less to criticize than -to praise in your child's writing!
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If having something to say is the starting point of good writing, then
certainly the English teacher must give considerable time and atten-
tion to helping his students discover the ideas and impressions that
lie untapped in even the least talented minds. Not only must he be-
come fully aware of what they want to talk and write about, but he
must go a giant step further and infer what they can think and write
about: This is an important distinction, because left to their own
devices, children quite naturally choose to write on the least resistant
topics. Guided toward more challenging subjects, as likely as not
they discover new interests that can open all kinds of doors.

It is no more possible to generalize about the interests of children
than it is of adults. Like the rest of us, children too are individuals.
A teacheron the basis of past experiencemight state confidently,
for instance, that the care and breeding of pets is a unique interest of
ninth-grade students, then find in the next moment a third-grade
hamster-raising specialist or a twelfth-grade homing pigeon fancier
to confound his generalization. Yet in spite of the inevitable excep-
tions, there is a recognizable pattern in children's interests, as veteran
teachers and parents can attest.

As a beginning writer, the,child is likely to be a realist, reflecting
his microcosmic world with sometimes painful clarity, examining it
with simple logic. He likes to talk about his adventuresthe Thanks-
giving trip to Grandmother's, holding the new baby, the skinned
nce. He talks about family secrets in a candid way that would cause
his parents extreme anguish if they knew. (Teachers, though they
take no "Hippocratic" oath, fortunately have a well-developed sense
of decency about this sort of thing!) He reports on his playmates,
his home, his neighborhood. And, of course, there are always the pets.
He writes lucidly and directly about these things, presenting his world
as he sees it, with little or no attempt to ornament or change it. All
this is true of "typical" beginning writers; but there are those' whose
parents have steeped them in imaginative folk tales and stories of
46
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fantasyclassic and modern; and many of these children write of
make-believe situations 'and characters and concoct intriguing though
simple plots.

A child in the elementary school gains ever-widening horizons as
he learns of the far away and the long ago, reads books of fiction and
fact, and learns to use reference books in his pursuit of knowledge.
Alert teachers contrive to take advantage of situations that give reason
for him to write reports, explanations, and stories featuring the
knowledge that he as an individual has sought and acquired. Thus
many a child goes into the junior high school with attitude's and
abilities favorable to continued purposeful writing.

However, when the child enters the junior high school years
(normally at age twelve) and his sophistication begins to develop,
evidences of shrewdness, caution, and affectation are likely to show
in his writing. Social pressures from without and the inner personal
worries that mark the onset of adolesr..nce begin to affect him.
Though some children continue to repo fieir world with innocence,
othersand especially boysbegin to hide themselves in sketchy,
generalized compositions that reveal little or- nothing about their
thoughts.

Still others, at this stage, show a strong tendency to return to
fantasy, but not to the innocent imaginings of early childhood. The
child who only a few years before unself-consciously reported the
latest bitter family quarrel as if it were a normal part of life, now is
likely to try to remake the world by writing about a happy family
situation that he wishes were true. Or the child from an economically
poor home writes nonchalantly about cars, clothes, and other advan-
tages that he yearns for but is ashamed to admit are not his (though

perhaps, are more likely than boys to engage in this kind of
verbal daydreaming). In many boys, imagination is stirred by a
u.,:dm world of monsters and supermen.

The interests of high sdool writers are more difficult to generalize.
Many children by this time have begun to develop hobbies of various
kinds: sports, cooking, carsand with the girls, of course, boys and
dating. (Though sex has certainly been a topic of private discussion
beginning in the junior high schoci years, it seldom rears its head,
ugly or otherwise, in the public writing of adolescents, except very
indirectly in the romanticizing of some precocious girls.) At this
stage, manifestations of the growing sense of independence, "gripes,"
are likely to appear often in their writing; ihe ego is probably stronger
and blinder than at any other age. The child resents classinates,
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parents, teachers, school, communityanything and everything that
tends to restrict him or to challenge his emerging, but still insecure,
sense of self. The class composition, the editorial column, or letters
to the editor section of the school newspaper may serve as an outlet
for these resentments. Experienced teachers understand and make
allowances. Unfortunately, many parents and laymen become unduly
excited, especially when some more aggressive (and often more
competent) students carry their complaints to the local press.

In the later years of high school, as students sense the end of
their childhood and begin to think about jobs, marriage, technical
training, or college, their inflividual concerns and ambitions become
increasingly apparent in the composition topics about which they
choose to write. A substantial number of students at this age, over-
whelmed by pressures'in their personal lives, find in writing for the
teacher,if not an ideal, at least a somewhat comforting safety valve.
Not uncommonly he is the only confidant some students have. The
wise teacher watchet. for these "distress signals" and does not reject
them. In .a sense, he recognizes them as a compliment, for they are
testimony to the child's confidence in him. Here again the wisdom and
expertness of the teacher are crucial: Shall the child be failed for
working out his tensions rather than standing up precisely to the
uemands of the assignment? This is a decision that every teacher
faces, and not infrequently.

Fortunately many teachers of English have some exposure to
psychology and guidance in either their preservice or inservice train-
ing; consequently they realize that it is important for children to have
safety valves, such as writing "shockers" or "articles of protest."
Such teachers learn to read between the lines and gain an under-
standing of the turmoil that such papers reflect; they believe that the
message is often far more significant than the writer's inaccuracy in
using the technicalities of English. Those English teachers who have
not had courses in guidance are almost sure to number among their
colleagues one or more guidance teachers, who can help them under-
stand the needs and the problems that students' papers often reveal.

All that has been said so far applies mainly to the average, normal,
numerically most common youngster. But there are others to be
considered. There are, naturally, children of less than normal intelli-
gence and ability, weak both in ideas and imagination, for whom
writing is an agonizing and unsettling experience. These children, for
the most part (though who can predict surely in what number and
to what degree?), will spend their lives communicating almost entirely
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in speech, not writing. HoW much writing and of what kind should the
_teacher demand of them? Should they be held strictly to a single, ab-
solute standard? These are questions that old hands at teaching often
find more difficult to resolve than do the less experienced.

And what about that other special group, the so-called "gifted"
children? While their practical-minded fifth-grade classmates are
dealing with everyday situations and ordinary facts, these children
have already begun to discern and to explore in their writing the
meanings of human relationships and of complex ideas like the
conservation of natural resources. Or, in twelfth grade, while less
gifted classmates are- considering job possibilities or marks high
enough to permit college entrance, these precocious young people are
pursuing the language of higher mathematics or examining the
writings of a Hopkins, an Eliot, or a Brecht. Are their composition
needs identical with those of their less gifted classmates? Or is the
difference -merely in degree and not in kind?

If a school uses a "track system," with specially designed programs
for the slow, the average, and gifted groups, some of the problems
arising from such human differences may be partly solved. But only
some and only partly! Besides, new problems of human relationship
and personal development are created. Statistics are not available as
to the number of schools in the country using ability grouping on a
large scale. It seems fair to estimate that half or more of the schools
still operate, for all practical purposes, as single-track schools. This is
particularly true of elementary and junior high schools, though many
now are adding special services (remedial reading specialists, guidance
personnel, coordinators, and other consultants) to help care for the
needs of typical students, whether average, retarded, or gifted. We
should say, perhaps, that the ability grouping that characterizes a
multiple-track system has not been found to be an unqualified suc-
cess. It has been shown that children of superior ability gain human
understanding and ability to appreciate the contributions of less able
children who have integrity, willingness to work, reliability, and who
may be particularly apt in music, art, dramatics, or sports. Separated
into special groups, they miss this important human experience.

But "special services" do not change the basic teaching problem
in classes whose pupils may range from the retarded to the genius.
The teacher of writing faces, in these classes, a particularly complex
task in setting up meaningful and exciting composition assignments
that will encourage each child to perform to the best of his ability.
Happily, the more expert teachers of English do just that!
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WRITING ON ASSIGNED TOPICS

Thus far we have been talking about the atural interests of chil-
drenthe kinds of topics they turn to if left to their own devices.
But most compositions are written, it seems safe to assume, on topics
if not assigned, at least initiated, by the teacher. Most students actu-
ally prefer to have the topic furnished them. A completely free
assignment like "Write a composition for tomorrow on any topic you
choose" paralyzes the majority of young writers.

It is not that any one of these students lacks interesting and
worthwhile material to write about; it is simply that the directions are
so formless that in their inexperience young writers have trouble
focusing on a workable topic. The purpose of the writing is not
stated, so that for most of the students, "purpose" becomes little more
than fulfilling an obligation and escaping a zero in the teacher's record
book. Such a purpose is not likely to produce good writing, and
seldom does.

Unhappily, too many composition assignments of this general type
are handed out by inadequately trained and unimaginative teachers.

At the other extreme from the teacher who gives his pupils little or
no direction in choosing topics is the one who assigns narrowly re-
stricted topics without reference to students' interests or abilities or
backgrounds. "For tomorrow write a 500-word composition on
Hamlet's father's ghost." Any normally intelligent high school
student might well ask why he should have to write such a paper.
A few of the more gifted may turn out charming or even perceptive
compositions on the topic, but the bulk of the class will write
incomprehensible gibberish. To encourage the writing of gibberish is
to teach bad writing that someday must be unlearned.

The effective teacher gives composition assignments that take into
account both the children's interest and their abilities. He prepares
for the assignment with discussion of the general subject from which
the topic is to be drawn. In this discussion the ; rpose of the com-
position should become clear. He will make the actual assignment
definite, yet flexible enough to allow for varying individual viewpoints.
He will allow pupils to ask as many questions as necessary to clarify
in their 'minds the purpose' and limits of the assignment. He will do all
that he can to make the assignment meaningful to each member of the
class.

Such an assignment challenges a child to think for himself, yet
bolsters his confidence by pointing out some directions in which he
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can go. Out of a ninth-grade class discussion of family relationships,
based on the reading of The Yearling or Tom Sawyer, should come
twenty-five compositions on twenty-five different aspects of the prob-
lem, each reflecting the personal experience and honest opinions of the
writer. But if the preliminary discussion is too formalized, if the
assignment is too narrowly restricted, if the teacher is unsympathetic
to interrogation, then the result may easily be twenty-five car-
bons of a stereotyped viewpoint that would have been better left
unexpressed.

Whether one views classroom composition writing merely as prac-
tice for adult writing situations or as an immediate means of develop-
ing the child's powers of perception and thought, it, has no value
unless it is meaningful and its purpose clear to the writer. Either it
must be based on the child's established interest or it must generate
a new interest, in the same manner as learning to dive less flatly or to
play the piano with a lighter touch. The clever teacher (and parent,
too, when the opportunity offers) is the one who understands fully

'the power of motivation and searches for ways of creating interest in
writing that normally a child will not find for himself. In this regard,
John Dewey once noted, "Having to say something is a different
matter from having something to say."

ALL-SCHOOL WRITING

Most parentsand many teachers, too, regrettablyhave come
to regard the teaching of writing as the sole responsibility of the
teacher of English. No professionally minded English teacher will
argue the fact that the bulk of formal instruction and practice does
lie within his provinceand he wants it that way. But if other subject
matter teachers and parents do not accept a reasonable share of the
responsibility for the child's applying what he has learned at all times,
the English teachers' efforts are largely wasted.

Actually, most 'children are asked to do, quantitatively, in their
history, science, and other courses more writing than they are in the
English class. Too often the subject matter teacher issues "blanket"
assignments with no thought that he is literally inviting bad writing.
The social studies teacher demands long outlines of material read,
and excessively long and dull reports of generalized historical events.
The science teacher asks for paraphrases (erroneously called "re-
ports") of material only partly read and learned, instead of encourag-
ing original reports of creative thinking. Because "facts" are the main
concern of such teachers, they are likely to accept all kinds of
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slovenly writing. And they evaluate learning of facts by giving objec-
five examinations, because their concern, understandably, is for the
subject matter and not for flagrant signs of inept writing.

What is even more deplorable, in schools that employ inadequately
trained personnel, the teachers are often no better writers than the
students themselves. Thus they are in no position to comment help-
fully or to grade fairly the writing they assign. If the blame for this
sorry condition could be pinpointedand it probably cannot be
the colleges who graduated these teachers, the state agencies who
licensed them, and the local authorities who hired them must share
it in common.

Here and there, a college (and even, in a few instances, a high
school) has recognized this problem and has made a valiant effort to
enlist the cooperation of all of its faculty in the endless effort to
improve the quality of undergraduate writing. The initial burst of
enthusiasm has, sometimes, reportedly produced favorable results.
But as time wears on and the effort and time needed to coordinate
and maintain the interest of geology, economics, and psychology
professors become greater, the English department becomes disillu-
sioned and gives up the battle. The fact that even some members of
college English departments refuse to accept responsibility for the
writing of their students is, of course, no incentive for their colleagues
in other departments to do so.

What is true of college English departments in this respect is also
true, though to a lesser extent, in many high schools, Here and there
a high school makes a short-lived effort to maintain an "all-school"
approach to the improvement of student writing. Only at the elemen-
tary level, where a single teacher is responsible for all subject matter
as well as for the teaching of writing, are we likely to find this kind
of approach followed consistently. Yet even at this level, with its
built-in, natural advantages, the effectiveness of the effort is open
to some question, 'because most elementary teachers have had a
minimal training in composition in their own college work.

This lack of integration of subject matter and writing training is
most unfortunate, particularly at the higher levels of high school and
in college. Many students find in their subject matter fields the ideas
and experiences that are most likely to elicit good writing. This is
especialt irue of the social sciences, where outlining and paraphras-
ing so often serve as the mere handmaidens of reading. No simple
solution to This whole problem seems possible. However, in the
English class, some practicable steps toward solution might frequently
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be (1) to encourage each student to select composition topics in the
subject matter areas of greatest interest to him, (2) to. have him
write as if he had been a participant or observer of any events or
discoveries he reports (thus he would tend to paraphrase little if at
all), or (3) to ask him to compare conditions at the time and place
of major concern with those prevalent at earlier or later dates, in
other locales, or under similar conditions. That is, students should be
encouraged to make personal evaluations of and to react to the data
they collect for theicwriting.

One way of getting students to think through the subject matter for
their themes is to set up small committees to deal with each of several
topics such as the effects of the Crusades on West European culture,
dangers in using antibiotics without a prescription, practical values
of landing on the moon, or actual social conditions in England at the
time Oliver Twist was written. Time is set.aside for small-group dis-
cussion (each committee forming a group) to explore points of view,
possible sources of information, and likely subtopics to serve as foci
for individual papers. The discussion tends to personalize the topic
for each student so that he is encouraged to seek data to support and
clarify the points he wishes to present. His fellow committee members
become prospective judges who evaluate the authenticity and logic
of his presentation. (His English teacher might be relatively unin-
formed on such specialized subjects but could objectively decide
whether the paper reflected thorough preparation, substantiating facts
gained from reliable sources, logical development, appropriate vocab-
ulary used to make meanings clear, and other characteristics of
writing that convey ideas effectively to the reader.)

THE SCIENCE "BOOM" AND WRITING

The burgeoning emphasis upon science has had its effect upon
the teaching of English, as it has upon all other school offerings. In
a culture that is saturate:: with respect for and faith in the "scientific
process," this is hardly to be wondered at. Whereas only a few
decades ago humanistic scholars looked "down their noses" at their
colleagues in the science departments, "research" is a common term
today among-students of literatureand the capitulation has gone so
far that even poetry is being offered in machine-like programed
"sets."

The influence of this current commitment to science is felt in the
composition program in a variety of waysin the attempt to make
new concepts of grammar functional in the writing process, in the
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concern with the semantic properties of words, and even to a marked
degree in the choice of topics for writing.

Forty years ago, it was still fairly common for graduating seniors
to be 'required to write a formal "literary" paper or to deliver an
equally formal oration upon some topic from the humanities. The
oration has fallen by the wayside. Today it is more common for
schools to require a "research paper" (or a "resource theme") from
at least its college-bound students. A large portion of these papers
deal with topics from the sciences. In all of them, the main emphasis
is no longer on rhetoric; it is on the careful selection, organization,
and reporting of facts. For better or worse, ringing rhetoric on "The
Glory of MankindHis Conscience" has given way to the precise,
orderly report on "The Mating Habits of the Auk"with only
slight exaggeration.

Concern about the quality (or as charged, the lack of it) in much
student writing has resulted in a lively side debate about the merits
of the "research theme." Many college teachers have condemned
this particular kind of writing, urging the high school teachers to con-
centrate upon "the fundamentals of writing" and to leave the
specialized forms to them. On the other hand, many college students
who did not receive this special training in high school report that
though almost every department in the college requires such papers,
at no point are they taught specifically how -to prepare them.

Both sides have their points. The critics are certainly right when
they point to high school "research themes" that are mere. rehashes
of encyclopedia articles, dashed off at the eleventh hourand often
graded "excellent" by teachers so overburdened that they cannot
look beyond the bulk of the writing, the neat typing, the impressive
bibliography. In one reported instance, an eighth-grader who-handed
in an 80-page typed social studies report, copied almost verbatim
from her sources, received an A. Her classmates who had put at least
some thoughtful effort into their much briefer and for the most part
handwritten, more difficult to read papers received substantially lower
grades.

Yet to condemn teaching the process of collecting, organizing, and
reporting materials in clear English, -even at the elementary level in
at age that. places such a high value on science, just doesn't make
sense. Though he does so obviously at a much less sophisticated level,
the fifth-grader is as capable as the professionally trained entymologist
of observing the antic$of the antand of reporting what he sees.
The fault does not lie with the assignment or with the student, but
with the teacher who fails, first, to show the student exactly how to
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do the job, and second, to make clear the difference between
plagiarism and honest reporting.

Properly taught, the research theme offers a ready-made context
within which students can be taught such necessary skills as reading
for information, notetaking, library research, organization of ideas,
and more. No one expects a high school student, however talented,
to produce a doctoral thesis. There is no reason, though, why he
should not learn in simple form the research, process that he will be
expected to use in many areas of his future endeavor. To urge post-
poning until college the introduction of the student to the research
process is about as sensible as barring a child from talking until he
is six years old on the premise that he is then better able to learn to
talk.

When a child is assigned a research theme to write, the important
responsibility of the parent is to keep him "honest" and to keep him
working under his own steam. Where possible, the parent should
guide the child to the facts but not supply them; discuss possible
sources of informationthe encyclopedia or World Almanac, the
reference librarian at the public library, the knowledgeable neighbor
to be interviewed, the downtown Bureau to be queried, the files of
old newspapers in the "library" at the Evening Star. Above all, the
parent should impress upon him the importance of initiative, of per-
sistence, of thoughtful conclusionslet the grades fall where they
may! A parent who is so ambitious for his child that he tries to do
the work for him is merely preparing his child for a bad shock later
on in business or in college.

One absolute essential for out-of-school work on compositions is
that the parent help his child to find a place and a time for study that
is free of interruption and disturbance. If home is necessarily a
crowded, noisy place, then the child should be helped to find a quiet
spot where he can work wellat Grandmother's, at a- classmate's
home, at a study center set up at the YMCA or other public place.
The requirements of writing cannot compete with the excitement of
television or the normal jostle of the family living room.

LITERATURE AS A SOURCE OF IDEAS FOR WRITING

No hard and fast statement can be given about the use.of literature
as a source for topics in composition. Certainly the college-bound
student should be able to take a literary work and discuss its ideas
in terms of the writer's purpose as well as of his own experience. To
expect a student who can barely read even the simplest materials to
assume the role of "literary critic" seems rather ridiculous. Yet there
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is no reason why even this student cannot react intelligently in writing
to literary works that are appropriate to his understanding level and
his interests.

Next to personal experience, reading is our richest source of ideas.
From it we obtain practically the only information that is available
about the generations of people who preceded us on this planet. From
it, too, we get much of our understanding of ourselves as human
beings. Some teachers, unfortunately, regard each book or other
literary work as a kind of museum specimen, and the reaction they
demand of the child is the cut-and-dried ritual of the formal "book
report."

In some ways children are like Pavlov's dogs. After they bum fink
hands enough times on a hot stove, they learn to avoid the stove.
After' they have been penalized enough times by having formal
reports assigned for each book they read, many children (then, and
later as adults) learn to avoid bookseven when no teacher is
around to require a report! We do not, as adults, read books in order
to write formal reports on them. We do like to discuss the books we
read, however; and if we really like them, we may even talk and write
to our friends about them.

If the literature read in school makes any kind of impression upon
young people (and we know that upon most of them it does), then
it cannot fail to bo a source of many of their ideas. A good deal of
their writing, therefore, should center upon the people, the events,
the problems about which they read as well as those they meet face
to face in the world of actual experience. The best writing occurs
when the reading and the living experience are congruent.

PLAGIARISM AND THE STUDENT WRITER

What a comfort it would be not to feel required to touch formally
upon the subject of plagiarism in student writing! But unhappily there
are students who, with premeditation or by accident, do plagiarize.
Worse, there are parents who encourage them to do so, directly by
exampleor unintentionally by subjecting them to unbearable pres-
sure: to make the "right" college, to bring home a "good" report
card, or most commonly, perhaps, to escape a "failing" grade.

Some of this plagiarism is innocent and perhaps unavoidable where
students substitute subconsciously remembered words and ideas for
original thought and expression. Less easily rationalized is the
plagiarism of the child who, because of poor planning or because of
unreasonable assignments, pursues the easy coursehanding in work
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copied from that of classmates or even from published sources. This
is not the place to discuss the implications of the apparent fact that
this kind of dishonesty is more prevalent among college-age students
than among those in the lower schools. But it is a matter that every
responsible parentand college teachershould ponder long and
deeply.

Not to be pardoned at all, of course, is the student who sets out
deliberately to plagiarize either for "kicks" or for personal advance-
ment. Such students (and parents who abet them) are not at all
interested in the honor that such grades can produce. This kind of
dishonesty is on a par with robbing a cash register or committing a
fraud. It is, in fact, a crime punishable by law, though at the school
level it seldoM if ever finds its way to the courts. One can hardly
discount the analogy, however, that the tree grows in the same direc-
tion as the twig is bent.

At times, to be sure, the problem rests as much with pedagogy as
with morality. In any subject field a teacher with poor preparation
or an impossible student load may even encourage the cheater. He
may, for instance, make dull stereotyped assignments that fail to
challenge the student's interest or ability. When written work is not
checked, poorly motivated students find it more comfortable to hand
in someone else's writing than to make the effort of producing their
own (even good writers may lose interest when they sense that they
have no "audience"). Caught in a pressure for "higher standards,"
the teacher may set impossible assignments or judge writing by
standards beyond all reasonable achievement. Some teachers by their
negative approach may actually create an atmosphere of contest with
their students, the object of which is to outwit one anothernot to
improve writing skills. "We figured Mr. Green sat up nights scheming
ways to keep us from cheating, so naturally we all tried to fool him,"
one student reported. And in the faculty room, Mr. Green was
probably saying to his colleagues, "What's wrong with this genera-
tion? All they think about is getting out of work. I wouldn't trust one
of them!" On the surface of it, the problem seems to lie in part with
whom the schools employ to teach, and with the conditions and
loads undt r which the teachers work. But even here, the problem
has its roots in the mores and attitudes of our society.

Of all teachers, the teacher of English is in the best position to
encourage a respect for honesty in writingand for honesty in prin-
ciple, it might be added. Cotintless testimonials to the decisive influ-
ence of a teacher's positive attitude are on record in countless
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guidance offices. "We just never thought of trying to cheat in Miss
Smith's classes," or "Somehow Mr. Brown made us all feel that he
trusted us all the, way, so naturally no one cheated."

By taking into account the interests and abilities of his students
when he makes assignments, by stressing self-improvement instead
of grades, and by providing a sincerely interested audience for most
pieces of student composition, the teacher can do his share to- cut
down materially the incidents of plagiarism. In the long run, how-
ever, the solution to the problem remains in the hands of our whole
society.
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6
Books about "how to write," almost 'without exception, are the works
of either frustrated run-of-the-mill or only part-time authors. Though
the teacher-author may write about the writing process, the fult-time
author seldom takes time to. Though the top rank or professional
writer may on occasion let slip clues to how he personally writes,
he never offers a fool-proof formula. He knows too well the role
that individuality plays in his demanding art. He knows that one
writer may be content if in. a day he manages to turn out 200 words,
whereas another in the same length of time may write 2,000. He
knows that one writer may stop to polish and revise details as he
writes, whereas another sketches in the outlines of his ideas roughly,
leaving the revision till another day. One writer can work only with
a pencil containing lead of a certain softness; another can compose
only on the typewriter. One can collect his thoughts only in the dark
of the night, writing from midnight till dawn; another rises at dawn
and writes until lunch time. And thus it goes, each writer establishing
habits of work that he finds more efficient and congenial than any
others.

We suspect that most writers, if they had to, could adapt them-
selves to a different set of habits, but our point here is the more
general one that successful writers do have habits and do practice a
systematic approach to their work, whatever it may be. For most
writers, these systems grow out of the trial-and-error efforts of their
school days. Both teachers and parents would do well, therefore, to
encourage children to systematize their writing practices at an early
age, though in doing so they should take account of each child's
physical, emotional, and mental capacitiesand handicaps. What-
ever the child grows up to benovelist, doctor, lawyer, salesman, or
housewife holding office in a community club or aid societythe
ability to gather, organize, and express ideas in an orderly, rather
than a haphazard, way will be of crucial value. However, while urg-
ing orderly work habits, the parent or teacher must avoid the danger

59
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of putting on pressure in such a way as to stifle the inclination to
write. Genius ordinarily finds its own order and is well insulated
against any limitation that it finds offensive, but the less gifted can
more easily lose spontaneity and willingness to produce if external
working conditions are overorganized.

Everyone's life--student's, parent's, teacher'swould be ever so
much more comfortably simple if there were a single, definable way
to develop writing skill. But this is not the case. Perhaps the old folk
saying "There's more than one way to skin a skunk" applies here;
perhaps it doesn't. At any rate, here are a few of the more important
matters in composition teaching about which there is wide disagree-
ment. College professors and high school teachers with impressive
records of successful classroom experience speak both for and against
each practice; perhaps, therefore, the only sensible position for a
parent to take is that of watchful observer. If your child appears to
be learning successfully to write, then whatever system the teacher
is using must be rightor at least is doing no harm. On the other
hand, the fact that a particular student's writing shows little or no
improvement does not necessarily prove that the system is at fault,
because many factors are at worksocial and sexual drives, eco-
nomic pressures, environmental influences, academic stimulation.
This admittedly is the kind of statement that parents (especially if
they are critical of the school) find hard to swallow. Yet in justice
to the facts, these factors cannot be casually set aside. They do
influence the way a person workswhether in school or out.

THE DAILY THEME VERSUS SPACED
WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

The every-student-write-a-theme-a-day formula originated at Har-
vard University in 1884. For years Harvard freshmen submitted a
composition each day, whether or not they really had anything to
say. In time, Harvard abandoned this system, but not before many
secondary .teachers of English throughout the country had come to
regard it as the ideal way to teach writingthough their large class
loads prevented most from adopting it.

On paper, the theme-a-day approach to writing makes sense, for
theoretically the more often a person practices any skill, the more
proficient he should become. Critics of this approach point out, how-
ever, that good writing results only when the writer has something
that he considers important to sayand most people do not have
something important to say every day. Most teachers with their over-
sized classes, critics point out, cannot possibly read and evaluate a
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theme a day. Yet without an interested and critical reader, writing
is likely to become pointless busywork, because the writer must have
a recognizable purpose in what he says. The pure -se primarily is
(or should be) -communication. The student writer who does not
visualize his reader, who is writing merely to fulfill the requirements
of an assignment, seldom succeeds in communicating anything but
his paucity of ideas.

As yet there is no scientific evidence to indicate whether an auto-
matic assignment of this kind produces better results than a thought-
ful piece of writing composed at less frequent intervals, though as
nearly as can be judged, the majority of teachers today seem to favor
the occasional well-thought-out theme, which they have time to read
carefully and to comment on.

In antithesis to the theme-a-day philosophy is the "permissive"
concept of "write whenever you think you have something to say."
Given such an assignment, some children with a built-in instinct for
writing manage well enough, but the large majority of students who
need more definite direction are lost. So far as we know, no public
school today advocates this method, though here and there an indi-
vidual teacher may practice it on his own. If he is an exceptional
teacher, but only so, he may obtain desirable results.

LONG VERSUS SHORT COMPOSITIONS

"Long" and "short" are relative words so that it is never very clear
what is meant when either is applied to a piece of writing. "Short,"
for example, may apply to a single paragraph, to a 300-word paper,
or to a novel like Hersey's A Single Pebble. Y et in the classroom these
words do suggest some practical limitations. To most teachers a
short paper probably connotes one that is written "out of the head"
with a mimmum of planning and outlining, and likely completed
within a class period or less. A long paper, on the other hand, is one
that requires reading and investigation, that leans on a formal outline.
It runs from -500 to 1,000 words or more in length, and it may
require days, even weeks, to complete. In college, these are com-
monly called "term papers."

A topic of frequent debate among composition teachers is the
importance of one or the other in the teaching of writing. Despite
the argument on the one side that the short-theme, even -the single
paragraph, offers the writer practice in every aspect of good com-
position, and on the other side, that a short paper cannot possibly
develop the ability to plan and carry thought through a sustained
piece of writing, debate seems rather academic.
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This is not, after all, an either-or issue. Who can question that
students should have practice in writing both long and short papers?
How many of each they should be asked to write, however, brings
us back to the ,zry practical problem of class size and teacher load.
Ideally, in the upper years of high school, a teachei with a daily
load of 100 students should ask for at least two long papers of no
fewer than 1,000 words each per semester. When these papers are
not in process, the teacher should require one short composition of
between 100 and 300 words at least every two weeks.

At the junior high school and intermediate level (grades 4 to 6),
compositions should naturally be shorter. Teachers of intermediate
grades certainly should be able to read a minimum of one-page or
page-and-a-half compositions from each child each weekunless,
of course, they are saddled with abnormally large class-s, which too
frequently is the case. Probably most elementary schot,1 children
write much more at times. Junior high school teachers, especially at
the seventh- and eighth-grade levels, should resist the Iemptation to
apply high school standards .(particularly unreasonably long com-
position assignments), just as high school teachers must realize that
they are not teaching mature college students.

The amount of writing required, however, should and must vary
in terms of the grade level. A third-grader of modest ability, for ex-
ample, should not be expecte4 to write more than a brief story or
paragraph of a few sentences; the precOcious primary child can and
will write at much greater length. A fair expectation for a sixth-
grader might be three or four coherent paragraphs. A ninth-grader
should also be able to write three or four coherent paragraphs, but
these paragraphs should be much more fully developed than the sixth-
grader's. The high school junior may well be asked t o write carefully
developed themes of 300 to 500 words on extemporaneous subjects,
or as many as 1,000 words when he is given adequate time to gather
material on his subject. The New York State Regents examination
in English for eleventh- and twelfth-graders contains a composition
question that requires the writing of a 250- to 300-word composition
on any one of about fifteen widely differing topics. The student has
approximately one hour to devote to this part of the examination.
This examination, however, is designed for students in roughly the
upper 50 per cent of ability who are preparing for college.

But length again, as we have noted, is relative. The object in
writing is not to turn out a certain number of words to satisfy the
teacher's assignment. The aim of all writing should be to say what
one has to say; when there is nothing more to say, the writer should
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stop. Too much emphasis on length requirements inevitably pro-
duces student writers who waste valuable time on counting words
time that could more profitably be spent on revision. It is common
knowledge that one writer may take 500 words to say what another
writer can say as well in 100 words. For this reason, some teachers
prefer to make composition assignments in terms of number .of para-
graphs or pages rather than of words. The wisest teacher sets no
ironclad, inflexible limit at all.

SUPERVISED VERSUS UNSUPERVISED WRITING

Most teachers prefer to have as much of the composition work
done in class as possible for a number of- reasons. First, they believe
that more can be accomplished by teaching during the actual act of
writing than by lecturing about what should or should not be done
before and after the fact. They can make certain that conditions sur-
rounding the writing act are as ideal as possible. Most important, if
the child is in doubt or has a question regarding the work, he can
immediately confer with the teacher.

Perhaps your child has perfect conditions under which to write
and study at home, but for many children this is not true. Though
guidance counselors try their best to keep teachers informed about
children with environmental handicaps, with today's spiraling- en-
rollments, their information is only partially complete. A goodly
number of students literally have no place in which to do their home-
work. Living in homes with inadequate space, blaring televisions,
lack of facilities (such as desks, good lighting, or ink), and too often
surrounded by adults unsympathetic to either the process or the aims
of study, far too many able students have no place to do school work
once they are outside the school. The plight of reluctant students
is even more hopeless, because they lack the will to learn even when
study conditions are ideal. -

Under such adverse circumstances, a few of the more fortunate
may find study space in the neighborhood library or in a friend's
Dome where facilities may be more favorable. (Some cities have
volunteer organizations that sponsor and run study halls in public
buildings; college or university students monitor these halls for the
experience of' working with children.) But for many students, these
substitutes for good study conditions at home are not available.

Another reason some teachers prefer to supervise personally the
writing of their students is one they do not like to discuss publicly.
This is the unhappy fact that some students, for one reason or an-
other, fail to understand the moral issue involved in submitting work
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not their own. It is true that we live in an age of "committee" prOjects,
from which we will never escape (and modern students should be
given plenty of practice in committee writing); nevertheless, "copy-
ing someone else's report" is not good committee procedure. Cer-
tainly it is not a way to develop one's skill in written expression. Or
one's moral character either!

Worse yet, some parents, having been unduly panicked by the
current stress on "high grades" in the race for college entrance, too
easily delude themselves into believing it perfectly all right to help
their children write better compositionsto the point where teachers
are sometimes not sure (though they have strong suspicions) about
whose compositions they are reading. (The preceding chapter dis-
cussed the general problem of plagiarism. Here the concern is with
the more subtle issue of parent-child "collaboration.") You may be-
lieve that the teacher should speak out loud and clear against such
dishonesty, but the problem is not so easily solved. When absolute
proof is lacking, a teacher has to be even more cautious about making
accusations than a store detective in picking up a shoplifter. If the
teacher doesn't see the parent actually at work, and the possibility
of doing so is negligible, how can he do more than make polite and
subtle insinuations? Because parents of this kind are obviously lack-
ing in principle, and because children tend to accept and imitate the
morality (or lack of it) of the parent, about the only course open
to the teacher is to observe the child in the actual process of writing.
This is possible, of course, only in the classroom.

Under this system, as in every policing effort, honest students are
in some respects penalized. Some children who are able writers find
the classroom atmosphere distracting. Others have good conditions at
home for study and writing, and parents who understand the purposes
of education. But we do not mean to exaggerate the incidence of
dishonesty in this connection. Actually, the alert, experienced teacher
t.ias little difficulty distinguishing the child who is doing his own work
from the child who is not. Insofar as he is able, he provides com-
pensatory opportunities for the sincere student to demonstrate his
ability in every way possible, both in and out of class.

THE "WORKED-OVER" COMPOSITION VERSUS
THE "QUICKIE"

Related to the preceding problem is that of the relative value of
the quickly written, extemporaneous paper as compared to the for-
mally, planned and carefully revised composition. Is the child who can
"toss off" a good piece of writing to be considered superior to the
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one who must have time to mull over and change in some way almost
every word and sentence that he writes? Here we might turn to pro-
fessional writers for a clue. At Fort Ticonderoga Museum are some
original manuscripts of Kenneth Roberts' historical novelsthick
logbooks in which he has written his novels longhand on the left-
hand pages; the right-hand pages, reserved for revisions, are almost
completely blank! For a more famous example, we can point to
Keats'. sonnet "On First Looking into Chapman's Homer," which
the poet reportedly delivered to a friend within a few hours of the
time that he wrote it. For every one of these examples, though, we
can cite writers who agonize over each separate-work they write and
who take years to complete each piece. In other words, we cannot
generalize, for most successful writers are in agreement that their
best writing is "one tenth genius and nine tenths sweat."

Again we are not dealing with an either-or issue. Students should
have a varied experiencethrough practice, almost anyone becomes
more skillful and facile at saying quickly what lies at the top of his
mind. But some people will always need a longer gestation period
for their ideas than others. And a good deal of our writing is too
important to be dashed off like a note to the milkman. This fact
applies as surely to young bcginning writers as to mature profes-
sionals.

If good writing is basically the product of good thinking, then
perhaps the advantage finally lies with those writers who think about
and work over their original statements for a considerable time before
exposing them to the reader, or in the case of students, to the teacher.

THE WRITING LIFE OF THE ADULT

The major emphasis in composition textbooks is on the practicality
of knowing how to write well. But what exactly does this mean? Is it
a matter of using the right punctuation? Of accurate spelling? Of
choosing the most effective words? Of logical paragraphing? Of sound
thinking? Or is it the judicious combination of all these matters, plus
others?

We have to be realistic. At certain times, any one of these factors
may determine the effectiveness of a given piece of writing. But if
we judge by the whole body of writing, both literary and nonliterary,
we must quickly concede that the common denominator of all good
writing is clear thinking. Whether one is writing a letter to the In-
ternal Revenue Service, a sonnet on the power of love, or a recipe
for the parish cookbook, honesty, good sense, relevance, and accu-
racy of thought are most likely to spell success.
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What are the main kinds of writing in which adults are likely to
engage?

1. Letter writing. In their business, social, and personal affairs
most adults find letter writing unavoidable. (If especially successful
in their work or profession, of course, they may find that dictating
to a secretary rather than actual writing is the skill they need!)

2. Report writing. In this modern age, clearly written reports are
demanded of doctors, politicians, educators, executives, generals, and
PTA workers, to mention only a few.

3. Advertising copy writing. A growing army of writers are en-
gaged in creating advertising copy for our larger industrial and agri-
cultural producers. Most small businessmen, however, have to write
their own advertising'copy.

4. Journalistic writing. This type of writing ranges from the com-
mittee member seeking publicity for the annual church supper to me
board of education member trying to get the facts of a bond issue
before the public. The number of ordinary citizens who find them-
selves engaged in writing for press, radio, or television is increasing
constantly.

5. Writing for publication. Though only a relatiiely few of those
who try to become famous novelists, poets, essayists, or playwrights
succeed, the number of people engaged in writing material for the
thousands of magazines, books, and other types 1 publication's is
rather amazing and increases notably each year. By becoming a social
hermit or an anonymous cog in some unimportant machine, a person
might possibly live out his life without ever "taking pen in hand." In
the face of society's growing complexity, these methods of escape are
not as easy to achieve as they once were.

The College Entrance Examination Board, as well as other authori-
tative voices, maintains that in order te have writing properly taught
in our schools, the English teacher must be assigned no more than
four classes per day and a total load of not more than twenty-five
pupils per class. As matters now stand, the majority of English
teachers, being human beings and not martyrs, simply cut down on
the number of compositions assignedor, less frequently, they
assign compositions that they make no attempt to read and correct.
They do so with regret and with a gnawing sense of frustration. If our
society is really concerned about the current state of student writing
and genuinely desirous of doing something about it, then here at least
is the first stepto create conditions that will enable English teachers
to make use of their specialized skill, at Idast where the teaching of
writing is involved.
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In honesty it must be pointed out that simply reducing each Eng-
lish teacher's load will not in itself imp: ve the quality of student
writing. But with manageable class sizes, b. experience gained from
reading a greatly increased number of student compositions, plus
the time to confer individually with student writers, as well as to use
other effective techniques for teaching writing, English teachers_
should be able to remove many of the causes of public complaint
about the quality of student writing today.

I

I
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7
Almost everyone is affected in one way or another by a writer's style,
whether he is reading a snorts column, a current best-seller, or even
the text of a presidential address. He chuckles over a particular
choice of words, or feels the sting of an idea because of an adroitly
turned phrase, or experiences a sense of pleasure at what he is
reading that is quite divorced from its content. Most readers are
aware of style when it is present, though they may not be able to
describe technically exactly what it is the writer has done to create
it. But recognizing style in the work of others is one thing; developing
it in your own writing is quite another.

True individuality and polish even in the style of professionals
is the culmination of years of experience and care in writing to express
attitudes and feelings as well as thoughts. Some children show evi-
dences of original expression in their very early writings, possibly
because of unusual insight, possibly because they have heard and
read much vividly written literature. Some teachers believe that boys'
and girls' style is the essence of their individuality preserved from
early efforts by their having been given many opportunities to write
what they think and feel. At any rate, a person achieves genuine
style only after he has learned to state his ideas clearly and accu-
rately and has developed a distinct personality that colors and shapes
his use of language. Style heightens the effectiveness of anything we
say or write, but it is no substitute for basic sense. Though some

'individuals seem to have been born with an instinct for style, most
writers develop it the hard way.by experiment folloWed by fre-
quent and conscious practice.

Actually, most writers "try on" a number of styles in the course
of their development before they arrive finally at the style that marks
their mature writing. This is as it should be, for no one maintains a
static relationship to life or his fellowmen. Perhaps no profounder
observation has even been made on the subject of style than De Buf-
fon's statement, "Style is the man."
68
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Before a teacher begins to worry about matters of style in the
writing of his students, he had better make certain that they can
express their ideas reasonably well in the common, expected patterns
of English, that they have a vocabulary adequate to their basic needs,
that they understand the simpler workings of punctuation, and that
they have a sense of the importance of structure both in the para-
graph and in the whole composition.

But at every stage of the child's development, the teacher should
never impose restrictions or offer discouragements to the child who
is instinctively searching for a writing style of his own. Often the
one or two flashes of originality in handling language that appear
occasionally in a child's paper far outweigh such other factors as
misspelling, faulty sentences, and the like. It is no exaggeration to
say that the greatest threat to any young writer's style is the red
pencil in the fist of a determinedly literal teacher!

SENSITIVITY TO LANGUAGE

A large vocabulary may be one indication of a person's intelli-
ge.. ,e level (or his camera-mindedness), but it is no guarantee that
he will be effective as a writer. English is blessed with one of the
largest supplies of synonyms of any language in the world. Was last
evening's much publicized television spectacle abominable, corrupt-
ing, depraved, evil, immoral, pernicious, vicious, unwholesome,
worthlessor was it merely bad? The fact that one child describes
it as having been pernicious may be impressive, but it may also be
inaccurate. The ability to choose the exact rather than the "big" word
is one sign of a good writer and a sound thinker.

This is not to say that a supply of synonyms is not a useful part
of a student's vocabulary. In fact, the more synonyms from which a
child has to choose the more accurate his writing will beif he
knows how to make the right choice. To learn to discriminate intelli-
gently among synonyms, a speaker or a writer must understand that
words have two kinds of meaning: denotation and connotation. The
denotation of, a word is its exact, literal meaning as set down in the
dictionary. Connotation is the additional meaning that a word sug-
gests or implies. The synonyms slender and skinny share the denota-
tion "thin; not fat." The connotation of the former is "attractively
or becomingly thin," whereas the latter suggests "unpleasant boni-
ness." In one way or another, most of the more important words that
we use carry an extra meaning. Not to be aware of it is to miss a
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good deal of what is said and written, for the full meaning of a word
consists of both its denotation and its connotation.

To the writer who is looking for the best words to express his
ideas, this understanding of the two-part meaning of words is espe-
cially important. A popular misconception, shared unfortunately by
some teachers of English, is that "synonyms are words that mean
the same thing." Actually no-words ever have exactly the same mean-
ing. They may have the same denotation, but they always differ in
connotation. Children should not be urged to use synonyms in their
writing merely for the sake of substituting new and unusual words.
A good writer chooses one synonym over another because for his
purpose it conveys the meaning more exactly.

Most dictionaries take this into consideration in their listing of
synonyms. The Thorndike-Barnhart High School Dictionary, for ex-
ample, follows the main entry for disaster with this discussion of
synonyms:

SYN. Disaster, calamity, catastrophe mean a great misfortune.
Disaster applies to an event which happens suddenly or unex-
pectedly, throegh human fault, mechanical or structural failure, or
the forces of nature, and causes much loss and suffering: The
failure of the bank was a disaster for the farmers. Calamity applies
to a disaster which causes intense suffering and grief, often to a
great number: The attack on Pearl Harbor was a calamity. Catas-
trophe suggests a disaster which is final and complete, causing loss
that can never be made up:- A modern war is a catastrophe.'

Notice that this discussion begins with a statement of the denota-
tion that these three words share in common, then proceeds to ex-
plain their differences in connotation. The younger, inexperienced
writer 'should probably not be held responsible for these distinctions,
but the occasion for his using any of them is rather remote. As he
progresses in school, however, he is expected not only to add con-
stantly to the number of words he knows but to usg more precisely
those words already learned. This includes discriminating accurately
among available synonyms.

Sensitivity to language is only partly the product of direct teaching.
No one can say exactly how much, but it seems rather certain that
one of the surest ways to develop a feeling for words is to read good
literature. Also important is the language that a child experiences in
the home and in other areas of his environment. If he is hostile to

From Thorndike-Barnhart High School Dictionary by E. L. Thorndike and
Clarence L. Barnhart. Copyright @ 1965 by Scott, Foresman and Company.
Reprinted by permission.
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his parents, who use isn't, but admires some companions who say
ain't, the chances are he will lean to the use of the latter. Next to
motivating a child to read good literature, perhaps the teacher's
most important contribution in this area is to awaken the child's
interest in language as language. Only when he has been shown the
manner in which language works is he likely to pay proper attention
to the qualities of the words that he speaks and writes.

Most of the widely used standardized vocabulary tests contain
numbers of items that claim to test the student's perceptiveness of
verbal connotation as well as the extensiveness of his literal word
knowledge. For many years, one third of the English Achievement
Test of the College Entrance Examination Board attempted to de-
termine the candidates' sensitivity to the meaning and use of words.

'Evidence as to how well these testing instruments succeed in their
intention is not conclusive.

THE USE OF SLANG

A great deal has been written about and against slang. Viewed in
perspective, slang is not the serious threat to our language that many
people imagine. The fact is that the creation and use of new and
novel language has been a normal activity of man throughout his
recorded history, though for some reason the English-speaking people
have produced more than their share. Most slang dies a quick and
natural death from overwork, but some slang survives to become a
colorful and permanent part of the language: highbrow, rubberneck,
pushover, yes-man, honky-tonk, leatherneck, hick, stuffed shirt,
holdup. Though words of this kind are heard mainly in informal,
everyday speech, they are not completely unknown to formal English.
When a slang word does survive, it is because it expresses a shade
of meaning for which we have no other adequate word.
. Purists object to slang because, to-them, any change in the lan-
guage, however rational, is a corruption. More thoughtful speakers
do not object to slang itself, but to the fact that many young people
instead of limiting their use of it to appropriate occasions tend to
use it indiscriminately at all times. Instead of bothering to use a pre-
cise word, they let an overworked slang word like swell or lousy ex-
press their meaning vaguely on almost any occasion. Thus their
vocabularies tend to remain static or even to atrophy, for "Gresham's
Law" applies to language' as well as to money: "Vague, poorly
chosen" words tend to drive "exact" words out of circulation.

Slang is subject to the same usage conventions that affect all other
parts of the language. Some slang is found only in the nonstandard
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English of uneducated speakers. On the other hand, many a well-
educated engyman, professor, or high government official has found
on occasion that a well-chosen slang word serves his purposes welt.
He may use it for color, for humor, or for emphasis. There is no
question, though, that too heavy a reliance on slang produces speech
and writing that is trite and flabby. Unless it says something in a way
that no other word can, slang is a form of stereotypean obstruc-
tion to exact thinking and communication.

King Canute could not turn back the sea, and parents and teachers
would do well not to condemn categorically the use of slang by their
children. It appeals especially to the young. A good part of -their en-
joyment of it can undoubtedly be traced to a combination of their
delight both in experimentation and in nonconformity. Perhaps the
best attitude for teacher and parent is one of patient acceptance,
combined with a continuing demonstration that a person can speak
clearly and colorfully without slang.

THE "CORRECT' VERSUS THE EFFECTIVE SENTENCE

The student-written composition in which every sentence is gram-
matically impeccable is not necessarily the one that a teacher or
anyone else delights in reading. Too many students are conditioned
to react thoughtlessly to the-common signals. Each sentence that they
write begins with a subject, is followed by a predicate, and demon-
strates no awareness at all of the importance of varying the shape
of each sentence to suit or sharpen the thought it expressesif indeed
it has a genuine thought. In the writing of these students, the lack of
sentence variety results in a monotonous flow of grammatically
identical patterns that blurs even those ideas worthy of 'consideration.
An important source of style, in other words, lies in the writer's
ability to mold sentences in such a manner that they unify, relate,
emphasize, color the ideaor fragment of an ideathat they attempt
to communicate.

In the early stages of writing, when the teacher is the children's
secretary and writes down what they dictate, sentences are often
quite short, simple, and unconnected, possibly because the teacher
leads the way through questioning. For example, no,e the sentences
in this third-grader's story.

.My daddy took me to the zoo. We saw the animals. I liked the
monkeys best. They swung by their tails. I threw some peanuts to
the monkeys. They grabbed them fast. Some got to quarreling.
Daddy and I laughed at them.
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However, samples of children's writing in the preceding chapters
indicate that many boys and girls write in varied style and not un-
commonly in lengthy, quite complicated sentences. Probably when
there is considerable exploratory discussion and when children early
learn to write down their ideas indepencit. -iy, the rudiments of style
are more likely to appear.

Unless seriously retarded, the child as he matures will, however,
without direction from the teacher, begin to use some of- the more
common variations of this simple declarative pattern such as the
command or question. "My daddy asks me Johnny do you want to
go to the park. We saw many animals. I liked the monkeys best.
But daddy says don't get too near that cage."

At this stage, the child is usually unaware of and therefore un-
inhibited by such sophisticated notions as standard spelling and
punctuation. He is thinking on paper, putting his ideas down in the
order they occurand instinctively he follows the sentence patterns
that he uses so naturally in speech because he hearsthem used by the
adults around him. Thus, without being told, he will write "the White
House" and not "the house white (la maison blanche)" as the
French child does.- The fact that one "white house" requires capital
letters and another doesn't will have to be taught him- as he learns
to discriminate.

This method of imitating his own or the spoken sentence patterns
of others works very well as long as the child is dealing with his own
experiences or describing simple relations between objects: "Last
night the wind blew hard. It shook our house. It blew down our
favorite apple tree." But when he reaches the stage of having some-
what abstract ideas to write about, ideas that normally he would
have no occasion to express orally, then the prOblem of fitting the
thought to the most effective sentence pattern becomes infinitely
difficult. Though there is no clear-cut line, most children discover
the abstract world sometime after the sixth or seventh grade. Increas-
ingly from this time their writing is influenced by the more complex
sentence patterns that they find in their reading. -

At this point the question might well be asked, "If students can
learn so much of the business of using sentences on their own, why
spend so much time on it in school?" The question is best answered
by analogy. Most children learn to swim, often quite effectively, with-
out much formal instruction. Seeing grownups in the water, they jump
in, flail their arms and legs in imitationand find themselves afloat
and moving. But they do not become really good swimmers until
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someone takes the time to instruct them in proper breathing, kicking,
and stroking. The -wise parent does not let his child move from
shallow into deep water without these lessons. Similarly, a student
moving from the simpler stages of elementary writing toward the
more abstract and exacting demands of the college preparatory, the
secretarial, or the technical writing course needs special help in learn-
ing to put more complicated ideas into the most suitable sentence
patterns. He needs this he;p even when his everyday spoken use of
English is quite satisfactory.

This is not a "textbook," so we will indicate only briefly what this
help means. The problem is not one of teaching children to use
complex and compound sentences, which they do quite naturally
(and sometimes overdo). Rather it is one of making them aware of
the importance of relating ideas accurately in complex otences
(subordination) and in compound sentences (coordination and/or
parallelism). Related to these matters, they need help in learning to
shape sentences whose thought is more clearly and powerfully
expressed through the use of contrast, balance, climax, rhythm,
variety, and the like.

In their concern for the individual sentences in student writing,
teachers sometimes lose sight of the importance of the whole composi-
tion. A dented fender may hurt the owner's sense of pride, but it
does not interfere with the functioning of his car. A composition
shOuld not be judged mainly by the occasional faulty sentences or
misused words it contains, but by its total effect on the reader. The
principles of unity, coherence, and emphasis, discovered long ago by
the Greeks, operate as much in writing today as they ever did. But still
fundamental is the content, or ideas, that the writes is communicating.

Any piece of writing, whether a paragraph, a poem, c research
report, or a novel, should be designed to give the reader a sense of
its completeness. From the time that a child first begins to write, he
needs to be reminded of the simple tripartite' elements of unitythe
beginning (introduction), the body (development), and the ending
(conclusion). This basic design holds for any composition. Within
this design, each sentence should 'relate clearly to the main idea and
purpose of the composition, as well as to the section in which it
stands.

Writing should be coherent. That is, each sentence should relate
unmistakably to those that come before and those that follow it. The
young writer should be shown how to recognize and remove unrelated
sentences. Also important -to coherence is the accurate use of con-
necting elements such as conjunctions, prepositions, and key words.
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Emphasis is the matter of "putting first things first," of making im-
portant ideas stand out at the same time that the writer subordinates
those of lesser importance. Emphasis may result from the amount of
space devoted to an idea, to its location in the total composition, to
the words used, or to the sentence patterns employed.

To the degree that any one of these elementsunity, coherence,
emphasisis missing, -the =composition suffers-Misspellings, run-on
and fragmentary sentences, inept punctuation=these faults-annoy
and momentarily confuse a reader and are regrettable. But when a
piece of writing leads you to conflicting conclusions, when At puzzles
you with irrelevant statements, or when it does not clearly distinguish
the important from the less important ideas for you, then the writer
is in serious trouble. Nine times out often, the cause is , it inability
but the student's failure to think about and plan the general outlines
of his composition before beginning to write.

FIGURATIVE I ANGUAGE

Figures of ',peech are so common a part of our everyday speech
that m xit vi us are ;et aware how much we- depend upon them to
make ourselves clear and interesting. For slang, advertising, and
informal conversation depend just as heavily upon fin,urative language
as do poetry and other kinds of literature..Our everyday language, in
fact, is filled with "dead" figures of speethfiguies used so commonly
over a -long period of tim:i that they-have ceased to be recognized as
such: the eye of a needle, the head of the house, the heart of the
matter, the face of the clock, the foot of the class, to mention only
a few of the thousands that people use daily.

. .

Coll( luial usage and slang lean heavily upon figurative language:
a cool cat, a drip, a hot dog, a blockhead. And literat"re, of course,
could not exist without its vivid and informative figures: My mind
to me a kingdom is, His silver skin laced -with his golden blood, The
moon is a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas. Between these
two extremes, the educated speaker or -writer makes continuing and
effective use of figurative language.

From this, you may rightly conclude that a child does not have
to know the technical labels of the various figures of speech in order
to use them successfully.- There are, after all, almost two hundred
different figures, though most are used but rarely. On the other hand,
is- there any good reason why a high school junior or senior who is
preparing for college should not be able to identify some of the more
frequently used figures: metaphor, simile, personification, metonomy,

. t synechdoche, hyperbole, and understatemett, for example?
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Unfortunately, the traditional method of acquainting students with
figurative language has been the "metaphor hunt" and "memorization
of definitions." Through the years, assignments such as "For tomor-
row locate ten metaphors and five similes" have probably caused
more children to "hate" the Odyssey and other innocent but richly
rewarding literary selections than any other single teaching device.
Worse yet, they have given generations of students the misconception
that figures of speech are "ornament" with which clever authors
decorate their writing. .

Nothing- could be further frOm the fact, of course. The fresh,
pointed figure of speech is indispensable at -the same time that it
adds color to writing, it suggests a shade or facet of meaning that
could not be expressed in any other way. Your child's- ability- to ex-
press his thoughts in literal language- is basic; if he is going -far as a
writer, he will have to learn to express the depths and nuances of his
mind in figurative langu2ge.

Students use figurative language quite naturally in their everyday
conversation, but most find it difficult to write. Either they rely on
stale, overworked figures (raining cats and dogs, blanket of snow,
eyes sparkling like diamonds) or they create tortured figures that are
colorful enough but do not help communicate their meaning (on her
finger a huge ice cube in a golden halo, a voice as hoarse as a drunken
duck's). But the inexperienced writer must start somew' 2re. At
whichever extreme he begins, he- should receive not frustrating
criticism but positive help in his efforts to use figurative language
that is fresh, vivid, and appropriate to his ideas.

AWKWARDNESS IN WRITING

A young writer often gets into trouble by putting sentence parts
together in an uncustomary way or by using more words or gram-

- matidal constructions than he needs. His teacher, faced with an im-
possible number of papers to correct, often can do no more than put
the symbolAwk -in -the margin (meaning "an awkward construction,"
but explaining nothing about the cause of the awkwardness).

Unfortunately the students whose writings contain an excessive
number of such flaws are usually the ones who cannot diagnose the
causes ft.: themselves. When they see Awk in the margin, they under-
stand that something is amiss, but they do not know what. If the
teacher is experienced enough or has been provided with time for
personal conferences, the exact nature of such errors can be dealt
with successfully. If the teacher is unable to pinpoint the cause of the
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trouble, the child may continue to be an awkward writer for the rest
of his life.

Children of native speakers of English are not as likely to mix up
their sentencc parts as are those with a foreign-language background.
For example, a native American child would not be likely to speak
or- write such an early Zsa Zsa Gabor type of inversion as "Him I
should shoot." This kind of awkwardness is understandable in view
of the grammatical differences thr _ exist amo .1g languages, but- it is
not entirely excusable. Both native- born children and those with a
foreign-language background have their chief difficulty with the
placement of modifiers and the accurate use of personal pronouns.

Misplaced modifiers that do not make immediately clear the idea
that they modify are common in student writing: "Everyone was
astounded at the view coming down the mountain"; or, "Crumpling
his fender, he misjudged his distance as he backed into the parking
space." The student who is aware of his tendency to misplace modi-
fiers and who carefully rereads what he has written rearranges his
sentences to read accurately: "Coming-down the mountain, everyone
was astounded at the view"; or "Misjudging his distance as he backed
into the parking space, he crumpled his fender." Sometimes a modifier
has nothing that it can sensibly modify: "After standing in line for
an hour, the tickets were all sold." This is easily altered by supplying
the proper- subject: "After standing in line for an hour, we found
the tickets had all been sold." At other times, a modifier seems to
make sense in two ways. Does the student who writes "I knew before
I arrived the place would be empty" mean that "he knew" before he
got there or that it was empty "before" he got there? A simple revision
can make the intended meaning clear:

Language purists make a great to-do about the "split infinitive."
(A modifier standing between the to and the verb, as in "to gracefully
swoop.") Actually, the split infinitive is a fault only when it sounds
awkward and thus distracts attention from its meani,16. A critic
might justifiably question such-a statement as "She told him to slowly
and carefully fill the tank," rightfully preferring "She told him to fill
the tank slowly and carefully." Not to split the infinitive in a state-
ment such as "He should be warned to carefully avoid overeating" is
to misinform the reader. He is not "warned carefully" nor is he
advised to "overeat carefully"!

A different kind of awkwardness results from interrupting the
normal flow of a sentence unnecessarily: "He ordered, with onions,
after they had finally found seats at the counter, hamburgers for two,"
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should sensibly be rearranged to read, "After they had finally found
seats at the counter, he ordered hamburgers with onions for two."

Perhaps the most common error of all is the "shifted construction."
This occurs, most often in telling a story, when the student fails to
indicate ideas that are equally important to the meaning. Instead of
writing "Milk is satisfying, flavorful, and nutritious," he slips in his
final idea from a modifier to a noun, "Milk is satisfying, flavorful, and
a nutritious -drink." Shifts of this kind may occur in a number of
Predictable waysfrom one tense to another, from singular to plural
forms and vice versa, from single noun to a clause, and the like.
Such shifts do not completely distort the. meaning, but -they lead to
awkwardness, and awkwardness confuses the reader.

BACK TO STYLE

If some of the matters covered in this chapter seem unnecessarily
detailed, it is because style in writing is -the product of many ingre-
dients. These ingredients range from the way a writer chooses and
puts his words together to the way he looks at life. Each makes its
contribution, and none can be overlooked by the student who wants
someday to be considered an educated adult writer.
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Dad's and Mom's blood pressure never rises higher or more surely
than when they believe that teacher has not given their Johnny the
mark he deserves. Of course, the "grade he deserves" is always a
higher grade. Understandably, few if any parents ever raise the
objection that the quality of their child's work has been overestimated!

Though this kind of disagreement can occur in any school subject,
nowhere is it more likely than in written composition, for even learned
professors have been known to offer sharply differing opinions as to
the worth of a particular piece of student writing. Subjects like
mathematics and history that deal mainly with facts and figures offer
much less ground for argument. Coniposition, which combines the
writer's ideas and judgments' with his subjective choice of words,
sentence patterns, and paragraph division, is quite a different matter,
and one that defies "exact" measure= nt. This is not to say, however,
that- its "relati"ve" worth cannot be agreed upon.

Mistakenly or not, in the eyes of most parents the grade a child
receives is the only proof of the pudding. Many schools try, but few
find it really possible or practicable to have you, the parent, sit down
face to face with your child's,teacher to discuss his work. Even in less
crowded schools that provide such conferences, their value is open
to question. There is just so much time in the school dayand the
time spent talking with you (and a hundred other parents) is time
taken away from teaching your child.

These are a few of the reasons it is important for you, as :In inter-
ested parent, to understand some of the problems the teacher faces
in correcting and grading your child's compositions.

If you are' inclined not to believe this, try your hand at evaluating
these compositions written by fourth-grade pupils upon their return
to school from a Thanksgiving recess. Assign each one a grade
A for excellent, B for good, C for average, D for poor, F for failure.

Paper 1
One Thanksgiving Day the turkey that I ate was as big as an

Rhinoceros. It almost took up the whole table. When we finished
79
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there was still enough turkey to last us, all seventeen of us, another
year. By the time we finished turkey two or three hours had passed.
The. turkey we had just eaten was probably the biggest one that
ever lived on this world. That Thanksgiving, I think, will always be
the best one I've had and will have.

Paper 2
'On Thanksgiving we went to our country place and we had to get

settled down. The next day I went to the road, and I made-mud cakes
across the road. I put, on my army suit and the cars on the road
stopped when they saw the mud cakes.

Paper 3
On Thanksgiving I ate my Thanksgiving turkey.
On Friday I went to the planetarium.
On Saturday I did not do anything at all.
On Sunday, I went to the park. I took a buggy ride in the park.

Paper 4
My Thanksgiving is a wonderful day for me. We gave thanks

for -the day. We had for dinner: turkey, cranberry sauce, nuts,
corn, bread. We turned out the light and some candles and said
our thanks. My mother and father and my brother too gathered
around the fireplace and sang very pretty songs. What did you do
on Thanksgiving?

Paper 5
On Thanksgiving Day, I went to the Macy Parade. I sat in the

grandstands of Macy with Mama, Grandpappy, and Sister Linda.
Thanksgiving evening Bob ..warles, a friend of Mama's came to

dinner.
My Sister Linda, lost her favorite dog (a stuffed animal) just

before Bob came. We all (except Mommy who was fixing dinner)
looked for it but couldn't find it.

,After we sat down Linda came running WITH HER DOG and
said, "Look I found it on my bed."

Having read these compositions, are you willing to say that one is
worth an A, whereas another is worth only a C? Or that some are
"passing," whereas others are "failing"? Or did you perhaps think
they are all rather good and deserving of "high" marks? If this is the
case, are they all deserving of equally "high" marks? If they are not,
which composition would you give A minus and .which B plus? Are
you a bit confused at this point? Imagine yourself a teacher with 150
such decisions to-make each time that you give a writing assignment!

It is possible and indeed probable that- a teacher can and will
evaluate in much more fruitful way than by giving marks like A or.
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B. He is likely to make use of check lists which the students have
helped to devise as they have learned one standard after another,
then use this standard as a point in their accumulating check lists. For
instance, the standards for writing a well-organized, clearly expressed
outline might make up a check list like the following:

Yes No
Does my paragraph deal with a single topic?
Does each sentence relate to this topic?
Are the sentences in the proper order?
Is each sentence clear?
Do the sentences begin in different ways?

(and so on)

On the basis of such standards, the teacher is likely to write com-
ments on each paper that indicate success in following a particular
standard or need for improving the paragraph in the light of another
standard. Such comments are evaluative in a constructive and -mean-
ingful way. They say helpful things a B or C cannot possibly say.

WHAT DOES THE MARK ON A COMPOSITION MEAN?

"Aye, there's the rub!" The mark given a particular composition by
a teacher at a particular time may mean any one of a score of different
things. Perhaps on this assignment the teacher is concerned chiefly
with some such relatively minor matter as spelling or punctuation. Or
perhaps he is looking at your child's ability to paragraph and organize
ideas. Or maybe in assigning this paper he has suggested the use of
figurative or affective language. He may (and we hope this is the
case) have been mainly interested in the significance and coherence
of thought demonstrated by the writer.

Whatever the teacher's concern, it is clear that the mark on a
particular composition is meaningful only to the extent that we
understand what th.t teacher is looking for in "today's assignment."
If the teacher does not make clear in the assignment what he expects
of the writer, what is the student to assume? If the parent *does not
know the teacher's objective, how can he interpret the grade on the
composition his child brings home?

Perhaps here we should clear up a rather important point. Teachers
do not read and grade student compositions for the edification of
the parents. The one purpose of this time-consuming activity on the
teacher's part is, or should be, to help students to write better. The
grade on your child's composition may mean one of several things to
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him. It may serve to tell him how his writing at the moment com-
pares with other writing he has done. It may tell him how his writing
compares, is content or in skill, with that of his classmates. It may
say that he his not given sufficient thought to his writing or commend
him for the excellence of his ideas. The grade together with the
teacher's specific comments should tell him what he has done well
or not done well enough. But if your child is not interested in improv-
ing his writingthe teacher's time and energy have been wasted. Your
interest in your child's marks is commendable, but about the only
realistic way for you to influence them for the better is to help the
teacher make your child more enthusiastic about the act of writing.
Scolding and nagging about poor "marks" are likely to have quite
the opposite effect.

Most experienced and successful teachers of composition are more
likely to regard grades as a necessary nuisance than as motivation for

- improvement. They are more concerned with developing in each child
a sense of self-criticism. They want the child to recognize that writing,
though' seldom a pleasure, can result in great personal satisfaction.
To this end, they rely chiefly on specific comments, written marginally
or passed directly ..11ng in a student-teacher conference. They mark
or correct only the most flagrant technical errors; they give the bulk
of their attention to the content of the writing.

Much student writing is inane and point:ss because the student is
not writing for a real and interested audience, but for the "teacher"
and his "red pencil." . The experienced composition teacher does
everything possible, therefore, to substitute for this teacher-audience
image a sense of writing for a "reader who cares." When he reads
and grades his students' writing, this teacher carefully puts aside his
own opi.tions and prejudices. He tries to judge the writing in the
light of the writer's purpose as well as its effect on the audience whom
the child is addressing. At the elementary level, the teacher often
reads the pupils' paragraphs and stories to the class. The wiiter, as
well as his classmates, notes the effective or ineffective features of the
written product (how interesting is the theme and general treatment,
how well organized, whether sentences vary in pattern and their
beginnings, whether there are sentence fragments and run-on sen-
tences). In teaching each child to evaluate his own product and make
revisions before submitting his paper, the teacher encourages him to
read it aloud to hit..self (in a subdued whisper, we trust!). Oral read-
ing is probably the surest check on sentence structure- because a
poorly constructed sentence seldom "winds right" when heard.

i
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After a child's paragraph or story has been read aloud, it may
sometimes be discussed in the light of the standards he had in mind
as he wrote. His classmates should, be encouraged to look for and
comment on strong points first, and occasionally they may suggest
an'important way to improve the child's written product. This "help-
ful" type of suggestion should involve a standard for which many of
his classmates need to work; the teacher makes clear that each
member of the class should strive in the next paper to achieve this
standard, and he makes clear how-to go about it. Valuable as well-led
class discussion may be in evaluating a pupil's writing, the teacher
does not forget how important his experienced criticism and guidance
are in promoting improvement in writing. His conference with a pupil,
his timely suggestions as the child checks his own paper before
submitting it, are essential.

WRITING WITH A PURPOSE

Your child writes best when he understands why he is writing.
Sometimes this reason is furnished by the teacher when he asks for
an informative report, an entertaining story, a vivid description, a
convincing argument. A more desirable situation isone in which the
student determines his own purpose for writing. He knows what he
wants to say, and why. His purpose is thus simplified to the matter
of Laying what he has to say in the most effective way possible.
Whether suggested by someone else or originating in the student, the
ideas communicat : are the main concern of writing. There is no
point in relaying them, however, if they are not expressed in clear,
accurate, and lively English.

Still, many subjective elements may interfere viith a teacher's
judgment when he reads a composition: To offset this tendency
toward bias, a teacher must have in mind some standards against
which to measure different aspects of writing and the work of differ-
ent writers. Experienced teachers have generally evolved such stan-
dards from experience. For young teachers (and for interested
parents) a number of possibly helpful suggestions are available.

The National Council of Teachers of T'iglish, for example, pub-
lishes special theme paper (called Ideaform Paper) for schools to
issue to their students for formal compositions. On each sheet of
Ideaform paper the student is rcminded of th;. set of standards to
guide him in his writing:1

I Copyright 1955 by the National Council of Teachers of English and used
by permission.
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Comments on the ideas, or content:

Evaluation of the form

Organization
Development
Sincerity of.purpose and expression
Sentence structure and punctuation
Paragraphing
Usage
Choice of words
Spelling
Penmanship and general apprJrance

Good Fair Poor

Other comments:

Arno Jewett, former director of the National Education Associa-
tion's Dean Langmuir English Composition Project and also -Lan-
guage Arts Specialist in the United States Office of Education, offered
these "points to consider in correcting themes" as part of his report
on the project:

I. Purpose
a. Firm clearly is the purpose or thesis stated?
b. How well is it achieved?
c. Is the topic sufficiently limited?

2. Content
a. Are the main ideas evident to the reader?
b. Are details given to develop main ideas or topics?
c. Are examples used to illustrate and support general statements?
d. Is the content related to the writer's purpose?
e. Are the facts or evidence accurate or verifiable?

3. Organization (Unity)
a. Does the introduction prepare the reader for what follows?
b. Is there a clear relationship among main ideas?
c. Are transitions from one idea or topic to another clearly made?
d. Does the theme have a-definite, satisfactory conclusion?

4. Style (Flavor)
a. Is sentence structure varied and smooth?
b. Is diction vivid and suitable?
c. Is figurative language fresh and fitting?
d. Is the tone appropriate to purpose and subject?
e. Does the theme hold the reader's attention?

5. Mechanics
a. Have the conventions of grammar and usage been observed?
b. Is correct punctuation used to aid the reader?
c. Are words spelled aorrectlyr

2 Arno Jewett and Charles E; Bish (eds.), Improving English Composition
(Washington, D.C.: National Education Association 1965), pp. 95-96. Used
by permission of the National Education Association.

O
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These standards, of course, must be applied in varying and appro-
priate degree. A high school senior, for instance, may reasonably be
expected to show more skill in- using metaphors- and .commas than
a ninth-grader. In lower grades where the spontaneous expression of
ideas is of first importance, standards such as these have no place
at all.

A book widely used in courses training future English teachers
(Teaching Language and Literature, by- Loban, Ryan, and Squire)
sums up the problem nicely in a section entitled "Clarifying Purposes
of Correction":

The teachers' purpose is not so much to improve a partidular
composition as to help pupils to become more self-critical and to
improve their writing ability. Thus he needs to ask himself whether
or not his correction procedures are effective. For example, the care-
ful and meticulous marking of -every error ha; been rejected by
almost everyone who has studied the problem.- One study of com-
positions corrected by teachers of college freshmen showed that
only twenty per cent of the-comments helped -the writer become
more self-directive, and althost thirty-six per cent of the comments
were worthless or positively false. Such findings show a lack of stan-
dards or critical wisdom on the part of many who read compositions.
In another study the weekly themes of two groups of ninth grade
students were read-and chi :erl in two different ways. For the first
group, themes were read *-1:. :neans of an error guide and code.
All errors were checked and the themes were assigned grades.
They were then returned to the pupils to be rewritten and returned'
to the teacher in corrected form. For the other group, writing just as
frequently, only a grade was given. No errors were checked or indi-
cated in any manner and no rewriting of corrected themes was
required. Comparison of the relative improvements of these pupils
showed that although the detailed theme ,...zrection was slightly
more effective in eliminating technical errors, the difference was not
great enough to justify such a tremendous expenditure of teacher

LETTERS OR NUMBERS?

Numerical grades on compositions give an illusion of exactness
and are therefore more satisfying to the pupil or parent who is intent
on "beating out" classmates. Experienced teachers invariably prefer
to give a letter grade because they very well know 'the impossibility
of any one reader's arriving a a mathematically exact and fair judg-
ment of a particular piece of writing; whether Shakespeare's or some
unknown student's.

3 Walter Lobar,, Margaret Ryan, and James R. Squire, Teaching Language
and Literature ,(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1961), p. 503.
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Paul Diederich, of the Educational Testing Service, writing in the
"Notes on Grading Essays for Writing Ability" issue of The English
,.record, amusingly but pointedly underlined the issue by suggesting
theeuse of only three grades it evaluating student compositionsA,
C, and F. Those papers that in one way or another interest and excite
the reader even as they inform' him, he would award an A. To papers
that are dull, but- still not a disgrace to the school technically, he
would assign a C. But papers that are clearly a disgrace to the school,
both in content and in forntthat, in his colorfully uninhibited lan-
guage, give the reader the impression that he has "passed through the
bowels of the intellect"he would give an F and try to forged4

Most teachers would agree with this- basic assumption bUt would
probably argue for somewhat more flexibilityan A- B-C -D -F- scale
or perhaps even a 1- to 10 rating scale. Almost none would support
the accuracy or realism of a 0 to 100 scale applied to student written
compositions. For as we have noted earlier, who can say honestly that
one composition is worth exactly 64 credits and another is worth 65?

DOUBLE GRADES

Not upcommonly a student has interesting ideas, a fresh outlook
on the world about us, but shows little or no concern in his writing
about such matters as spelling, punctuation, or paragraphing. Some
students, on the other hand, have dull, threadbare, insignificant ideas,
yet manage to express them in grammatically impeccable English.
Which is worth more?

Unwilling to fail a student on either'technique or form alone, some
teachers resort to a double grade. That is, for the same paper, a
student may receive an A for contellt and a D for technique. Most
teachers, however, apparently feel that this method begs the question.
They prefer to judge the composition as a whole, placing most weight
upon what the student has to say, but deducting credit when mechan-
ical errors confuse the sense or otherwise detract from the effect he
is trying to achieve. Double grades are difficult to convert into
"averages," and from the student writer's viewpoint confusing and
an open invitation to rationalization. Unless he has an . unusually
strong ambition to improve, he is likely to rest colitent with the higher
of the two grades, whichever it is.

4Paul Diederich, What's It Worth? Abstract from "Notes on Grading
Essays for Writing Ability," The English Record, IV:2 tWintar 1954), pub-
lished at Colgate University for the New York State English Council.
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THEN AND NOW

Lest some parents and teachers think that we are underwriting a
"permissive" approach to the grading of composition, we go back
more than half a century to an essay on the subject, written, in 1912
by one of the most respected composition- textbook authors and
English teachers of the time, Alfred M. Hitchcock. Together with a
number- of other suggestions, -he says:

Don't be a ferret. Overlook- man_ y errors. Take it for granted that
some blunders are but marks- of youthfulness; let= them alone and
they will disappear in time.- And don't try- to -make a purse out of
a whistle. Sonie young people-haven't much; to say- and never will
have. If a boy has a- commonplace mind or worse, he ought to
produce commonplace themes--or worse; and if he has expressed
himself within 10 per cent of his maximum of intelligence-I am not
sure but he should receive ninety even though his compositions, on an
absolute scale, merit but twenty or thirty. This rule does not hold
in mathematics, nor in Latin, nor in the teaching of literature,- per-
haps; I believe it does- hold in the teaching 'of composition, where
the instructor's sole duty is to train the pupil that he will be able
to express himself, regardless of whether that self be a Milton or
a Mollusk.5

Our intention here is not to champion the "good old days" as such,
but to suggest that thinking people in every age seem to share basic
agreements about the nature of- student writing.

Unhappily, though letter grades are clearly the more realistic
answer to the needs of the composition teacher, tradition in most
schools requires .a numerical rating in every subjectin order to
establish an "overall average," whatever that means. The wise teacher
nevertheless sticks to his guns where composition is involved, trans-
posing as he must letter grades to numerical grades: commonly,
C minus = 65; C = 70; C+ = 75; B minus = 80; B = 85; B+ =
90; A = 95; A+ = ? Teachers may differ slight!), in their interpreta-
tions, but in general this is the scale.

TEACHER'S PERSONAL COMMENT AND /OR A GRADE

The suggestion has several times been made that a teacher's per-
sonal comment is more meaningful and helpful to the student than
underlinings, correction symbols, and grades. A student writerany
writerdoes not take kindly to passive reading and cold, precise
"correction." He likes to feel that what he has written has made an

3 Alfred M. Hitchcock, "A Composition on Red Ink," English Journal, I
(May 1912), 76.

..

i
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impression. He would prefer, of course, a positive impressipn, but
even a negative comment that shows that his teacher is interested in
his ideas is welcome.

In this respect, the number of papers -to be corrected presents the
conscientious teacher with a real problem. Merely to say "Good" or
"Your writing has improved" is not enough. The student writer is
helped only if the teacher's comments are both encouraging and
specific. The best comment may be a.question: "Is this a sentence?"
"Do you really mean 'superior'?" "Good, but what is your point
here?" Such comments lead the writer to examine what he has said
and to give direction to whatever revisions he decides to make.

A legible handwriting, we might add parenthetically, is essential to
clear communication. Not all teachers, unfortunately, recognize this
elementary fact. If the teacher's notation or comment is hastily
scribbled, a half-hearted student may understandably pass it over
just as an irritated adult reader might. Comments and corrections that
go unheeded are a waste of valuable teacher time and effort.

CLASS SIZE AND STUDENT WRITING

.All of the matters discussed thus far in connection with the correc-
tion and grading of student writing have meaning only when students
are given the chance to write. It is no secret that in many schools the
large class loads assigned to teachers make the effective teaching of
writing all but impossible. The current public concern about the
quality of student writing has led here and there, in more enlightened
scho-ol systems, to the realistic reduction of the English teacher's load.
But, on the average, high school and junior higa school Eng1;.,h
classes still range well past the point of diminishing returns. A daily
schedule of five classes with a total daily load of 150 students is all
too common. Some schools report, as normal, loads of 180 pupils
daily per teacher. At the elementary level, where the teaching of the
basic skills begins, the picture is no brighter; classes of 50 pupils are
not uncommon.

The impact of such unwieldy classes on the amount of student
writing and ""eon the reading and correction of what little may be
written seems too evident to rifted comment. Most critics of the
schools, even while they are deploring the quality of student writing
and clamoring for improvement, acknowledge this obstacle. Yet even
though its seriousness is recognized, most school boards find it more
convenient to pass resolutions calling for more and better composi-
tion teaching than to hire enough teachers to make the job humanly
possible. We often know what we want in our society, but unless it
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_falls under -some such _category as wine, women, or song, we _aren't
always =willing to pay- for it.jhough in -_ some of our Substandird
urban schools -the rats are more comfortably-housed than- our_childien,
a=moderri Pied -Piper would -stillzprobably- find_ himtelf on the 'ilk- of
the :unemployed.- ; =-

The colleges particularly_ affected byz_the poor quality---of 'student _

_ wrting, -have±id o pted- anvar ety, of attitudes to -the zproblem.z-A_n z f e w
--)aveVashedtheirhandsief allniespontibility for inptOving

=

the
tion;inidre,-_EfOrtnnately,--are-iekperithenting-zWith-ri=varietyfof-prothising
prograMi-jor_inpgrading- student-7coMposition_A

itoViihared-_thelproblem, =

nition-=_ofnand=sympathy_f for-the _plight-f_ofithe- oVerburdened,-_often,unz
lertrained,±highchool-English-,teacher.--in_a_newireshman_program-at----_

-a =higk- ranking npriv- aten e astem=men's±-c o ll e g e ;- according toz a =re-cent-
--report in- The ,Nev=Y ork=Thiei;writing and-litetattieWill=beEtatght=

seMinatiaski-or :with ,no ifmare--= thati-ten--studentsTinE:_e-athsection.-Then.,-,
-chairman--_Of the :.Efiejshide"pirtmtntoUthOfcollegeis--qtioted--iSaYing
that facnl_ty believe Avritineis-like2Piano-pl-aying===taughvbest7-to-_-_

time-i-They=hopeld:icOme----as:_clOsetcithis-Adeaz-as time
and =- budget wilt- permit: -_Such canjdeatititnationznWOUld EbeEz-beyond
therealm-noftp0-ssibil_i_ty most pUblie-,schbols-zancrUniVeriitie-s :with
-their-burgeoning -enrolimentS,--ibudgetiryirestrictionand:-shottages_of z-

-trained-iteachersi-_Blit does pointjti a° "sensible_ direction. =

As _a-Tracticaloal-for the: high--:school,-iJames-1-11.;_Conant,=-zin-A'he-
American- High, Sch-o-oliToddy,Erodonttehds thatiEngliskteachers-be_ =_

_ ASSigned-a-Aailyteaching-loadsof no ithdre than' pupils-6Ateacher
with-thii:load;nhelbelievescan reasonably bexpocted_to _

_= each Even = with --this --

load a-iteacher= -who -E assigns= a-_ -300-woid--paperi_ will: receive
-each=week a-- total--:of, about130,000_=words- of -_-_writing==t0_ reik
and (it is _coninient On-.1f he:devoteS atninimuni-of five tO_ten-

_

minutes=tcifs_eachz papet: he will spend -zbetWeenz-_ eight and
sixteen-hours -on--thiS--activity alonc--But-Shice-ht is teleased-ffOth _one-
teachnigiperio-d-each:day_=torfeadvapers,-_ theamounti_oVektra- night n
work:might amount-to_ no More than= four-ztotwelVen:hours per -week.
This= is -not;,-iperhaps,7awexOrbitant-rdemand,--butzik_is=agiocEman:y
-hoursz more thaw_ teachers= oft other'-sUbjeet are Aikely_:_to-= expetidAt

_that profetsion-vithAht-:idea-bl
iMplementingfhiSstalarys-by "Moonlighting"' had- bet :contider some

_

ter
-- other fieldthan-EnglishF--- _

B.__- Conant,-_ The A_ meriCan -High- School -Torlaj,- (New York -_:_:_

McGraw-Hill-Book :Company,
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_ Whenz-we talk cabouti an English -teacher with al -100:pdpil- -load;
hoWever,- we are talking-4' bo Ot-7_411 almost ideal-and _as = yet largely-
nonexistent -condition._ At -=a generous estimate,_ _probably_- no more
than one _in_ 500 schools- comes close to this -goal, though Abe-number
i&zslowly_ increasing. What is the picture when -a teacher has- five -or_
even six i-classesdaily in -whick= he meets =-_from 150 to
Each 300=vord--TcompOtitioni=assign more=_
Word&-toread=land-evaltiate=the_Auivalent ot-almoSt_halLari4Verage-± -=
lerigt1HioVer.- -Five_ minutes= = -z--

_ __ _

_mumi_of _twelVehour&oUiiight nviorki-oumore=thai-r tWo,hour&oteach
workingAay=and_Ahis4riiaddition,_to-=the time th

z = __---lesson-_planning,_-_extraeurricularz=-actiVitieS,-sandthe,OthernOnteaching
Auties:_oU-WhiCh--feWs_teacheiare=free,

Turtheriti6m-withAhis-; numberoUpupils-__to_earefOr4two,minine_ --= _

-classroomi-conferenee==-(whiCh-Avactually tot-
_-_--much-f_valud) with, e-achttuddntirto---disctisshis cLjniipositioh-vould ==---

-_ require-z-zmore-than seven = -_--additional= hours.rTO- -accoMpliih
tlass=periods:ottackwdek'sfitti Vould=havei td=ldVottd ` to 'thiS_==

troVertible figures _mayhelpto_tx-plain Why most achet&find-it--_nedes:
COnferringiiwithjndiViduaUsUidentsibUut,:their

even -though- such anf activity- is an iiiipo rtart4_ cknet to
teaching of composition:=_=

EXPERIMENTAL ALTERNATIVES

In` ari- effort Ac-find =a _Workable Solution=t6=Aheproblett- ofsproVidint
studebtS---witknadetluatelgattice--inf-writing,-;_a--thiMberOf _

experimentint suctita-ssistancel aS Itadeks,-= closed
-projects,:_master Aeachers,-_-_abd large -zgroup7small--sroup -Instruction.
Because_thezlatter-three-deVices call-for 4 -radical-reorganization:of-the
Traditionalz-Sytte-_-OfSelieduling--,, and staffing that most - schools are
_either Unwilling= oeufiable--to- bake (nOt,tojnention-_-Spedial=facilities,i
which most -sehoolsi_dd_rndr:haVe:=-andleelthey tan cnOt :afford);
h aVe he en z tra d -o

_

utifO lly -iti_6fily-a = k W scat te- ret schoz o rs.

=Because it is -costly:to-produ e- and
_

--_
_ _ _

to
coordinate= programs Aitlr:rgidly-schedulec-cla&seS,_
AeleViSioniihas, :Made little ==progress: The _:Ose-i_of--__masterteachers-4nd

--large gine p InStruction haShadzz'a--iohneWhat- Wider-trial:J_Under_Ahis
plan, -Several hundredftenthiraders;_. for exariiple,-,-_:_wduld' come
gether to hear _a- master
Theoretically,-Ahis,-w-ouldibe a -`supee=lesson-,- replete-__Withiaudiovittial,
-aidt, _ that-Ahe average -teacher =would -have- neither- the-lime - nor-=skill=
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to prepare; The- students -would -then- return to their "small" Classes
where: they would ;-put-fthe Anformation xeived _into-practice. -The
chief weaknesses:- in-_-this-r device,- where composition is concerned,
=seems to ber the-Clement of -rogimentatiottregnired,_the ineffectiveness
senerally of "talking about" writing, and the amount_ of complitated
-- scheduling that is =involved. =Whir__ more experience,- some _of -theso

=problems7inay-be_itSolVed:-=But, for{-smallers schools the'-
never-be- entirely _ _

f-rrather_more-rwidespread, interest iS=the IraCtico of-hiring-:houSe=y
_-iwives-=_with-=collegetraihinglias=theind:reacleri-:(Or,:asi-they-are='Often

laylleaderS):-Jhei:purpOSe =English --teachers:
some of: theielpaper WOrk-br haVing-,c-011egeeducated==niembers=_OU-a--

-__ --eom-munity, -often- iformevteachers,_,--lak-e= over --the-_-work=:_ofreading:--
student--papers- inAetaik-Thez_ readers= amtrained;-_-__are

teatlier--whOst--pupik,-=-they=serveii-lridAn=-=Solite_--cases-, actually
engage in follow -up conferences= with the
proportion-ibflhe_=CoinpositiOns:

-Can--keep=traCkrof--tho-ip-upil'sTrogretS=:andf_at-thefsathe--Anne:cheCkn on
n_thei_work,_of-Ahe_lay--,readet.-

Reports -on'the -efficiency of-- thia_-Tractice havetbeen _mixed.= -It--has,
of -courSe,- Witte obviou advantages student---paperS=:are writtenT =-

and-r_reidz-dritically-,-_,the4eidingissmoreobjective;Lthe-ilteacherilheo-,_
retically= has =more= time _teaching,--nnd mpatently-lhere---are -_--

-and-__ able;_p-eofft_intereited-=in=participating _=the__-=_Cotheir_zhaticli-,_--_the=-

_-_disadVintages--arernot easyto overcOme.-To:begin-with;- the= devite-is
_cumbersome;-It requirei =expansion =_ol-itheadministrative,Staff.,_ The -_

__teacherliairthe- added=burden-zot briefing-his=reader; The- turnover --
readers is-likely_AO: be _largeas_:thereSult--of---s-uth-- ordinary= events=as7---
hasband's jobi-transfer-si--=hOuseWife's=--_=fatigue, and = home_ -__

roSpOnsibilitiess adcause----the--s-utcessfulitenthints of -_writingr:iimost
usually- ratilts:-fromz=a-Closnipersonal=relatio-nship_=_:13-etWeenteacher__
and Student, _Ahe-_-_steacher=_in tends_ tor_ know-- relatiVely less
abo-ut_ hiS-students-than--if he -were:fullilresponsible(thongh?_this_ntay
well tompensatecUfor=in7=the n--grnatWamou Of=--writing_practice)._ _

sueaSs--_off the -_ planirestslteavily7onia loodi-Workingi
tionship---between --teacher ----_-ancFlay': reader.=-----English teachers=- tend-

_ _ .notably to -be= this_lresents_-: --thuinpotlant
problem.47or whatever:it worth,- a--recent- study-of -the__ lay -reader,,_
-plan -reports -that_nmore- schools _ each:year,are- abandoning _the :device-
that-are adopting-its- -- ------__-

l'arentr-,__--Who are dissatisfied:-With- the _grades on their thildren's-
eompOsitions -(Or should 'keep these fattS-
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and figures in- mind.- And_ they= Should- not forgetlhat; important as
CompOsition is, it is _OnlYr one of tht English_ teacher's _ Many_ respon-
sibilities. For he must alto -teach: reading, usage,- grammari speech;
and most iniportant of all, literary_Jappreciation, to his 100--to,_ 180

. _

pupils--per day.- If-_,-:is he will---haVe in addition__ only:an
attendance:re-I:Oster to keep, a -seniotplay to direct__atict_an assortment:
Of_odd_ijobt like-istUdy-halltsdPerViskii-4-imagatine=timdzidrivetha

-- -_oningitheij Ohiorrpr6m,_anTlunchioom_supervisiontoirperforni=-
mportant andinecess , utfall "eveif-off- titunefand--_ener

should going into s prim job of = teaching! If he is unlu
may so be drafted A) coach -the football team or direct the ban
though these irrelevancies are happily_becoming less = frequently = the
rule.



TESTS OF WRITING AND
-THE WRITING OF TESTS

=The=_number von -th-e- subject -of testing -thathave =been :pub,
__ lisped = during =the -Test-Jew-years evidence-- enough=_Or itsfgrOVii tit

_importancein'the modern Of Cotirseirschoblsiwtite7p-aki_hatt,
-_-tests, tab,: hut fthey__ regarcled7tasni part-for,-theAeathing process
-_They_Avei*theteacher'lviay_-offifiding'totithovi=fituch-hicharges

--:'-learnekzandt _the same -tithe= they-were2"_`-` igrStick!!=_that helped!force
z -fstddents_ta-stuclyn-:Fori3-,the-=-MOtt -=-part_they-:=were= -yrrittenEl-by=_ the_
findividnat teacher and- adthinittetedto-,his_

sb, m any; otherlhingt:;=:h as" betome-_-_i=special=
ited zfield._-Testingl&stillAtseclrbyttathers _find-_-out howinnich-ih-eit
students_=haVe-learned- and_iatfestilVregatd-it :as u=utefulz-threat,==:But _

the: mostimportant_tests'that yOur child m ay,_ face twill,bes writtehinot
_

by_r_ hk-leacher---but =by- pipett whont neither- ybu- _

nor= he-=has---tveriheird;=_And--the:-test be_tiven --not-just!_ tO_ your-
own'schooLbuttoithottsan-ds=b1-bthet Muilents=in-nall-_parts-_

Or the =bon n-fry

be true in most or the -subjectshe_--studies,
true=

_
_

true_ in-_that area :--or study- that:- we =- call =`-`English's

This -change-An- the nature---_-oftestin-g- has ihad=h-oth_lOod-_-_-and-And'
effects: -A committee= of iexpertt has = greater = = resources- of - knowledge ==
arid- experience to call_ upon_ When-they:writ-e;a-test thafilhas -a single, --
civerworkedAeacher._ On_ theother -hank the =experts can :never know
vdtheertainty- what teachersinlindividdalisehools_ull over the- conntry--
have -h_een--teaching; each teacher-will; select metetialt
and: giV-e7emphasit=itfa somewhat- different:way-- fro-m _Other -teachers.-

= If=_the:-_ teacher's- approach-_-_differstadically front: the--tdOmakers',fthen-
-his:students may %Veil- find_ themselves- at a- disadVafitage. -YetOn
of-this;-_ the teacher '=-may_ be= doing an =excellent: job- of _ teaching- and-
the7test may be _ a very- goodltest.,_

-No- matter _what- is -done to prevent it-,__ as--a:::_test -achieves-, state -_ or
-national impOrtante,i it tends -to-take---,od a supervisory _function: Thai --_

is, it tenc106--force _teachers= to-teach__for-=theteregardlest orthe
= nee& --of -hit--_perticulat_students and the itonimunity. At the _same-
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time, it may force other,_ not as -well-prepared, teachers_ to -pay
_ attention_ ti- important Matters that otherwise they would: neglect__

Other pOssibilities could be explOred- htre, but the point seems -_
-clear enough.- Testing_ in the -modern school is no longer=simply:-a
-matter of "checking _up"Ion your child's efforts= or-of enforcing-his
attention._ It has taken on other, more complex-,: functions. And- =no=
where -are--zthte -functionstImore difficult-=to== pin=

diseussiOn-_-_or-the ,evaluation -of =good -:=WritingEMbielfornitally

-=-Whateverytni- as_4- parentiMay=thin of,Aests-ladd- eirinfluente
z- upon = your child,_ you = might well:acceptlheldealhatlhey,aireheief- _

stay, -and- that-the -thild:Vho annot survivelhe-Iigort
_ _ _ _ _ _

testing isistv-erelyhandicappedlni_our tompetitiv society. =Thisis=not:__=-_
----Aor-eXpretS=nnqualifi_ djapprovar-of--thiSIstate =,huthan--,-=_affairs-burz
_-_therely--tonote= a--fact-.71Firmi-f-theAniez-,hei:eriters-s-choor untir:he

----graduated,__Aher-MOdelp=stiident is:_bontbarded'_WWa-iAlaritty4ktetts =

_ thebasit -ou h iiite st , e sults, he sis==diagno sd -me_ ait red,-rpla_c
=--selected;grompe- rejected,and=briroccasion; -even=rewardedr-

-__Because an understanding are_-___

essential= to :the=niastery-_-_of -all---Stibjects:_(Witk_therpotsiblei-dideption-:
=of thithematioS), y-nurchildyability-Ao-zexprets-= himself---competently=
_in _enWritteri -Englisk:m :_sprOVe- --rot

---manyleachers1,---eVetr-teacliersiot-Englith:-rsorr wheneVer they- can z

to objettivelests,=-Ithey haVe_=notalltompletely:_abandoned
_

-test;_ which =requires -writing._indeed; thanyipUthe Aests,--yOurchild will = z

-fate-in a-Variety_of- situations =_May=depend= ahnost
=

_ ability,to -Organize_ andzsetrloWn--:_his ideasinf acceptable=writtelf=-Eng-
lith-.--

Tests :are-Of three fiaptittide- tests,liagnostic stestt, _and
achievement tests._-Apritude-tests_attemptitci-,predict-a- child's:probable_
-success a special ='Situation;Jor example, English
Class-rot in a,tollege-;--They--try,Ao measure-- what he is --capable-not
doing -inrheluture;_ not What =he has7done iorneu-pastz or is Tresently-_
doing._ In English, they aim chiefly at ae-thild's- potential= abilitS to deal_

_-

With-Ahe-coniplexities Of---Words;-±for read and-listen-- With==toMpreheri,
= sion-and:Pereeptioniz and to express himself:with:some- style in-__Writing.--
Theoretically; -there=iS no way to-_prepare --a- student for---an:-aptitUde
test, but in _fict- the _more -experiente_ and training :he -has-I:had

_- -language and- composition, the:_bettet=he is:limy to do :with Aho=-tost.
-Becante---Anf- the Jechnicalities-r involVedAn=--Conttructing-__ a reliable
MeatUre_ :of -aptitude, most-Schobls,and_ colleges rely on nationally
'standardized aptitude tests rather than attempt toiconstruct-theirown.
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The aim __ota _diagnostic test is to= uncover= specific weaknesset in
_

-the child's deficiencietin his knowledge: In Enesh,
such tests= are used in _connections with -_ every - kind -of -s

ing, dictionary-= use; literary- knowledge;__writing. Sometimes_leferred =

to as "pretetts,"- they help the' teacher_-_ ,revealing- _where -the niain
emphasis = in his leaching- should The scores= achieved,---whether
goodt-orliad,--clo-not-Abr'should-Tnot)-zbecoMen="part---Of-the-z_studenrs--
achievement---reCoid,rAhough:_-AheY__-,'-maylatet ibel_CoMpated;4Whis"--

---achieveMeirtestrseores-i-lo:;fincirinuts-how,successfuL he_Fhas==been-An
-,---:thercoming:_-_hit--_,Weaknesses: =Unlike- aptitude tests,- diagnostic:tes _

_
= likely--to= -lie= s-s-own-'clatset;-

_-thoUgh_ttandardited-ftettsare-available."s__-
_ The-thOst:CoMMOit_test:that_children-facel=throughouftheirschOot----'-

_

---cartert-=itl:theinehieVidientr4es4iwhich-nimarmeasuringhow- much
r -

_covered in-lht7Englaskprogramis _susc=eptible= toiachie vemen t testing;
though-Many" authbrtiesTh att_sdotskeservtions=-about-the- ability=_--_

of-a-tett=to tifie-asure matters of -apPreciation.Achieyeitientjests_i-ate--
-s an:important Tart_ Of: n;child' record

cletidint-that,aliAildliat-:``passed'!_failed" par== =
_ ticular _e.cnirse-l-orrarea_,of-_--iitudynTheY--range= nAmportance

daily:``Check-up" _ciuiz;_-designect-rto :fiiicV:out-'-howilhoroughly-Jhe
_ _ _

stndent=has -doner'his --homework gigantie_ nationwide-lests-_-such
those:- oftl*College:"Entrante -=ExaminatiOn-----RoardAndr_the = National= =

--Merit :SchOlarthip_-_Prograni.-
_

by the individual classroom
words,

=

teacher;zorJhey__-_-may be :constructed by
_cOmMittees-±OVnationally-lamousin'eSperts.--_-At-s wkatevert-level;--they
have- one:thing:in- cOmmonthey:attempt s to:discover,--nott-whicthe

-child ean-learn_ or what-'-he=needs:-Ao learn,-but what- =he actually -=has-
learned

TESTS=_OF- WRITING _

To:understand whit_ yont child-_williencounter in the Way:of tests_
concerned with -writing, here are _descriptions of a few that are

= typical:
=- Having= taught _the uses-iof the_tomnia-in -addresses and d_ ates =one

_

day,- thei4eacher a short: quiz the-following day to seat how
well the student has learned (remembered) to use the- conventions.
The test may = consist of. five items-that 'he-is:to- punctuate-correctly.
(Achievement) -1 =

At the:beginning of-the year, the teacher-gives a _test on the recog-
nition _of sentence_ fragments. =The_ test consists of ten items, some
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of _which- are_- grammatically incomplete.- -The -student is asked_ to-
_identify and rewrite correctly those that incomplete. -On the basisj
of thit informationi the leacher de:tides- how mucktime he-imusttpend-_
with the -class-_ as- A:whole-on sentence _fragments "anctwhich !students--toned-toneed- individual -attention. (Diagnostic)---:

_ In his junior _year_ of high= school, -the student who is applying t for
entrance sto College_ may_ haVe ztO ftaketheTieliminary-Scholattie-Apti, ---
lude_Test7off_the -College__Entrance naininaticiii-_Board.-11:Thelett;___
Which-takes 1Woilionrsmay-=boin-= several; settions,-_--alternating,

-Orte,=of-Atsziprincitiat-purposes measure=
verbal _ aptitude. The = student -is asked==to=fgive =synonyms, for some

=-words; a nto nynsEl o r rotheis.-_H e3nay= be -Fa tk ed-to _conpletezA verc_-_ ,

i_iAnalog. es.-zAnc= he As =Asked tearchingIpestionsabout?passages =that-
-_=he = isgiven ip_nrpOseoUthelestis-= to' supply; evidetiCoot-

--=_-

is-- -AbilitylO:handlellanguage_rWell-z-=ehoughs_-_to-snceeedsin __the= more--
--_ difficult work-iot the tollege:-=The-koteihe- achieVet--will=_ hectiMep

_z

_ of,theevidence _on -Which; his,: atceptandeorilejectiekby_the-: college
swill-be=-determined.-'r(Aptitude)--_-=

=-=On===the ;Wm, YOrk-rstateRtients;,COMpithefisive -Examinatiorrin
English,--lhirty,creditt=oUtheitlifes-scoreJS-based'uOon -acompotition__

amount`Written_ on a-lopic = Chesen-rfrom=a list= of=AbbutAen.--__The ---amcnintf of
_

_

with.oredit _hefreceives-ls--,determined by --comparing: his----composition
afford=

_ _

-_A-_ number- of'-`1-nOdels.-7 = c:Curse-about one hour,oLtdst _

-- titter forz=writing-Izthe
z _ z i

---conpositiCasActording;to-tho policy=o1=the _

= schobl'he attendsz-his_gradnatieninay*pefid-npon- his= ichieving a z--
-±"passine;se-ore

--=_

=A= subsidiary=effect= of examinationsuchiAs the ItegentS
W-- their- supervisory ithpactsnponstherschoels._When-,Aests arez-widely-
_used, -when -- back; copies---are AVailablezand--when the__pressure=for
"pasting'!_rscores-.is--high, :their =impact up-on-lho schboli:prOgram-__ can
be widespread._-__ -Although,=meant as =- measures= of achieirethent,---lhey

--_-_sothetithe-SibecomethebasisilorcurrittilumdeSign.-AsideJroMiciam
-courses- =built around copies -of= the_=examination -from- previous years,
-schools or-individual: teachemmay shapethe-_approach: and the- con--
tent of entire coOttes--to-,preparestudentszfot the kind of questions-and
approaches -to_ subject=matter-sreflected-in-_-lhesesexaininatiOns.---
=- When _he_ enters-junidtrhighschool,-thechild7Mayibegisien =a na=

tionallY_ stafidardizedi-lest obtAineUfrom---aleemmercial-- publisher.
-_-The_testiMay,have sections= -dealing with ivelling-i=rpunctUation,fsen-
tencesiz usage, paragraphingiz and so forth. On-- the -basis- oU his -score,

-thezchild_ m ay: be placed lin-Section): -Or- Section 10-in -zEnglish-.-If =the-
schoolls--Well--run, teacher_ judgMent_ or =subsequent- testing: may -de=
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termin- erthat- he -should be moved froin-_-Section =10 -to Section 3, =Or
from Section -1 -to Section--5; sthoolls this--regard,
he:may-well=belabeled:for-life. -(Dia-griostic) 1

At the university- level,= the =doctoral -candidatt is -required- to pre-
sent _a thesis. Thousands -_of- dollars and years- of effort may= _be- at _

stake.- A :committee ; of :diitinguisheit professors :--reads evaluates
the thesis. =On_the basis of his _command =of:English;=as= =well _as of --hkE1-_--

owledgeof thef-subjedt;:the_--:studcnt--_ may-=-,or_may-j_notAvceiveThis- _

octbral=degfee;- =_===_

ese =are -only= a few___tt=of= -in_lcoM=__

-position=_that student:laas= dtiring=hisritho-ol:-years:=BUt_-- they-:_terr
(Indy:indicate theimpOrtancd:Of his mastering, at the earhert possible
opportunity,-faedity in handling the written language Important

AeStS-I Are_ in: measuring selecting;= Alai ng;=_and rewarding students; ==
thit-Aheyr_fare,:not7 all- infallible :__Just= as

essehtiallyr_ind6Ope_tenr stiients_Whote::photographic-_--Mik__
etiable==thent----to: achieVt_llinideservedly_-

=
_

ciO i b l e s t ud en t_sr_ sto whO te stsiare,C OMpktel y u rd o n i aL Andtit t
are tests±in-isewhoseNaidity and =reliabilityzatertusptet;,Thd-iato l
or:parent, whoroverlooks_thesez-possibilitiesruns- :vdouble- =rsk- of

-pettalizin&botIrgiftai
Tests Ilia inVolve=_,writing are=not;=--of =course, limited =to English-

courses-.---AnTsubject Matter_ leacher_ may. 'At :aiii``essay" test 7dr_ may:
-estay:_queskion:_Or_=twojnan-fotherWise

test, -though-this imorelikely-to-happen---ittitheTsodiat-studiesthan_
ini±the mathematics-, anif-_-_sciencese---,--Unfortunately,-the _

--teachers--ireoiconcerned=mithlhe- "informatioe-rthe= ChikVdoesior-_
doesJnot -give_-_ that they,---ttnd-:_to_-=-oVerlookEip-OOrWriting.:If

is-=_not-- pOrialized=in_ some _way_ifor -his_-slottenly--c6thp6siutin, _there
-,hot much reason -why= he should-Ary_=t-o-Virite,better-;;_Yet-acthe_inonithly:-
facultr_meeting some -_of_ these teacherfzizire tobe---the-Severest-
Critics =_-ou theiEngliik degarthitnes=_ effortsi-

Titer
should _be---expected- at_ all-Etimes-ItoittpreWhiinselUinl the: best:Written-

7cap-able,_=whethee-he-is---Writing-a---biology- re--
porti-allistory_itest-of- a-_-thanktyounotelozAunt,Enima;_SUch-_-situt _

___-tiOns=:-are_'beyondi the itontrollOUlhe- English---leacher-,__They are, ior-
shouldibe;_-_the comthon--con-crn -of zall_other tea-chers--ouparents.---One-

practicing_does not ,become_w-cOMpetent _writer-byilliteracy._=And _this -_

applietalso_ton-the -way a_student- writes ltis_lests-his= a very practical=
way, because _there- are-: some teachers -who =-do -take this -:factOr of
pod- Writing_ into-consideration-
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SOME SPECIAL -TESTS= OF WRITING
= -

-- In the -best -educational_ sense,- each word -that a achild _writes is a
test of his writing ability.= Naturally, -every parent would-like his child
to emulate Winston Churchilla _FE-Xennedy, a= William = Faulk=
ner,s_or even a-, Shakespeare. -Few of= our children, howeier; will. We
are= happy_ ifi-they-turnlout -to==_be-E-literate.:=-Wei are-overjoye&if=-Abe-
colleges-, of==theit--zehoice__ addept: thent--_-WesfeeFtwice-=_bles-sed=iflhey

z manage to isto-.=_ and-graduatelroin-
___garteneand-rcollegettacluationliea _-number of hurdles in=th-e-1 fOrM_-= of =

tests, _that _re-quire normalf-competence at = leastleast,
-_a=few_bt

College_Entrance Tests

The-g-rOiving-_tiend-=amOng---yOung_TeopleAn -teceritcydats,; nOtzonly--
to complete-high --iehool-=-_but AO-seek-_-Sonie Ain& of-s- higher"- education_ = ___

as -welli-_=has=literally-forcedthe_-dolleget to set a-=-tip_±_

= -missions-hurdles. _One-ofitheseis, toU6Ittrsethe _qualifying briritrance
exainination. Some--Of'--thesefatemade--=:Up-and = administered= by= =the
individual _college to =only itstivin-_itaiididAtes=for=idmitsion-. Others
areadministered-folhecollegelby___outsidetetting-agenties.
i__-=PerhapSr_the'most venerable of these are those tests of the College
Entrance Examination Board, with headquarters at Princeton, New _-

=_=Jersey,and-Berkeley-,=California. -Establislied==originally=in="19_00_ipri-
manly= by Arsmalt:igtoUp=ibliche- soi,called qvy'_'-_-collegesiii_Ahe_East,

-_ __the-Board now composed of-:OVer-_5001collegeSiin_ all parts = of the-
country, more than=2001seconclary Schools; And -almost 50 eclUdatiOnal
associations; Unablei to- cOpe---_Nvith'_ the =recent-= flood :Aide of z

applicants,theiBo-atiliin=4948with- suppon-from-Ahe Carnetie_Corpo,
rati on --and =the-Amer ican Co undil,6 n E dUcation,- est ab lished =an= in d_ e,
pendent, =nonprofit-Iorganization=

_

the-- Educational:- Testing=
Service, :_WhOSe_rnainiz functions= are-_ to=carry =-on research in :testing
and to produce- tests---forthetollege-'EntrancelExamination -Board,:

--Well -as -,for governmental --an& other 'Scholarship-agencies
s_ k-dandidateifot :admissicitd--arty_one-_oflhezrmeitibtr-iollegtsi-of

-- CEEB =rwill-ialmosucertainly_l_be= asked= to-r take--the -Scholastic_ Aptitude
Test--(SAT);- which- is-a-__test -ibf NerbaL-and--mathematicali-aptitudei.
In addition, hemay_Also--be requ kat= to:takethe-English CompOsition_
-Adhievement -Test _(ACH)-, =which-ls,-att--attemptto :measure= objed,

`-`knowledge or:IWriti fig. 'Not_ content _with_ just an objective
measure, some collegeS--- alio --sk_:-_candidates- -to= take the Writing-
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Sample; =which -is pure composition.- The-Sample is 'not -graded by the-
testing agency but is forwarded --directly -_to=the college, of -the candi-
date's_ choice to make_ what use the =Admissions_

Parents -broughtup on the idea:of an- =absolute Oslo 100=percent-
perfect stale -sometimes--_find it difficult to _Understand _the :percentile
method:Lised-in- grading= tests of- this kind.z_Studonts -do- not `-`pass" or'
qair these= tests, iii-the ustiaLsense;i0nrthe=basis =of-, hiszreSPonSes to
several chtindred- objectivequestions -on:_thc SAT(OrIO__r_alifeWer _

ber ofssemiobjective-_-questieinSionAhe-En=gliWuComposition,:Achieve-=
=placed percentile _scale rangingiment Test the 'Candidate=iit

rfronf2001.6-900-.:=Bt
but_ __-

__-inglets----absOlutelstaleagainst=the4esults- of-WI-other:students:who
try _the v erag o s h d e nts t

-positoni- in ,the:400 t6_600-pereettile4ange.sCk-therbasii- O- L i

perieiceind,numbevof=openingseach=collegeithei,decides-its o w
_
n =-

= cutoirtpointin-judging applitantt.This =score isfOnly- one par r of==
_ =_,the-Sdmistions,pichrei=howeVer,r_and7i_colege:asihighly-selectiVeAs

Harvard =moysiatcopc_ani-applcant whose =teSt_score=fillt =beloW__the_

usual cutoff pointif hiSlecord4iVeievidentei: of otherF
_r

For many:year afteritsinception-,:the- College-i-Board:=Asked --- all

candidates ±tos'-writelricompOsitionsi_ Which -= Were__-read--f, arid- _evaluated,
by-COMmitteeS of steatheri=andi_-_professors--appeirited =by-the_-Boar&
When=thefiumberiof_College-applicStitijn-,AKC1930s1"and= =1940s=rosef
-so sharply:thatlhe=-BOard==waSrio reacV
the:oVerwhelmingrnuMber: ofEcopositions-written=arifobjecthe-,test_
bUorimposition-_:skillsn_was?substitute_d.:;DUring±ther---wai-years---of
--1940t, this -_test largely;untlialleriged;-=_but iaSour=military_con= _

cans lessched _and-_-We begin to stake-=stock=_Ot-our and : edu,
cational- achievements, _ it= betame -a_center contro Versy, -z

Critics-.attacked the: test-ion= two _points :- first,---_theyrchallenge&the
ability-of_ --Atli_ objective testr--"_about _measure
actual ability_"to: write-.''-_Seconds,--, they maintainedi'-_-thatthe-Ebbjecthie-__

_test -encouraged, teachers:to put-more-, emphasis_=on-,,knowledge= of =how=
compositionsshouktbe written1-_-than -_upon lheestential--practiceicif
writing-. In- its defense, --the--College Board:: cited-Studies= to show that :---

objective-tests are fairly -reliable 'predictor_of -collegeiliuccets;-,niore
so-than- written-E-Compositions-,-betause=no-_tine-:-IDS_ (be
probably ever will do-- so) a- coMmonly
evaltiating_ithe -writing- of an -a
given composition inevitably assign it a=variety of :scores Neverthe-_
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less, in response- to-the popular criticism, the Board in 1960 began
to offer the Writing Sample for the use c those colleges that desired
it At the time.of this writing, the Boaid is engaged in'an extensive
reevaluation of its entire English tziting offeringan indication =that
they themselves are not completely satisfien with their present testing
program.

--SeleetiOnZestilorScheilarsitiO_- =

= __Althoughlto=:state-;ot= nati6ral=iiholarthipliestivbased=s-olely--on_

n==e4ndidate's=writiOgibility;--isome:40---giveE it_ a= major emphasis. An
impOrtarit_Seetierii-of-=theiNt*:-York-:.State-_-ScholarshipExainitiation;
for example, consists of a so-calledl"quahfying composition test?'
After the objective parts of-the test are graded, the-compostions of
-the= succesSfuti-candidates-_are_--ita-&_Noi=matterliovthig,h1h-e_zobjectiVe_
-scores ,icandidates-wh-o_dornot dernonttrate_a:desirableleVel--Of4riting

r---,_abilityeannot_hOpt:to=ireteiyea state
_-:-_Other---Einiportant=examinationtlikt-fthOSe!-Olithe,sNationaEMerit_

- Scholarship program; -require' no' actual-al :writing but-_-da_zhave -sections
---dealing--witliiVerbal-randoomPositional-

TE-Achievement- Awards--Prograin- _

e :only=fiationally linp-crtatit=test pro-grain-Afar dealscprimarily`only

-with-±writin&skiffislhatinstitutedbythe--National;CotintilllTeichers
of=English _in-A958.-The_basis=foOhese:ai.vardslisnoingle---testzbdt-

= A 1VaretyE_of itens;-fEaclucandidate1-submits:WaUtobiographt of 1250-
to=300words;-a,sample-ofhis=writntirepresenting hisbestWork,-And
an =impromptu - composition written= in no -more= than= one hour== on e

__-subject chosen--;,b-Y--N_CTE.-In_ladditionr_the----tandidate_risr-giVeii-_-(nfider

supervision) =a'Standardized-_-:test-tonAltage-f and = writing skill and on
_ litetaryawarenets.---

_-7=Thestotali-numbe:rol-awardsinitach, state limited to-itheinumber
of :COngressicittitz representatives'Alth at state. -The numbeti-of
dates=:whiclv_alhigh=school=-Mayrn-OMinate_depen-ds iipon--rthe-_sehoors-
efirollmentin -gradeSs:10=to-12.,--With4pr-to i_500=students for=example,
a school-mayrenter one-eleventh=grade-candidate;ibetWeefil-500
999, =tw-o- candidates,-_- and ittr-E

sent--toiz_ all --college -_admisiirn-s-Toffieert;-- college English-7department

--,-hairinert,,governeri,n&meMbers'of COngress-. Ifilhe few_years-rot-
its----existence;-_the--iprograM-ihas=been-rresponsible-for- the_gr-anting of

=large-snip-IS-a scholarShip-Money=to_Students Whose-_exceptionat_Eng-1
might:otherwist- have -gone =unnoted-;_ --
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WRITING b't.)*R TESTS

Writing for =tests is no different from writing for other--purPoses
except that it is done =under greater pressure., Instead_ of several dayS
-or an _evening An -which to- collect ideas, organize them, Write them
out, and revise- them, the- child may have no more than_ an hour or_
two; perhaps Only 'twenty minutes__ (aS:- on one important national:

--test) 9-_in-which to carryi=outlhisicomplex,:prOctss._In::dditioricheAs
under the added _riervousi-==tensiOni--that-: a-= test -situation inevitably=
produceS-_

:Perhaps:_imore than -anything-i=elSeimit liiai the-tension involved -in a
test:situation-I-That Causes__ Oth-erwise--Vell-prepared _:Studerit-s- to -:Write _

Granted-that som1=7_sliidentsJsuffer tension= only= because_ they
have = notdone n_the_-required_-yiork the7=facti-_should-:be_tecognizedzthat

others:-do:poorly becaUse:They:-are:bynature-= "slOw":=AvriterS:Ii Aridlhe
= does -not- mean rathetrithit_=SOM

peOple over:-=their_ideag to_organize, and to find =

the -right0;ord-s==-fOtirthem._ 1EVen-ProfeStiarial_-_Writers-_-1/:ary
respect Some:Can turn- outseveral-thonsand4ords-=a---day:over:-AAong-__
period; others, by their own=adthission;_consider--they -haVe
toiturn-_out-arsingle sentence- that -that.: _=_

Your intereat,:naturally,-=iS--hoWito.-h-elplour-Child:_tor write= better
both =in gene-ral-land-on:these =
_that qUeStion isz_zthat-=no- on_-a:testiwho_:-doesn'__t
how= to==write= well - in other= situations:=_For _most-people;- learning to
write well As a Aengthy,==ofteivpainful,--Trocess.,}iiring-aitutor=at=the:_ _

zero-- hour is-_notAikely -to-lhave- much= -effect _upon-- yourtchilcrsAe§t
results. =He wilt betin=to_lettit-IO,write-Velt=when-ihe-Wants
to =write well._=But -`%aititg=te -,Wonlythe,starting point "Writing-

for- SLOW Of US, is- the=prOduct- of -thuch-Pfattice-.= One
become=a_ -good= Writer any:--more=q-uickly-than:one--becomt-sra--good
tennis player,_ att-or,--coOk-orautomobileimechanic.-

-Perhaps-The imosi helpful-_ thing -you;-_-a-s:_a-_ parent,- can_ (kJ:to-help
your child= in your_owniniind;= to pit--tests in:their proper perspec,;
tive. They are important ancl=they- are inevitable,=-BUt_ in-the _long-_-run,
there _are worse_ thingsin- thiallifem_than- failing _a sehool = test,- however
dis-astrouS_the immediate results- appear- -to be.
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No-other_ _subjectOffere0y_the=sch-Obl= coversiso-rntuthi_grotind = and
is -=s67--diffic-tiltjtO_i_ define' 'as stUdy_--of =EngliSIL__ Add ;fa
infinite:variety_=of _ways nin__Whichf a Aeathermay_approach=cthe-subject-
(influenced- as he -__is =by-_,such--=-matters- asiraining,_ personality,
ground, likes and--_-dislikeSiiittal-ischbor-AndeOMMunity--demaitds);
and -one begins to=realize-_why__"English-fprOgratte!---indiffer-ent-larts
of the_itonntry=--Or--_evenz

As matter-Of_fact ;--tWo_E-Efiglish-iteichets-iin_--adjaCen tz-robnis--_te aching

would_the-same-material'mAyuse-such_tlifferent-methods:that a visitor
findit-difficult--t6=belieVeithat he__WasAvatching- in:b-othiclaSses-_ a lesson

-Tprescribed iibY-=the =lientight-Tfind--it
difficulftoitidge-whith_ of thetWo--te-ather--is -doing-therinote -effective

1-7 _ 1

spite:of _the--difficulties- presented-fby-suCh human-Considerations,
-most- schools d6-atteMpt-Ao set--doWn-the-:English program theys_Would f
like-to have their leacherS-f011oW,_ Itilarge -communities,Ahissprogram_-_-
may ba±-idecidedi upon --by-- a -cOMMitted- of Lteachers_and= supervisors'

. == representing -alt-schoolLTheiri findings-- are generally=written-=down-
formally -published --is- a _syllabus _fOr course = stUdy,s-:_and-: given= to- ---_

e- ach _teacher =as a _guide. -,,In=smaller- comtitunities;or_,in single
courses of Stildy--May stake the zlisi-_impressive form _of_ mimeographed-
sheets,or =consist- simply fof=verbal agreementsiarrived -At ini- faculty:
lounge -diseussionsitOr-in-rthe-:boilet =room;-frif :no: provision -is made
for-faculty_,conferencewhichtis: Often--thei_tase ):

English_In the Inant,-_cotirses--of study tend tobecconserVativei: fe-
fleeting- the-_ skillS -_an&-materials= thaf_the,-student-will be tested on,
the textbooks-in- use,--the__-vocationaf_opportunities-in the---community,
the recomMendationgf of authorities;_ and sources- of =help_ such as the
National _Councilf-of Teathers:Of-iEnglishand _other -_profeSsional or-_.
ganizations. _

Distressingly few courses-6f study in English= show a =disposition to
experiment-with-recent- (though_ not untested) -Materials and methods
Of presentation._ This -is only partly _ understandable,: for-= only through
experimentation and- capitalizatio-n- on new -ideas and :methods =can
we hope to move- Ahead_ in -teaching the young more effectively.
102
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Actually, :the school- with -a- staff adVentnrous -and energetic enough
to accept the extra effort that -new progra-ms_ entail wilL come out
ahead in most= cases,- no -matter how: successful -or unsuccessful -the
Idea" itself proves--to be. _Because they are- traveling a new road,
the- staff=s alert_anclenthusiaStic in a way that teadhers_-following the
old, familiarand often tired--routine canineverle; This entlinSiasm.
conimunicates- itself to -children:mho; in turn, become excited about
and-inVOlvedinf--thensubject =a v-ray-that----inornially,:they, would not

-i(Inm-psycholtigy-IetearththiS-i-s-knOwit-a,stth-e'nalO"- or Hawthorne

phenomenon,_thatnmorecschoolsf do -ncititryrfiewmethodsof_;teachings
-and that parents sO itelentldsly-fight7 suclf__ efforts =when=- teachers

--_ do have thelMaginatiOntandienergytoctry__!`sometling_idewIfE-: such
a-;dondition course, we Avo-uld-nottbday_ be

i- profiting-frOM--sackr_discoVeriesS-penicilliffiaticVtheimanytother
_ saving-``woitder-drug0f_;,

Whats kinclot-sclooldoes-rexperimaiiti:especiallyciivithEtheleathing---
OfEngliSliTOne'S--,firstIguess:might -bethe=fairly-=swell,to,do _suburban
c-oninuinity, -Which has= -a_-=better=traine.d--- and better-paid: Oafi:and-
unusual_tesOurceSat BroutVille,::as*ewton, a _New--Trer,--for_

_ example.-Ent this-longer the case The_T-Schoolttoday-r
that =employs =new- methods --more Aikelfto_i--b-either=one- that-_--hat-_' _

reached= a frustration point,--;Where-ianything-_'seems-_,greferable_Iothat-
which =iobviously- -has --not -isucceedeksoriit the--_ school Jortfinate
enoughtdishave_-withiir--its_=staff-i-a=core -_ of --individualsf:who-iwill -dot-

= accept --_the _cautious =philosophy that the old= way it-_-the- safe and
therefOrdiSnperiorway=_ of iTroceeding.- not,---such-_

schools_-have -the -worest equipment land-= most meagetistnclent back= _-

ground, -They -may even=le-r_eity-sch-o-olS---iwidisadvantaged: neighbor-
-hoods-that have beeitfreed--froiwthe demanck_of-the_ general syllabus.-

Though= s-ome schools_inaycexperinienrwith--new-- content, as- inthe_
schook that are trying -_"str-uetural"--int place- of =traditional: grammar,
most experimental- programS---are__imorelikely ito=toneentrate on -new _-
methods -of- organizing andjeaching- the sold --content. -Iiiiktneschools-
the change is rno_=morethan =that- of applying--,meth-Ods- that:are:new
to the_likal_situation_but haVe- been-tried-Widely-in sehoolS elsewhere,
In -others, it is- the :introductio-n--_of cOMpletely, new_ techniques, -such
as -team teaching and -lay _ readers, -for example, In__other words, -the
experimentation = -may be= so -lithitetVand- conservative that the cm-
munity_is unaware-itfis=happening; ot=it thaf be so radical that-it calls
for -complete :reorganizatioit-of-the_ schobl'S_- programusually- ac-

-coMpanied-liy: community-wide repercussions.
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The following are brief descriptions of some of the programs that
schools in various parts of the country have set up in an effort-to
improve the teaching of composition (in mint cases, as part of the
whole subject of English). They are of both types, conservative and
radical. No attempt is made here =to judge the strengths or weaknesses
of these= programs. Perhaps- the school your child attends is already
trying all or parts of these plans; perhaps =it has even = introduced

_ -methods= not mentioned here. (Moru power to = it- it- de_s_erves= your
intelligent support!

_ ENGLISH =AND- =COMPOSITION= IN-A=NONGRADED -SCHOOL-

_ Otie-oUthef more radical -and -excitingiexpetintentsiinledtita-tiOn'sis_
_ _ _

thu-nongraded: school-iand one -of the-intost publicized= of-Ethe&e the
-Melbouthe High ---Schbol;:=Jtiventy=filie = Kennedy;
Florida: -ninflux far of="skilleditechnitians_ln -a-- traditionally-
-conventional--rufal- school rsyStem_fforced-_atithoritiesito7-search-Jor 4-
new -1kin-d--_-ot=school- organization- whicheiall==levels _ of= intelleettial:-==-_-
-ability =mightfind_ia-_challenge.,-Theiresult_lis-a4rogram-that has -dis-
tatded-4eade=leve4 age-level measures- Instead, at Melbourne, a stu-
dent can move ahiad as fast a&-he--tan-maSterlthUprescrib-ed-material._
---Studentslenterintithe=high-1-sch-ociraru-"s-orted",_on-AhUbasik-Of-lina-

staridardize4-:aehieveinent--tests-zand--:assigned_-_t6_
_

achievement
-rather than=to

_

Phase L :Subjects are concerned-largely_with--"remedial" work.
Phase, 2: Subjects deal "basic" =

Phase:3. 'Subjects are designed for student& seeking an "aver-
age": education.

-Phase 4. Subjects are provided -for_ _Students desiring edtica- _

tion-in "considerable" depth. -__

Phase 5.= Subjects are open only- toistudents willing to assume
responsibility for =their =own learning and to go be-_
yond the boundarie-Smf_a singlescoursuin-their study.

Phase 6. This "Quest" phaSe is == intended for students with
well-deVeloped:Creative_ talents :Who wish to = research
a special area, -either ito =develop "creative -poWers or
in quest of knoWledge. A student may spehd from
one-to three hours a day:in Quest =

Phase X. Nonacademic subjetts like typing and-physical edu-
cation are Ungraded but also unphased.

A student entering Melbourne High-Who is weak-in English (pre-
sumably including composition)- enters Phase 1. He deVotes two
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hours -a day instead_cif--the-u-sual one-hour tothe-subjectnntil-h-e=has
raised himself--to the- standard-_ set by- the- s-chnoL-If his particular
weakness is writing, --for example, her-spends this-time-in- a writing__
laboratory; containing kmakimum- of fifteen students. Descriptions_-
of the program, -unfortunately,- deal more-fully-with the handling of
reading andfiteriture than of -composition.sPresumably, composition

_ in = Phase _5 is __kp_art of the research-iirocets_and is_clOsely- integrated -_
= with the student's special =interest.- =

----Theifirogratnt*notdtvorthy_ffOr insistence_ upinv_theimportance---_
-of -the_ individual,---upow=the = ideal-_of `-`excellenar and- tiptin-__the-f

petiority-of z--Nn4tiiry"-to-_inemorization-OUfatt-s=the=basic and
rewarding

AN ENGLISH =COMPOSITION

_--Tertaise_-_the :Writing leyel-tolits__sttidents;-Jhe:EiGreensbo-ro, North
-Catolina, 1-ligh-SehociLhasjnttOduetd_A-Aaboratory-plattTheAetails
= oU thisAilanWere -workediout ioy_theAstidalii staff Jk consultation; with
Arno:Jew-ett,Director of _theNationat Edudation'Assotiatidn-=-Dean_------
Langinuir-ProjectconiImproving=Englishr_Composition,__--:_ ii_-_--

This-zplah-iatt-empts: to -strengthen-Ethe_-:emphasitizuponr-composition-
by Usinglay- readers --ofr student zcstiniposition,7_doubleiperinds for those _

-_who Jieed_it;z-and= closer of composition= writing = with other

each----laboratory teacher_±_bas _-tvo-EclasseS
double _periods; eathi_iSet-=-up_Anr-combinationz--with::4E_Inon=English

teacher.-Anreighthlradet,--for_example,--has-aidouble-Teriddir-of -Eng-=
= -and lsocial--studies;-=a--ninth-graderi_sof -English -land----Sdience;--a

-tenth ,gradef,-- of-='English-and-_-_American-±history; evey-
tae,-_theeathers4ork and _plantogetogether:-_- _=

are_graded=both- by _alayreader-and _by-theis
teacher,-_and eachTcompositiOn-receves,tWo -grades=one for

1.4riting technique and one-fix-content:-

B. Science teacher's grade for Content.
C. Lay reader's grade -for writing performance, or English

teacher's evaluation.

From the description, one assumes that the Englishleacher is mainly
responsible for instructing_m_technique;sas well as forTreading stu-dent
papers.

In general, this program appears= to put chief emphasis on tech-
nique, which seems to mean conventional grammar, spelling, punc-
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tuation, _and on content derived-largely from' the_ other subject matter
fields.

_ A GRADE 1 TO_ 12 INTEGRATED_ COMPOSITION- PROGRAM-

A-description_ in summary of the Complete,progra
=of :thenSan_Diegoity_SchoolscreVeals =Careful- integrationol-iiwriting-__
=activities= -with :speechi-andliteratnre,=-- and -_ari= effort =to= =maintain a ---

balance _ between _!`treative'_'- and expositional__writing: == Thi_s_=program
alsO iists-_:lay-readers- at- the_i secondary-10er:

In the elethetitary= chool,-,:writtenlangUage_3is,Niewethaitan-fexten,
_ _sion-oftorar langnage_Th-e _program= begina--with--the,te-acher,-writing

as children---idictate-theirzown= individUar _messageg or sentences for=4--
- tompOsite siaoir=_Oi-i-±thild:7-actfuirOs-=the -±ntdesWy--hdadt
writing begina- to=;write'hiWit--::=stOry'With-:-zthesiteacher--

letteraspatifivind_tspelling _

is-_-readytto-lworkindependently_inthei-vritefa-cornerwith=-_self-help--
_ __aids.

= -Initheprimary_-_grades-_"_practicar Writingfbegins'-with -such --_-

ences writing theitnaMes,-:adding:_a=taption-to--ittl_Work,zr-or
labeling _a rackfor4eolleetiOnThislis-:-folloWidfby±isimplannotice-

-mentiiivcordi-of=eyentvand _weather,andillirections-=of ekPlanitions-- __ _

such as-how to-plant- seedsof_bulbs;_-Letter an-
= activity beginning

_

_`_Creative"_-_Writing-is__--eficOntaged from -_thervery-zbeginning-= of the
=program:4s _000" Work-on 'composite- stories: :-K-Ahrea,day=--sacjuenee
=is:freiptently-u-sed -fot aiprithartclass_nswriting_project; On-ithe- first-day
the-teacher- Might read_4- stOryorshow _a-- filmstrip:- Interesting -action- --_
and -pietute wordsiare_ recorded!onithe-chalkboar&as childiens_ditcuts
the istOry.- On the second day _The worth_ are reViewed--and-the_dis,
custion :continue& aslhe-ie-acher iintroducta.an=pictura=relate& t6_-_ the-
subject of =the- story_ =or -filitiStrip;n_While_they:discuss= the picture,- =the-
children-think_ about =what they =-might _write _stbries.--_Time is
given:for the children it-o-Avrite,---anditheit'stories are_tollecte&lby the
teacher.--Before1the-thirdiday-,- the-teather reviewa_the_stbries and plans_
a period_ in -which children proofread _their Writingr-and
are_ given an opportunity-to revise their -_-_z

In the upper_ elethentary =grades; --letterAvriting instruction is con-
=tinued. Hererthe aim= is= -to :Stimulate a low of "natural" instilled
-writing,_ -emphasiiing_eontentsffirst-iandiiiithen_- form :-Other kinds_-_of
prtctical expository writingi:are also_:encouraged-such Is:preparing-4n
explanationn-for- a =science- display._Notetak ing =and: outlinittg are± two

_-_ skills included in -the- etirrictilum; _and-proofreading zby -the-studtnt -- of - -
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his own- work is emphasized as a part of the program in teaching
usage and mechanics of writing.

In the personal ,writing program, for older elementary school
children, an attempt is made to establish a classroom atmosphere
conducive to releasing creative abilities. The teacher takes time to
note novel, fresh, or unusual incidents. He also tries to build a feeling
for rhythm in language, encouraging natural expression as much
as possible. Frequent opportunities to write are provided: The district
publishes an annual creative writing booklet containing the work of
elementary school children.

In the secondary school, composition =is an integral part of =a total
language arts program. Ideas_ are introduced = into _the= classroom-
through literature, expanded = and=clarified through cicss analysis and
disCussion, and ===finally =synthesized and refined through writing experi- -
ences. Both practical-and =creative types of writing are included in
the program; the emphasis varying with the ability level of the student
Lay readers are employed -t_o_= increase = the amount =of= writing =that can
be evaluated by an adult The goals of the program include =the
development of= writing = skills_ that are fundamental to good communi
cation, and = the stimulation of intellectual curiosity = and critical
thinking.

THE LANGUAGE-EXPERIENCE APPROACH OF
SAN DIEGO COUNTY-SCHOOLS = -

Chapters' 1 and= 2- referred =to= :the --widely -- recognized: language,-
experience program,_ which-jsrrbeing_ezexperimentallyr-compated
"traditional;"_niorejprevaient ways of teaChifig-_-the----English language-.
arts. Children- using= the language-experience ==approach= Start- -their

_

writing -__activities earlTinfirst gracle,--withthe-_-_-_teaCher-acting_as-__secre-

--tary-t6,individualS_-and groups:Avhd---talk:Tabont -_their--tUrrent interests=
and intriguing experience: Thecchildrenare-learning tOluse_manuseript--
writing _ at--ithe-_-same_-_ time and :-ire _sOon7abie- to-_--Copy part all =of
What_the_-teacherihas-writtefi down.They--_alSo:startindividual,-files:of
words-zthat are-msed -so lhat--such---wOrdsz can be- :spelled- correctly as
soonaSindependent-writing-_bogins.

--_From- the-beginning, Ahese-_-_pupil-dictated-_-sedtences--and Stories- are_
the-basis- for:reading=lessons.---In-ieffectlhen, children-in--the languige--
experience _program- writertefore: they read. -Actually, Alt the= Englith
language-arts move - along -- together ias:childrenspeak -andlisten,-write
anti-_ read -as_ Part-of-one- coMprehensive-learning =activity,--which soon
includes easily =

WheneVer-indiiidu-al stories-aredictated=to the teacher, the_thildren
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not occupied in such dictition-iare drawing orpainting-large _illustra-
-tions, which will accompany the= story that has been=or soon will-be
dittated._ Sin-filar _ illOstrative activities: accompany -independent writing
at later Stages-. The---feur -compositiOns that follow= were :written as
children were-learning to use cursive l_handWriting instead of the-

; earlierirmanuscript7letter -±forms._-:The=firstricomposition a _factual=-
reportbyl:bey whoknewrinuchabOutlizards,_sofcommonin-much -Stea.-:

The=liiariVisa.-_"irery?fa-st----creaturezHelives in- the =Moja-iDeaert--
He- is _white_-_ and -blade_ and many_-_--Other_olors- toO.:"TheElikard=hasi-a:
fat _body-

A thild-riii:Brier--Patch=Schaol,1-.A esa:rSpringValley &hoot Dk-
trict, contributed =to a-= class booklet labeled= My_= Pencil =1s ,a- Sailing=

= "

-_11i-Schootisa_harber_full=of:gentle-=boatKEEVery--elaSsiboin
yacht clubriand=r-theplayground-rii_f=the

sea-,:sAll--7theiboats=arertrying-_tori.
:=-Catch-me.g =

Two Other :children:E in =_thi--tame:Schooli were- -fult=oLimaginative-
questioft,--_Which--they-vreteln-versefoiM for-=the same,

Where is:FairyLand?-_
Oveethe-meadoW?-_

-Otiiri=the'stre-ant?iir-

In-the-intoonlight?
_Orin a clteieVr_

_-= In a=hole?

Or-Maybe = -= =

-Any place at-1 al112_

-One-girl, *hileliot inclined _to rhyme, -made :her livitt_contributien
tolthe Brier Patch's-bOoklet,_No-.1

I

A--summer_ night brings moOnlighudown;by-Tthe-ivalley and shows
its splenorover_the-lakehills-rind=Seaa.---The-trees-rtistle their leaves
as: a-,pline-goes=by._-Asill lie- in:myr_bed-snd look -out =thy -windoW,--
I hear:people -walk--by, -ansktheir- shadows shine:_merrily-.3-:

11-

I From- My Peneil-ls-a Sailing Ship, a-publication of the =Brier- Patch= School
in-__ the La_ Meta-Sprint Valley -SchooLDistrict;:iLa Mesa,--Califo-mia.--UsecirbY -
permission-Of _the-District,Dittid -13.-_Pascoe; assistanrsuperintendenti-initruc,
thin; aixt-Na-ney -L. Leeds,_Te-acher-Enrichinent 'Curriculum Department. --

2 Ibid. = _ _

--aTrom All- A bodtd for -Poetry -Land,Volume,114 a publicatiOn---ofithe-Brier
Patch-_:School in-Ethe-La :Meta=Spriiit -School--District, s_14-1:Mesk_ Cali-
fotnia;--Used by- permission of the eDistri4t,- DaVid=13-. Pascoe, assistant _superin!
tendent,---_-instruction,-__ and -.Nancy-I.; =Leeds, Teacher-Enrichment_ Ctitriculum

Deriartment.
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SMALLER CLASSES AND LIGHTER LOAD FOR
ENGLISH TEACHERS

One program that has taken seriously the recommendationS of
James= B. Coriant, the:Natirmal Council of Teachers of English, and
other professionally concerned zgroups----4-hat if =the oU student

s --writing is-to berimprotred, the number of studentslassignedr_aleacher
daily must achieve-:amore -realistio-leirel-==is that of- the PittsbUrgh
PUblie Schools.

The redtietidn-Of each--Englishteadhees aSsignment-to-lbur-classes-,-classes,-
_- than= -100 pupils; With _a="theme'!--period,-in

to --a-- regular preparation --- period,_ -_sooniTz_brought-=_Positive fesultS.z_ _

_ ---Frequent departmental -meetings-,Itonferehees,,demonstrations, ---_com-_
parisonS -:_of-coMpositions; -=numerous_ sheets: oF_ mimeographed ma-
-terials,-_--andrthe-use of saudiovisual _=aids have=prodOced_-_an±English

_ = departmental= solidarity-=-and=_-ai=c6fitinnity_=-of_ teaching,- and -learning
-processes that-i are-- producing_ both teacher _and-pupil improvement
in- writing.4

= We-stinghouSe, High_ Schodl,- -whiek ,efirolls_ 2,600 :students, -began
its new_ English= prOgramAn- 1958. -As part= oUritSr_plan,-_ _1.00. Of_Ahe =

most able students are arbitrarily assignedrto -special :Classes. Teacher
committees-:wv-rk "out -units- and listt of =suggested activities for the

=

K_ course- in- grammar -accompanied the: assignments, not_ as an
isolated body of instruction,s but-as_an ifistrumentzguideifor writing,
the various toolsfor sVhich;are-utilized-in each 'theme problem This
integration of grammar-with =coMpoSition =constitutes, =perhaps; a
unique contribution of the program_ to= the general methodology of
instruction in English.5

Because -the _reduction in= English- teacher loads to 100 = students
daily makes it practicable, this plan:_places a= majoi-=emphasis_ upon
theme-a-week writing. Nine-EngliSh teachers were added- to the -staff
to-Make this possible.-English teachers meet dOring-_their theme-read-
ing periods in a common room to grade and discuss student
cOMpoSitions.

Westinghouse High School is the Second largest high school in
.Pittsburgh, and it has a high percentage of Negro students. A similar

4 "The Principal's Point of VieV.1," The English Program at Westinghouse
High School, Pittsburgh Schools, XXXVI (January, April 1962), p. 153.
Reprinted by permission of Pittsburgh Public Schools.

5"Background and Organization," TThe English Program at Westinghouse
High School, ibid.
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program was instituted in 1962 in Peabody High School, the second-
ary high school with the second highest percentage of college-bouad
students in the city.

TEACHER- WRITTEN HANDBOOK =FOR -r

WRITTEN:COMPOSITION::
_

_

_=- Members --of =the:Hou- ston-Public= Schoole_ Writing=Standards=_Com-
_

number=
_ _

mittee-inet from-_1961:_t0,1963 in-st-of- after _sessions-_-. _

-and-WorkedindiVidtiallyandin, small-_groupS-tdf develop=a-handbooki---
_

for'thenuSe--ol=teachers-___from==grades_7/_t_to 12

Thei_handboOk7==preSents--rsequential::steps_fOrf7teaChing__-expoSitOry
-__writingi-destriptive=writing;-=narrative -writing writing--of-fSocial_lettits,
-_- -and:the--writitig-;ofibusinessletters,_Eath-section_ contains-fsamples_,of----
-desitable-'sttident*riting. ItriS-=sofferedE-tol the---teachett,= however,-=not

sauce of ideastandinforMation,-_-
With=thetsuggestidn-thalleathers aclapti-al; draw--frOin=the _materials-
provided in:whateverWay-_-_sednis_-inot advantageous a particular
class or individual: _r--

=The-fhbp_e;of--the=Writing-Standards-_COmmitteerisi that the material-
will= be considered-a model_ insof ariStith prattides as=the -follOwing-are-
concerned:: -- - =

Vigorous, Well7organited=teaching--otwritten composition,_
= = Teaching of basic principles by, the inductiVe method:

Thorough teaching:of principles=before theme:Writing is begun.
Use of IheiClass periodforrtheactual writing.
AttiVerSupervision =of the writing-_as--it is done in-iClass.
Student eviluationnot one another's papers; according to e-stab7

liShed Criteria.
Proofreading-by the student or_ his own writing.

=Correlation-- -ot theleaching-_of:sentend6 structure an_ d-usage with
the teaching ofiwritten coinpositidn.

%Sic AO the:program presented in thez:handbookare the beliefs
that = specific -attention: to organiiation- anddetail will =result in im-
proved writing and that this emphasis iwilFnOtlinterfere with:a
creativity: Further, =it subsc-ribeS to thest.hesisl.that types= of= sentence
structure are best acquired bythe student when "empliasized'and-ukd
in specific= assignments according lora definite=plan:"

COMPOSITION IN_A SCHOOL= FOR= THE _GIFTED-

Hunter College---_HigkSdhdolls-a public _high schootfor_giftedgirls-
__- who are_ drawn -from -all-of the public, _private,- and parochial-schools
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_ of New York City. The median IQ= of its =1,150 students, grades 7 to
12, is between 145 and 150, and more -than 98 -per cent of the _girls
enter

The uniqUe feature of the:writing _program, which -places a heavy '
ethphisis upon both creative and closely -analytic writing,- is- that-there
is no_ fbrmal = program._ One _oLthe_ thief qualifications sfOr =hiring-staff --:
members is :evidencerthat_ _they:have: had=leieeptiorial exlieriante-rwithi
Written= teacher_ is -then--given-=tomplete :freedom-- to
approach the teaching---_of= compositioni-i_(and_-- all other:saspects--of-:
-Eriglish)=-actording to:ihis--partitulat talents and=iphiloopny;,=_Alniost _

all &the_ akpository---writing: grows:ont-= ofthestea ding rind-i-distUssion _-

---ofiliterature.:The-tationales-for-E-thiSli"fibnprograrei-is:_the'helief-that
goodgood- Writing_ is possible = onlyiWherer-there

-__-_-SoUnd=thinkingideVelops _riot:from-a-planned: seriesof steps,ibut from: _-

= the dayzto-dayuse=d----the- mind irildealing;_with -the:important
experietices,_:and ivalues:-presentedingOdd-Eliterature-.-_-
-i_Concurrent withiclassrOompractice==-iri-trimpotition, =

= departinenCas whole earriei-On a--_-c-ontinuing-camphigh tOrencOurage---
=

self-initiated=writing.' Each year;Efor eXample a--_:schbolwide-Mfriters'
WorkshOP"it -organized.-During the-_week-ot the=Workshop, teachers
-of all =courses are invited to tarry on=rwriting =projects of = acreative_:
,riature_telatedfo=their subject puling- this ANeek--too-,---riUthors,-- editors,_: -
-_jourrialiSts,randridvertising-Writers rite,invited=totcrisiertothe_iSchootsto
discuss-informally gicitips--of=ittidentaithe--teehniquesithey-
use-rand- the-=problems-Ithey-= face =as _=Writera.-=The -stimulus s7of- Such- --

opportunities___leads-to a- heayr outpouringj_of_indeperident writing
=

Such -ia,program is probablys_possible=only -with_ students_ who are --
- highly verbal -by-riature- and _arelstrongly- motivated= to deVeldp- their

exceptional _talents. Such students; is _assumed, -__need -to'be==given_
every- :opportunity- to accept:_pTersonal =responsibility = for developing_
clarity and _"style. _

akcarefut ObserVer tnay_have--noticed that there- is a good:deal of
-overlapping: among -these various-the inosttumsrial
shares some common= characteristies= with -the.smOre-__tonventional.
EngliSh_ is English, after all,-:_dos matter how__if is_ taught _At the-rsaine-
-tithe, -a- fair-minded observer can-hardly-help:concluding- that there-is
more than-- one Way tri:approadh-this-toMplex-problem=-_-helping theproblem =_-
young -to = express themselvesi_moreieffectiVel in --thedifficult =medium -

-of= written _English. For this= very reasbri, --parents-- should-- try-to- -be
sympathetic with and not- blindlyttifidat ofitheir-schoofif its _English
staff=tnakes- -an-= effort- to= its -teaching -of _tomposition==even
When=the- effort appears; on the Surface at least,` unorthodox:_ -=
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This_booklias_ diSeussed the =more= iMpOrtant- aspects -ol-Ahe _teaching-
_ Of doMpositi6h in=_the schoOls-AOday.-AlOng_ has'also
to drop=hints- Of=wayslih-WhickYou--,--A5-_-a-parent,=.1eMi!lielpr_Yourf chil-
-dren in= their effOrts:t6 acqUire-skillAnn-thiss--essential-coMmunication
process_NOW:in-=suMmary;-_ perhaps, aliSCOUthe'specifie -steps =thafy_ou-
c anAake-Ao =help -your son-- dau-ghter to-_becothe.a:ibetter_writer-
order

Many of-=you are_iirobably Only:too Willing- to admit -that--; you 'had
too -fink= doMposition_Araining -yoUrself= =in= school -to __be- -able A-6-help
your children-in-anydirect way-,nowEven--thcise-of-you-who-did --have
(or- have-learned-jtAhe_hard=way, jsince)== findithat your children:are---
not _especially receptivetO:yotit--stiggdstioM=--and-adVice,-- especially
after-Ahey_ have- reached the--iago'-Of =tenj- or eleVen. The teacher of
English, -whether=ar the= elethent-a_*( or Ahe-±SeeOndatylevel,---is =usu ally

_

better-able- -than= yOu--to=handle:_the teChnical_-probleins- teaching
compOsmonAhoUghit- musts be admitted, that a-good--Many-Aeachers_
are --not aS:well ArainedJor thisiliarticular responsibilitra5 they should
be Still, if -the,childiha5anyidiSpOsitiOn--r ability_Ao teacher_

--is, :psyChologieally--at_leaSt,-.-ik a better position to _thOtivater and -guide
the developthent_ of -writingr-skill;--_ 1

-13-ut -no matter how- effective-_ the:teacher may be, the parent
escape completely all -reponSibility,:- nOrCloes_: the wise parent -want:to.:
Here then are some of the waysfin-whichzyou; -assuming you are of-the--
latter_ gro4p,- can be of_ real -help; primarily to your-children-but also
to the ischOol in :its- efforts- to teach-them_ to-become -morel_competent
writers. _

1. Encourage your Child_ to verbalizeto---e0ress his _ideas both
in speech__-and-s_writing--=beginning_at- the_rearliesfspossible _age. The
old -admonition Ahat-"a_ child- should= be seen :and--not heard"mmay have
produced- more i_peaceful-families_iin the old- day5 -(thoUgh -this has
liever been proved), but ircertainlrmust -have _robbed eouritleSslen-=
erations:of children of-invaluable experience -with Ahe &language.
Acknowledging -that there-are-other:factors to be considered, normally
112-
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the family in -which the -Child- is encouraged to "speak his piece" _is- _

likely to-be happier and;:in-thelong run, toproduce_the more .effectiVe_
and- lite-rate- adults. We do -nOtrefer here,- of course;to Meaningless
babbling or to rude interruptioni but to the verbalization Of ideas that
are important _to -the- indirectlytothe culture.

connection; __- you: ,perhaWthouldr;note-_- thar-__;-disddininating:-
_-hetWeenn-the,"theaningleW

always easy..-arent should _beWart--of Judging :the-ideas-,of--Ihe-=-,.
-six7 orthe- sixteen-year-old-hy StandardiioUthirty-six=oueven_lwenty=i_
six 4yer4Oldt._:Time--_and-_-_maturity4haver- w-ay-_of -rinaking =then-Yr-oil
look differentF--

_- Be a ,SyMpathetic;_-_bittsitot-diti-inte

WhentVerkehilds:(or_ans:adult,-- for- that-matter)-SpeakiTbr
likess-to-thinkithk-Fsome-one±is---listening----to or reading-his-: words;-"Alt---
though _=the _family should =not =be a _chil_d's_ sole = audience; --it- =should, _
:especially -for-younger children;lxiaif important and:Amdetttanding _

probably=-more= fitisttating=;_to:Well=intelitioiled-.
-=

r_parents-thana-Cluldvho-ikilli-nOtcOminii-nidate-.;SOMetiMes-thisrls-Alue
tOtonditions that ha-Ne--,nOconnectioif WhatSOiver-With-language.,13ut-_-
it should nnever:result frOnr- a i_childV feeling _that-- hisideat--are-_-_un,i
welcome-=that= his--Englishis="had " or=that -his speeth-and= riting__are
-an-utter- to --parents-.-

Create:in _yotirchildr,an_=interest_Einiwords.=-Atevesy-- opportunity-- -i-
calFittention -to-,wOrds-jhat -are3dtpediaW-well---__usedor7_that-are'par--_---

ticularly -interesting -sfOr-otherJ__reatont;-WordS: of--f this __kind:I:appear r

consttntly---ln-_-ordinary-_,_Convettation("WhyAdes__ILAunt say;
lo-may=to,-but we=allitay:to-mah4or),'_ on :TY:and-radio -commercials =

and-prOgrams-__("WhydO__thingsitattezgood-like-lhey=shOuldr);:andinl ---

newspapers and _books. When-r a child---becomes curibusi--__about Wordi
as such,,his-N-Ocabiilary -Will ITO*" kanytimes-its--!norinal-i_tate

Edutational-Word-- games-such -r Se-rabble and-_anagraMs
too, and-older- children be-intrigued_--hy -crosswordr-_piizzle;_-_
Incident-ally, -the parent whohashimsellinever-paid =inuch=_attention-to-
"words"---MayIeap unexpected= bonus" from -these activitiesr One is

_never toorold-tolearn. _-f
From the-rtime-- he --begiAs totallc'[:tectelt-yourfehild t-o observe

and aecttrately_the__iiiorld arotind-iltiM-.-Nootherz-Skill-may:=be_
more iniportant- t6 him -through- alVollislife-thair this.- Yet -do

= -forget that hot all_ children-_ ate equally= =endowe& In_his =efforts
vetbalize_-his -world, = child-=may- be:handicapped by=poor _headily

_ . _ _poor vision; -color-blindness,-_tone- deafness,- or-_ number _-

of -other sense deficiencies-. In anotherH nature _usually
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compensates- for -such deficiencies, but in any case- a child 'should
neither be expected to perform the impossible-nor should he usually
be "babied" because of his deficiencies.-Unless_the -problem-it-clearly
organic, -he can and-should _be expected toiMprove; though one Child-
may _- not develop --as- faror is fast another. i/lever, above all else,
conyttes-the-performanceotoneof yoUrehildten to anoth

=Encourage_ _yesurchild-to_-readi400d=_,writing-Next_to;direct=ex
_ --perience,-thereading=aichild,doetzi&usuallylitfmcist-Importanr esourc

new _words-n=andldeasiTurthermOre-,---becauselangUage

_inainly-an=ittitativerprocesi-;:-ekpOsure=to-the=s-e-ntence -patterns and
paragraphing=of-:a=goodwriteriiSbotifid- le= infltience=thei-child's -Ovit

---writing.-_=But" gdOd"

iarityiwithithe:_writing ofrother-= ages offChauCer_-_Shakespeare-,r:Swift,
-and -iothersannOrhelp enriching;=a sperson's-iuse-orilanguage,=but

--goodetintemporary-Eiting-is=_alsd-_=ithportanL--The student,_':after-irall,
=Must sp_eak-andivriteetheEnglish_of--his-AmnIime.----

-6-;_ PrOVide_iyinerichild_withia-lvariety--_ol:exPerienees:-ThOugh=first-
hindeiperienCe is fgentrally-Ihemore2stiniulating,-Whenl,this
available; the-= vicarioul: experience =offered by:- motion-andand_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

television-On _tioderation)--=Shouldinot=be:-scomedLNOt every-_--family

_cati--safford:exteiisive=travel-,-ottickets-ito-AMpOrtarit-T-plays-andi-operas-,-
butif---they-ptit=theirsminto_-:it,---mosti-failiet--loday__ calr,=proVide_

theirfthildrenwith--;aiienrithitige=Variety'r:ofieXperiences._TLibrarieS,
museums;- state= -and --nationafTarld-coneerts-and--'Stithmer-itheattra

==- every- =section ofithescountry-==has-- cultural :adVantages-: otione±_kind
_or-inother _to coffer;-Such--_experiences--=broaden-_theritidividual's--Per-

spectives,-iit he --has been-alertedancr are anlimportan t-factorin_the-
groWth--of Ihis--vocabUlaty._-= _

-7. _Insist on 4 fir :letter- wtiting,_ond4eti a good example yourself.
One of the commonest and most= important writing _activities= that
adults engage=-in -is- letter- Writing,- both--social_-Atid== business. ThOtigh
schools --Spend-eonsiderablejime-onAhe- formS of lett-ers, they_findrit
difficult to= stt-_up, practidef letterAvriti ats ign ments- 'that hive- real
meaningl-for,_thefis-tUdent.-- Yet most zhonies- and families offer-niany-
oppOrtUnities' for Children = write Efriendlrletters, invitations, -thank=
you =notes, business-letters-of: order and eomplaifitletters_ that go
to living people and have_a senUine-purpost.--Far'tOo-many -_adults=put
off-or *led entirely bhp-Ott-ant-avenue of communication,largely_
because:the habit oLletterf writing= was-not implafited-in their School

_

experience -and _ _

not encouraged At _

:=13 --Seerthat-suekbasic,Writifit_tools_arc alway-s-onhand--as paper,
-- pencil, peni_or typewriter,:aiwriting_desk-orsurface, and=d-riliable,
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up-to-date dictionary. Most important, of course, is having a place
available in the home where your' child can write (or complete his
other studies) undisturbed by fatnily activities, television, and assorted
other distraction& Such a place should be well supplied with paper
suitable for= both rough and final drafts, and with writing implements.
Typing is not required in-most schools and colleges, but a child who
can use a= typewriter has certain advantages over his nontyping class-
mates, even if he practices only the "hunt and peck" system. Not only
do neatly typed papers put the reader in =a more receptive`frame of
mind, but the writer himself is better able to judge =his= work if = it is
in the form of print rather than in the longhand that is often =difficult
for even the =one who wrote it to decipher.

Special note must be taken here of the importance of a reliable,
up-to-date dictionary. No book is more generally useful= to the edu-
cated person at every age than the dictionary. For a _writer it is
indispensable, and its use must =be made habitual, starting in child-
hood. Yet many homes have no dictionary at all, or at best have only
a ragged "antique" or a "supermarket special" dictionary= for =the
family to use.

Any dictionary is of course better than none. But today there are -
good dictionaries for every age and purpose easily available. There
are dictionaries for the elementary, for the intermediate, for -the high
school, and for the college student. There are even inexpensive paper-
back editions of some good dictionaries. Unabridged = dictionaries are
the most complete. of all; however, they are not ordinarily the most
usable kinds, nor do most modern homes have space in which to store
them. For most purposes (for meaning, pronunciation, spelling, and
word division), a good high school or collegiate level dictionary is of
most use to children at the secondary level.

9. Don't do your child's writing or revising for him. It would -be
ridiculous to think that normally concerned parents never give help
to their children when they can. This help may or may not be neces-
sary, but if given, -it should at least be offered= inductively. If you
want to be helpful, don't tell your child to "put in a comma here" or
."capitalize that word." Instead, be inductive. Ask- questions that will
force your child =to think out= his problems for himself. "Should there
be some kind of punctuation here?" or "Is that the right spelling?"
You may advisedly work closely with your first- or second-grade
child and give considerable help in planning and in- spelling, =but
remember that a child who always has a parental crutch to rely on
will be a long time in accepting responsibility -for his own writing,
even as an adult.
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10. Be an example to your childbe honest: in writing, dis-
courage plagiarism, however innocent. Even more reprehensible than
doing your child's writing for him is encouraging him to pass off
other people's writing as his own. Before the law, this practice is con-
sidered a crime equal to that of taking- another person's money or
property. Each year the sponsors of both local and nationally signifi-
cant writing contests are plagued by dishonest entries. Because no one
person has read = everything that -Is= been written, these Plagiarisms
are sometimes hard for judges to detect In one-unfortunate case, =a
boy placed` first in a national fiction contest =To =the chagrin of the
judges and the disgrace to the boy, his teacher, and his school, half
a year later a dentist from the opposite end_ of the country reported
to the contest sponsors that fie recognized - the story as one that had
appeared fifteen years = before in a little-known magazine. The case
was particularly regrettable because= the writer happened to be a
brilliant studem who was quite capable of writing a story even better
than the onc he chose to steal.

A teacher can explain the morality involved in the act of plagiarism
and thus may keep most student writers from making innocent mis-
takes. But he cannot control = deliberate dishonesty. A child's char-
acter, after all, is basically= the responsibility of the parents.

11. Don't ridicule or condemn the teacher in the child's presence.
In English more than in any other subject, your child's success may
be affected by his confidente in the teacher. Not all teachers, admit=
telly, are equally able or well trained (nor are all doctors, lawyers,
and automobile mechanics, for that matter!). Thus, when a child is
assigned to a teacher who seems for one reason or another less effec-
tive than most, your adverse criticism at the family supper table can
only weaken your child's confidence in his teacher. Certainly such
behind-the-scenes quarterbacking will not help the teacher- to become
a better teacher, however much you may desire it. If you have a com-
plaint, discuss it first with the teacher.

12. Don't demand the impossible of your child: be realistic about
his capabilities. Educationally, it is as dangerous to demand too much
as it is not to demand enough.- If the English program-is shallow and
unchallenging, your child will find- it dull and unrewarding. He will
respond witn a minimum investment of his ability. On the other hand,
to set goals that are clearly impossible for him to attain is to invite
disaster. Whatever the field of human endeavor, nothing succeeds like
successor at least the possibility of success. Common sense tells us
not to waste time trying to accomplish the impossible; an old folk
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saying, in fact, advises, "Don't bang your head againit a stone wall."
Many parents, unfortunately, find it difficult or they-literally refuse

to assess realistically =their child's capabilities. They demand that he
be assigned to an advanced placement class, for example, when- he
is doing his very best in a regular English class. They make the child's
life and their own miserable driving to get itim into Ivy University
when the child's inclinations, test scores, and academic performance
generally indicate to the unbiased that his only chance for satisfaction
and success lies in the less demanding (but for him more suitable)
program_of an intellectually less exacting school.

The skills of English are basic Jo a child's success at all grade
levels, especially the skills of reading and writing. If a parent is not
able to_ judge for himself his child's proficiency with these skills, then
he certainly should be willing to= share the school's (that is, the
English teacher's) professional judgment in, the matter. In turn, the
school has its solemn responsibility to determine, as accurately as it is
possible to do,- the child's potentialities. One baffling and constantly
recurring question to teachers is "How much and what kind of com-
position training is actually necessary for these children?"

13. Be encoUraging and, if possible, constructive in commenting
on your child's writing. Resist the easy temptation to point out, first
of all, his spelling, punctuation, or other mechanical errors. Begin
instead with a favorable comment about his ideas, remembering that
they should be judged again according to the writer's age and maturity
level, not according to your owl. Your purpose, bear in mind, is not
to impress on the child how much he doesn't know, nor is it to
impress upon him how much more you know than he does.

Your purpose is, or should be, to add to your child's self-confidence
as a writerto encourage him to want to go on writing down his ideas
for you and others to read. For many children at the elementary level,
a bulletin board, hung in a moderately conspicuous place in the home,
may serve to bring their composition work to the attention of the
entire family. Once you have established a good writer-audience
relationship with your child, then the way may be clear to make
occasional suggestions about the mechanical flaws in his writing.

It is only fair to note at this point that some parents and children,
for reasons that have nothing to do with writing or the study of
English, may never achieve this kind of favorable relationship. In
fact, where teenagers are involved, lack of communication betweet.
parent and child is possibly a more normal state of affairs than not!
At least a part of this trouble may stem from the parents' failure to

4.
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set up a trunk line early enough. The child:who begins early in his
elementary years to view his parents as an understanding and enthusi-
astic audience is not as likely to shut them off when he ilips into
adolescence.

In making these suggestions, we are fully aware that parents who
achieve -a- 100 per cent batting average inrapplyingzthem _successfully
must be paragons=and:probably have exceptional childten-to begin
with! All we can say at this point is that the closet you=come to-
practicing the suggestions offered in this chapter, the more helpful_
you will =be to your cliild--and-to the school = in which, after -all, the
responsibility rests for helping to make Inn a =more competent Writer.
Needless to say, the corollary also- true. Your failUre to take an
active= nterest in his writing may not block your child from betoming

.competent writer, but it certainly won't make -the road easier for
him.




